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Abstract

Marketing ethics continues to be viewed as tampered by unethical practices. This
cross-cultural quantitative research surveys 186 consumers in the New Orleans
Metropolitan area to gain insights into their perceptions of marketing ethics. The
predictive ability of consumers' demographic variables, cultural dimensions, and
sentiments toward marketing mix elements vis-A-vis their perceptions of marketing ethics
are explored, as well as significant differences within these dominant constructs.
The study integrates a conceptual framework blended with Hofstede's cultural
dimensions, McCarthy's marketing mix, and the Hunt-Vitell's general theory of
marketing ethics. Psychometric characteristics of the instruments were confirmed through
exploratory factor analyses. Results show that demographic variables such as nationality,
place of residence, time in residence, and education produced significant differences

among consumers while affecting their ethical perceptions. Within or inter-consumer
groups comparisons commensurate with their cultural value classification indicate
significant differences for collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, and long-term orientation;
and these differences were also significant in regard to their sentiments of marketing mix
classification for product, promotion, andplace. Multiple regression analyses confirmed
the predictive ability of education, nationality/Caribbean, income, time in residence,
long-term orientation, collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, place, product, and
promotion on the consumer perception of marketing ethics.

These findings add value to the extant literature, and are beneficial to future
research. Additionally, practical implications, limitations, and recommendations are
discussed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background to the Study

Marketing ethics has been under intense watch in the last decades as the
sustainable development approach became crucial to counteract any degradation that
imperils our planet. Baumhart (196 1) surveyed more than 1,700 business people, and
found with an 82% response rate that 80% believed that unethical practices were
occurring in business. Still, after more than a decade in the 21Stcentury, marketing ethics
continue to be viewed as tampered by significant unethical practices. In spite of
technological advances, a growing educated consumer base, and a staggering global
economy, ethics in marketing remains a daunting challenge. The World Economic
Forum, in collaboration with Facebook, The Nielsen Company, and Georgetown
University, conducted a unique new poll over Facebook that reached over 130,000
respondents from France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Israel, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, South
Africa, Turkey and the United States. The majority of respondents were under 30 years
old, and when asked how they see the role of values in the economy today, strikingly,
over two-thirds of the 130,000 respondents believe the current economic crisis is also a
crisis of ethics and values (World Economic Forum, 2010. p. 3). Approximately one year
later by the end of 201 1, in the midst of a troubling global economy and rising
unemployment rate, discontent citizens initiated a worldwide movement to protest against
business uncaring practices they deemed unethical.
The aforementioned assessments and sustained discontentment clearly indicate
there should be serious concerns about where ethics range in business practices. The field

of marketing, where planning processes of critical elements such as product, price,
promotion, and place blossom, indubitably remains under scrutiny.
Purpose of the Study
The current investigation seeks an understanding of consumers' perceptions
toward marketing ethics while considering such perceptions as influenced by
demographic variables, cultural consequences, and sentiments toward marketing mix
elements. It integrates a conceptual framework blended with Hofstede's five cultural
dimensions model, McCarthy's (1960, 1984, 1990) marketing mix concept, and the HuntVitell(1986) general theory of marketing ethics to formulate a hypothesized model that
will help exploring and predicting the significant differences, and the degree of influence
between the predictor and outcome variables. Such aim will be achieved through an
extensive review of the theoretical and empirical literature, statistical data collection to
analyze and evaluate any inconsistencies with prior findings, and minimize the gap in
consumer-related marketing ethics research. Moreover, scholarly contribution in
resolving potential gaps in ethical, transactional, and economic values within marketing
practices through the furtherance of such exploratory findings should be essential to
fbture cross-cultural studies. In summary this study will answer:
What is the influence of consumers' demographic characteristics, consumers'
culture, and consumers' sentiments of the marketing mix toward consumers' perceptions
of marketing ethics?
Definition of Terms
Historical accounts of trade in the literature suggest that marketing practices have
long existed. The development of marketing thought began early in the twentieth century,

and proceeded through an evolution of a body of viewpoints, concepts, and principles
joined to the recurrence of interest in business ethics (Bartels, 1967). This next section
defines theoretically the primary constructs for this study while "specifying the activities
or operations necessary to measure and evaluate the measurement" (Kerlinger & Lee,
2000, p. 42).
Consumer Demographics
Theoretical definition. Consumers demographics, based on Merriam-Webster's
definition of demographics, relate to the dynamic balance of the consumer population
especially with regard to density and capacity for expansion or decline (MemamWebster, 2009).
Operational definition. The consumers' demographics are herein measured
through gender, age, nationality, place of residence, time in residence, race, education,
and income, and then analyzed statistically (Gaski, 2008; Yoo & Donthu, 2002).

Marketing Mix
Theoretical definition. The marketing mix is "the set of controllable variables
that must be managed to satisfy the target market and achieve organizational objectives.. .
it is the core of the marketing management process" (Peter & Donnelly Jr., 2006, p. 17).
The set of controllable variables are as follows:
Product is "the need-satisfying offering of a firm" (McCarthy & Perreault, 1984, p. 288).
Price is "what is charged for something" (McCarthy & Perreault, 1984, p. 555).
Promotion is "communication information between seller and buyer to influence attitudes

and behavior" (McCarthy & Perreault, 1984, p. 467).

Place involves "making product available in the right quantities and locations when

customers want them" (McCarthy & Perreault, 1984, p. 361).
Operational definition. The marketing mix is measured by: product, price,
promotion, andplace (McCarthy, 1960, 1984).

Cultural Dimensions
Theoretical definition. Culture is defined as "the collective programming of the
mind that distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from another"
(Hofstede, 2001, p. 9). Hofstede initiated a model of five cultural dimensions to assess
culture at the natiodgroup level.
Operational definition. These five cultural dimensions known as, collectivism,
uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and long-term orientation (Hofstede,
2001), have gained strong empirical support within cross-cultural studies. They will be
used to measure cultural differences in this study.
Perceptions of Marketing Ethics
Theoretical definition. According to the American Marketing Association's
(2007) definition, marketing is "the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating,
communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers,
clients, partners, and society at large" (p. 3). Murphy, Laczniak, Bowie, and Klein (2005)
define marketing ethics as "the systematic study of how moral standards are applied to
marketing decisions, behaviors and institutions" (p. 17). Marketing ethics is also
described as a subset of business ethics that determines "moral principles that define right
and wrong behavior in marketing" (Ferrell, 2001). Perception, itself, can be defined as "a
process by which an individual selects, organizes, and interprets sensory stimuli to get a

better understanding of the world" (Schiffman, Kanuk & Hansen, 2008; Mutsikiwa &
Basera, 2012, p115).
Operational definition. The consumers' perceptions about marketing ethics will

be operationalized through the dependent variable ethics, defined as "the study of
standards of behavior which promote human welfare and the good" (Hanson, 2010, p. 1).
Therefore, for the purpose of this study, ethics is studied within a marketing concept and
measured at the individual level.
Justification

The literature is scant in the arena of cross-cultural consumer-related studies, and
investigating the consumer's perception within a subculture setting such as the New
Orleans Metropolitan area adds additional value to the literature. Moreover, the
theoretical tenets and the blend of constructs considered to seek some understanding of
the individual consumer's perception process make this research worthy of warranted
consumer-related investigations.
The significance of this research rests within the rationale that it targets through a
unique approach the consumer's perception toward marketing ethics while such
perceptions are influenced by specific demographics variables, cultural values, and
consumers' sentiments of the traditional marketing mix. It gives an opportunity to use the
Hunt and Vitell (H-V) model as a paradigm to understand other facets of the consumer's
perception process. The conceptual framework blended with the H-V (1986,2006)
theory, a specific consumer demographic concept, Hofstede's (1980,2001) cultural
concept, and McCarthy and Perreault (1984, 1990) marketing mix concept, has provided
solid grounds for the variables adopted for the study. There is still a lack of empirical

evidence or consistency to confirm or refute many variables that are associated with
evaluating consumer perceptions within the marketing ethics context. Therefore, studying
such variables with different constructs and in a different marketing context should
further promote the level of influence of their characteristics on the individual
consumer's perception. Adding to the latter is also the interactive nature or
interrelationship of these variables in the perception process whereas situational variables
(e.g., demographics, culture, and acculturation) and the traditional 4Ps of the marketing
mix are considered to be core agents. While the study uses Hofstede's cultural values for
the cultural assessment, the individual consumer is brought to the fore and measured
rather than assigning Hofstede's well-known country cultural scores to the selected
sample.
Delimitation and Scope

The focus of this research is to understand, from a cross-cultural perspective,
consumers' perceptions toward marketing ethics during an economic recession while
considering such perceptions as influenced by demographic variables, cultural
consequences, and sentiments toward marketing mix elements. It is noteworthy to
confirm that the study targets the understanding of consumers' perceptions toward
marketing ethics without a focus on a specific level of economic conjuncture. This
exclusionary approach is not a threat to the study's generalizability as consumer
consumption behavior in general has long been recognized as influenced by economic
status. Jaffe and Tsimerman (201 1) found "self-interest, disregard for others, a lack of
religious conviction and reward or punishment" (p. 1) were strong determinants of
unethical behavior during economic crises.

Though the field of business ethics is an autonomous discipline, the
intenveavement of ethics with major disciplines such as psychology, economy,
sociology, and anthropology gives way to a wealth of potential constructs and variables
for business ethics-related studies. Schlegelmilch and Oberseder (2010), in their review
of an inclusive historical development of marketing ethics-related topics and taking into
account publications from 1960 to 2008, identified the following: decision-making,
education, green marketing, Internet, international Law, literature review, marketing
research, norms and codes, place, price, product, promotion, religion, sales, social
marketing, vulnerable consumers, and consumers. These latter topics have been treated
by various scholars, using a wide array of variables that assert their influence on
marketing ethics and their relationship to other disciplines.
The literature review herein explores within a marketing ethics context specific
variables under examination for the research objective. The review further entails an
assessment, from an ethical, transactional, and economic perspective, of the potential
relationships and significance of several predictors against the outcome variable premised
under the construct ethics. These predictors derive from demographic variables selected
by the researcher, from cultural value dimensions initiated by Hofstede (2001), and from
the notable 4Ps of the marketing mix (McCarthy & Perreault, 1984; 1990). The outcome
variable is represented by 'marketing ethics' using the ethical components translated in
Singhapakdi, Vitell, Rallapalli, and Kraft (1996).
The initial attempt was to address the outcome variable through the 'marketing
norm ethics' construct holding variables such as price and distribution norms,
information and contract norms, product andpromotion norms, obligations and

disclosure norms, and, general honesty and integrity norms (Vitell, Rallapalli &
Singhapakdi, 1993). Therefore, due to overwhelming commonalities between variables of
the 4Ps of the marketing mix and the marketing norm ethics, the latter was rejected to
avoid issues of multicollinearity. The latter implication adds significance to the selection
of 'marketing ethics' as the final outcome variable for the study. Investigating the
consumers' perceptions toward marketing ethics by taking into account their respective
demographic variables, their cultural traits, and their sentiments toward price, product,
promotion, and place, defines the boundaries of the study. Moreover, it provides an
opportunity to address underlying implications in the methodological development of a
contextual marketing ethics research.
Other covariates of interest that were discarded after examination are as follows:
demographic variables such as marital status, occupation, and religiosity of respondents,
and; the extra 3Ps of the marketing mix elements known as physical presence,
participants, and processes (Booms & Bitner, 1981). The arguments behind their
elimination are as follows:
There have been inconsistent results in reference to the effects of marital status on
ethical decisions. Swaidan, Vitell, and Rawwas (2003) considered that older, more
educated, and married consumers have sided less with questionable activities than
younger ones. Support for the effects of marital status on ethical decision-making is
scarce among marketing practitioners (Lund, 2000). Occupation as a demographic
variable has mostly been used in market segmentation-oriented research (Bala, 2008). Siu
and Lam (2009) noted a difference in ethical perceptions between managers and nonmanagers. Therefore, the inclusion of occupation as a demographic variable in the study

is impractical due to the scope and inaccessibility of all occupational jobs. Religiosity is
expected to have an effect on ethical judgments and intentions (e.g., Hunt & Vitell,
1986), and additionally marketing ethics and religion should gain more value as societies
become multi-religious (Schlegehnilch & Oberseder, 2010). However, the existence of so
many religions and the extended scope that would ensue from the inclusion of this
variable rather suggest autonomous studies for addressing religiosity and marketingrelated ethical aspects.
In reference to the extra 3Ps, the fundamental supportive argument puts forward
by its proponents relates to a marketing that is wanting, and is in need to positively
influence customer satisfaction as a result of distinguishing characteristics of services
(e.g., Bitner, 1990; Booms & Bitner, 1981; Mindak & Fine, 1981). Respectively, physical
presence is considered important to address the increased contact of consumers with
products in their environments 1 retail units; participants relate to the customer interface
in modem service industries and include the firm's personnel as well as all customers in
the environment; and the last oneprocess rests on strategies and procedures associated
with customer-related services. In spite of their stance, the suggested 3Ps are excluded in
this research. While they have found emphasis in modem marketing, they
unconditionally remain subparts of the traditional 4Ps.
There are still inconsistent views in the literature about the emergence of these
latest marketing mix elements that seem directly tied to service marketing (Enis &
Roering, 198I), and about which of these marketing elements should make the new
marketing mix list. Moreover, Bitner (1990) does not exclude the fact thatphysical
evidence, participants, andprocess could be part of the traditional 4Ps framework, but

rather contends that "separating them out draws attention to factors that are of expressed
importance to service firm managers" (p. 70). In spite of the latter stance, the extra 3Ps
are not incorporated as predictor variables in this study. The traditional 4Ps of the
marketing mix albeit generic elements possess empirical evidence (Gaski, 2008) and
sufficient characteristics for the research objective. Schlegelmilch and Oberseder (2010)
indicated that researches addressing ethical issues within the 4Ps of marketing mix were
equally distributed, but from a macro perspective, the authors recommended their use in
future research due to the constant low number of related papers.
In summary, the usage of these above-challenged variables would create three

core implications. The first would be the inclusion of some uncontrolled extraneous
variables or of conflicting predictors at risk of incidence of multicollinearity during
statistical evaluations. The second would be the poor relevance of some variables vis-hvis the direct orientation and objective of the study. The third is the fact that it would be
too problematic to attempt to address some of these aforementioned secondary variables
as they would have considerably expanded the scope of the research without providing in
return a substantial value.
The examination of alternative theories during research planning is almost
indispensable toward any genuine endeavor to conduct a sound investigation. Svensson's
(2001) viewpoint was taken into account to limit parameters for this review. According to
Svensson (2001), "the point of departure, in any marketing process of theory building,
modeling, and development of conceptual frameworks in marketing, must be from the
customer's perspective and eventually from the ultimate consumer's perspective" (p. 95).
By that, at the inception of the research planning, Heider's (1958) attribution theory was

found to be of great value with its broad integrated concepts that dig well into
psychosocial behavioral tendencies of humans. In fact, the theory's objective is to
understand factors behind perceptions, clarify motivational processes, and explore the
maneuverings of causal attributions. A three-stage process underlies the dynamics of
attribution theory: perception meaning how the person perceives or observes the
behavior; judgment dominated by causal attribution as the perceived cause of a
performance outcome - i.e. the person believes an outcome or event occurred; and

responses where the behavior, feelings are determined and expressed. However, Heider's
theory was not selected in this study in order to preclude any causal orientation. The goal
herein calls for a conceptual kamework that captures well the consumers' cognitive and
affect behaviors, the marketing mix elements, and the dynamics of ethical marketing. In
conclusion, from a discourse perspective, attribution theory's causal structure remains an
interesting paradigm for the psychology of cognitive and perceptual behaviors.

An empirical search of ethical theories most utilized in the business ethics
literature overwhelmingly pointed toward teleological and deontological theories.
Understanding their main theoretical tenets somehow helps to demonstrate why the
selection of other theories could be problematic for the study. Hunt and Vitell(1986)
contend, "any positive theory of ethics must account for both the deontological and the
teleological aspects of the evaluation process" (p. 7). What are the main premises of both
philosophical approaches? Teleological theories known as well as consequential theories
judge the moral rightness of an act by looking at its consequences while deontological
theories attempt to assess the inherent right and wrongness of an alternative using
predetermined rules or norms.

The implications with both theories are how with the teleological approach each
individual would evaluate consequences of an action, and on the other side, the
characteristic of "a purely deontological theory.. .[which is] one that attempts to exclude
a consideration of consequences in ethical decision-making" (Tsalikis & Frizche, 1989,

p.698). While the segregation of teleological and deontological theories appears to be
lacking for ethical evaluations in the marketing context, their philosophies were both
found to jointly influence ethical judgments in a cross-cultural study (Donoho, Polansky,
Roberts & Cohen, 2001; Mayo & Marks, 1990). In addition, the Hunt-Vitell's (1986)
general theory of marketing ethics was recognized as "the only (marketing ethics theory)
that can be applied to individual contexts such as consumer behavior" (Vitell,
Singhapakdi & Thomas, 2001, p. 155). In the end, while using H-V theory as the
theoretical basis for the study, the two following concepts are selected to form a
conceptual framework: (1) Hofstede's (2001) cultural view complemented with a set of
cultural value dimensions that exemplify profiles of individual cultures used to assess
how such cultures shape perceptions of marketing norms ethics, and; (2) McCarthy and
Perreault's (1984,1990) marketing mix concept.

A number of potential research questions considered in the research planning
were not pursued on the basis of controlling and shaping the research to achieve its
intended objective. In this framework, questions such as "what are the main stimuli of
consumers' perceptions toward norm ethics?" Do such stimuli derive from moral norms,
economic status, and purchasing experiences? Engaging in such latter inquiries would
result into seeking the causes of consumers' perceptions. That would have conflicted with
the objective of the research, which is rather to understand the process of consumers'

perceptions toward marketing norm ethics while such perceptions are influenced by
selective variables. In this optic, the conceptual framework has helped to set and support
clear parameters on the research objective and the structure that ought to be followed.
There are inevitable limitations observed in this study at the level of consumer
respondents. The consumer population certainly has sub-cultural characteristics that are
distinct from other consumers residing in other parts of the United States. Thus,
respondents' perceptions are subjected to the influence of a certain level of bias linked to
the type of consumer, situational constraints, and consumption behavior. However, these
limitations do not impose concrete restrictions on imminent inferences at the research
conclusions. Future studies should consider investigating consumers within comparable
contexts while classifying consumers by types, which means an emphasis on
inexperienced and experienced consumers.
The sampling in the study includes consumers from the multicultural New
Orleans Metropolitan area categorized into "resident consumers defined as consumers
"

that have been living in the New Orleans Metropolitan area for three or more years, and
"adapted resident consumers" defined as consumers that have lived in the area for less
than three years and have either adapted or adapting. By that, the notion of acculturation
cannot be excluded in this research that encompasses an environment typified by a
pluralistic subculture. The goal is to reduce threatening limitations, identify behavioral
aspects of coherence and de-coherence, and ensure perceptual characteristics that are
representative of the consumer population under study. One additional advantage is that
cross-cultural research are generalizable to all types of societies as they lead to general

cross-cultural statements about commonalities and dissimilarities between human
cultures (Ilesanmi, 2009).
This research not only points towards consumer-related studies, but its
prominence rests within the fact that it investigates the perception of the individual
consumer, which is the core transactional agent that triggers marketing processes and
outcomes. Moreover, the above-discussed delimitation and scope of the study has carried
out an in-depth valuation of all core elements of the current research using well-known
criteria to express situational characteristics that have led to its methodological design.
Organization of the Study

The organization of the study should be explicable through the various outlines
encompassing the different areas that guided its development. A library research plan and
strategy were designed to conduct an efficient evaluation of the proposed study, identify
the gap in the literature, explore and adopt theoretical tenets that provide a rational basis
for the related constructs, shape and achieve an inclusive empirical literature review of
the constructs and their relationships with the outcome variable, and then support other
valuable inquiries for the study's effectiveness. Although most of the marketing ethics or
business ethics literature is produced beyond the year 1985, the review goes back from

1957 to 2014. Search engines such as Proquest, Google are used to accumulate scholarly
data, and to facilitate findings of miscellaneous data relevant to the study.
Scholarly journals including-peer reviewed was most likely searched using the
following publications: Academy of Management Journal, Administrative Science
Quarterly, Business Ethics Quarterly, Jouurnal of Academy of Marketing Science, Journal
of Business Ethics, Journal of Business Research, Journal of Marketing, or Journal of

Personal Selling & Sales Management, International Journal of Management, Journal of
Organizational Behavior, International Journal of Management, Journal of American
Academy of Business, Journal of Applied Social Psychology, Journal of Management
Studies, Journal of Managerial Issues, Haward Business Review, Journal of
Macromarketing, Journal of Consumer Policy, Global Journal of Business Research,
Journal of Corporation Law, and any other credible sources that may offer valuable data.

The American Marketing Association (AMA) website was searched in an attempt
to capture established guidelines of the marketing industry. In addition, the AMA Code
of Ethics embraces topics such as: responsibilities of the marketer, professional conduct,
honesty and fairness, rights and duties of parties in the marketing exchange process,
product development and management, promotions, distribution, pricing, marketing
research, and organizational relationships (American Marketing Association, 2007).
Keywords used in online research are: 'marketing and consumer perceptions,
'marketing ethics', 'ethical decision-making', 'marketing mix elements', 'marketing mix
and norm ethics', 'cross-cultural studies and marketing ethics'.

In the first chapter of the research, the main purpose and justification of the study,
its significance, the theoretical and operational definitions of key concepts, and
delimitation and scope are articulated to present a comprehensive introductory synopsis.
The second chapter aims to a review of the literature related to marketing ethics
components that are tied to the objective set herein, while also highlighting any existing
gap in the literature. The third chapter proposes the methodology designed for the study,
and the fourth addresses the data collection and analysis while the fifth focuses on the
interpretation of findings, implications, limitations, conclusions and recommendations.

CHAPTER I1
THEORETICAL LITERATURE REVIEW, SUMMARY OF THE
THEORETICAL LITERATURE REVIEW, EMPIRICAL LITERATURE
REVIEW, THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK, RESEARCH QUESTIONS,
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES AND HYPOTHESIZED MODEL
Theoretical Literature Review

A review was conducted for the theoretical tenets that address the constructs
under study: consumer demographic characteristics, consumers' cultural dimensions,
consumers' sentiments towards the marketing mix, and consumers' perceptions of
marketing ethics.
The Demographic Concept
Within the realm of marketing, there have not been theories specifically devoted
to consumers' demographic characteristics, and any substantive debate in this area has
been somewhat limited in the literature. Therefore, there are theoretical premises that
somehow offer explorative avenues for a conceptual explanation. Leeson (201 1) defines
demography as "the study of human populations . . . [that] involves the so-called
demographic components: fertility, mortality, and migration of well-defined
populations." (p. 1). However, a more straightforward focus within the demographic
framework for this research would be on consumer demographic characteristics, which in
the current context should rather be seen as a segmentation process. One measured
through identifiable characteristics of a population such as, gender, age, nationality, place
of residence, time in residence, race, education, and income. Martin and Brooks (2010)
contend, "there is a consensus that demographic variables are appropriate segmentation

bases for consideration" (p. 83). This notion rationally implies differentiability within the
consumer demographic perspective. The authentic character of marketing is linked not
only to demographic characteristics, but as well as to socioeconomics and psychographics
characteristics, which all interrelate in the said framework.
The sociological perspective posits forces such as, class stratification, conflict,
social structures, social relationships, and consumerism that influence the consumer
behavior (Martin & Brooks, 2010). In the same angle, are premises from social identity
theory that addresses intergroup relations and social conflict upon "the basic hypothesis
of, which is that people are motivated to seek positive social identity by comparing ingroups favorably with out-groups" (Turner & Oakes, 1986, p. 240); and, selfcategorization theory for explaining "group phenomena in terms of the structure and
functioning of the social self-concept" (Turner & Oakes, 1986, p. 241).
From the economic perspective, a microeconomic stance suggests, "consumers'
self interest maximizes preferences for collection of goods and services within a budget
constraint", and a macroeconomic approach rooted in "Keynesian economics, which
considers consumption as a function of income "(Martin & Brooks, 2010, p. 84).
The psychographic perspective rests on "the characterization of individuals
according to their perceptions of self and their aspirations in association with
characteristics such as age, sex, education, and income" (Martin & Brooks, 2010, p. 86).
All aforementioned perspectives converge to assert the fundamental logic of what
constitutes a consumer's demographic characteristics, and how these characteristics are
duly integrated within any conceptual framework that aims to explain consumers'
perceptions about marketing ethics.

Cultural theories

In spite of the importance of cross-cultural factors in business ethics, few studies
were found to be cross-cultural in content (Vitell, Nwachukwu & Barnes, 1993). Bartels
(1967) was one of the first to recognize the role of culture in ethical-decision making
processes and to conduct a study. Ferrell and Gresham (1985) recognized the influence of
cultural and group norms values on individual behavior in their contingency framework
for understanding ethical decision making in a business context. Hunt and Vitell(1986)
supported societal culture as having an effect on the decision-making process entailing
ethical issues. Singhapakdi, Vitell, and Leelakhulthanit (1994) emphasized the
recognition of culture in marketing ethics theories as one of the most important factors
influencing ethical decision-making. That trend remains quite sustainable based on
findings from studies where for example Hofstede's cultural dimensions, are used as "a
theoretical basis for demonstrating national culture between the United States and Latin
America" ((Hewett, Money & Sharma, 2006, p. 388); are significantly associated with
corporate social performance (Ho, Wang & Vitell, 2012); explain differences in corporate
governance practices (Chang & Cheung, 2012); and, the disparity in consumer ethics
(Swaidan, 2012).
With a cross-cultural research framework, theories such as the grid-group
model (GGM) of Cultural Theory by British Anthropologist Mary Douglas and
colleagues, and Hofstede's theory of cultural dimensions are shown in the literature as
possessing characteristics that address an individual's culture (Karmasin, 2002). The
primary tenet of grid-group Cultural Theory is that "culture matters - preferences and
justifications shape the world of social relations"; and, the distinction of a limited number

of cultural types through "a typology of cultures [that] includes viable combinations of
patterns of social relations and patterns of cultural biases (or cosmologies)" (Douglas
1982; Mamadouh, 1999, p. 396). According to Karmasim (2002), the GGM "does not
start out drawing borders, but it first looks at what the common artifacts, values, basic
assumptions in a cross-cultural situation are, and then researches who the people are that
share these common features" (p.338). Chai, Dorj, Hampton, and Liu (201 1) also used
Cultural Theory in their research "to better characterize cultural variables and to explain
collective action" (p. 741).
Other theoretical premises such as Brewer's (1991) optimal distinctiveness theory
and social impact theory created by Bibb LatanC in 1981, also exhibit strong explanatory
ties to an individual's culture in the context of marketing. "The optimal distinctiveness
theory demonstrates that individuals prefer to join groups, teams or collectives with
particular properties. In particular, individuals need to fulfill two competing needs: the
need to belong or assimilate and the need to feel distinct and unique" (Rajagopal, 201 1, p.
288). These dynamics are omnipresent in the consumer's life, and they can also be
viewed as core influences of a consumerism culture. Leonardelli, Pickett, and Brewer
(2010) produced empirical evidence indicating "the two needs influence perceptions and
judgments of the self and others, and the nature of intragroup and intergroup relations7'
(p. 65). The social impact theory, itself, holds that "social impact is the result of social
forces, including the strength of the source of impact, the immediacy of the event and the
number of sources exerting the impact. Moreover, it emphasizes that the amount of
impact tends to increase as the number of sources increases" (Rajagopal, 201 1, p. 288). In
fact, technological infrastructure, globalization, competition, economic condition, and

market constraints would all be examples of social forces that may directly or indirectly
govern marketing ethics culture and the reactive perception of the consumer.
To this date, one of the most notable conceptual frameworks in the domain of
culture has been Hofstede's typology of cultural dimensions with its individualism versus
collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, power distance, masculinity, and long-term
orientation. According to Hofstede (2001), collectivism (CV) versus its opposite
individualism is related to the degree of integration of individuals into primary groups;
uncertainty avoidance (UA) deals with a society's tolerance for uncertainty, in other
words the level of stress in a society in the face of an unknown future; masculinity ( M S )
versus its oppositefemininity refers to the division of emotional roles between men and
women; powev distance (PD) is related to the different solutions to the basic problem of
human equality; and, long-term orientation (LTO) versus shovt-term orientation, also
originally coined as 'Confucian dynamism', determines the choice of focus for people's
efforts relative to the present or the future (Hofstede, 2001).

Marketing Mix Concept
Borden coined the term marketing mix in 1953 with the perspective of putting
forward a set of controllable variables and levels that a firm uses to influence the target
market (Khan, 201 1). Therefore, the marketing mix, itself, has been in the works since
the Copenhagen School in Denmark laid "the core assumption that the amount sold by a
firm is a function of some managerial command variables called action parameters
(somewhat similar to marketing mix controllable variables" (Madsen & Pedersen, 20 13,
p. 173). This conceptual approach set forth by the Copenhagen School had its roots
within a microeconomic theory that addresses marketing issues from a decision-making

perspective (Madsen & Pedersen, 2013). These roots demonstrate an unbreakable link of
the marketing mix concept lo price theory also part of a microeconomic theoretical
framework.

In 1955, in the same line of thought, Rasmussen initiated his price theory or
parameter theory consisting of a methodological rigor on "demand from a marketing or
sales point-of-view" where price, product quality, advertising, and service are relevant
action parameters (Madsen & Pedersen, 2013, p. 175). Later on, McCarthy (1960) set
out to refine Borden's idea, and wrapped a set of controllable variables under the notable

4 Ps (product, price, promotion, place) that held worthy managerial relevance.
McCarthy's marketing mix offered ingredients in a simple conceptual framework that
facilitated a pre-dominance status. And then, there was the social marketing concept
(Kotler & Zaltman, 1971) inevitably connected to mainstream marketing to transmit
principles and practices that reflect the role of business in the social framework (Gordon,
2012). The four Ps, product, price, promotion, and place, were undoubtedly the most
dominant tools for promoting a marketing thought with a social agenda emphasis.
Therefore, as the field of marketing faces new challenges, some scholars claimed the four

Ps lacked the components to serve a social marketing or customer-oriented approach that
deals with new marketing challenges (Moller, 2006; Popovic, 2006; Gordon, 2012). This
emerging perspective opened a forum for debates, and proposals of additional concepts.
The UK National Social Marketing Centre (NSMC) views social marketing as
"combining ideas from commercial marketing and the social sciences . . . for influencing
behavior in a sustainable and cost-effective way" (NSMC, 2010, para 2). Boom and
Bitner's (198 1) extension of the marketing mix concept through the seven Ps was one

early reflection of these dissenting views. The authors attempted to complement the four
Ps with three additional elements: people, processes, and physical evidence. Other
scholars introduced different conceptual premises, such as the mix of 4Cs introduced in
1990 by Robert F. Launterborn that focuses on the customer's needs and wants, cost,
convenience, and communication. Launterborn rested its elements on the buyer's rather
than the seller's perspective (Khan, 201 1). Popovic (2006), brought emphasis on the
customer buying-decision process in order to capture marketing needs specific to hightech start-up companies. This customer-oriented process was modeled on the concept of
the 4Ps, but using components supplanted by corresponding probabilities that stress the
positive outcome of the buying process. Wang, Head, and Archer (2000) advocated the
concept and theory of relationship marketing, which premised on "relationship-building
with customers, where customer retention is the primary focus, as opposed to market
share in traditional transactional marketingW(p.375). For the latter objective, the
aforementioned researchers proposed a relationship-building model of three elements:
database, interaction, and network. Kucuk (201 1) suggested for the digital world, a
transformation in the marketing mix through complementary e-marketing value drivers
listed as connectivity, content, community, and commitment. Chikweche and Fletcher
(2012) advocated for theory building where additional variables would conceive a
marketing mix that takes into account the constraints and distinctive challenges of bottom
of the pyramid (BOP) markets.
Brei, D'Avila, Camargo, and Engels (201 1) rather leaned on a conceptual
framework that advocated a clear distinction between standardization of the marketing
mix and adaptation of the marketing mix. The essence of standardization strategy is

defined as using the same marketing program in various settings with a focus on the
marketing mix being applied. This standardization concept rests on the argument of
"market homogeneity" whereas the effects of globalization and improved
communications lead to a rapprochement of consumers in preferences and tastes (Brei et
al., 201 1; Viswanathan & Dickson 2007). The adaptation strategy centers on "the degree
to which the product and "its elements (brand, design, label, product line, and quality) are
adapted to the external markets in order to adjust to the differences in the environment,
consumer behavior, standards of use, and competitiveness." (Brei et al., 201 1, p. 270).
The above-mentioned conceptual views make it clear the context of a firm or a
market may call for a more detailed or extended marketing mix; and, other marketing
concepts certainly hold elements that are valuable to an increasingly complex marketing
field. A priori, an in-depth review of marketing concepts subsequent to that of McCarthy
also reveals inconsistencies and controversies on which marketing elements can be more
effective in one or more areas. Besides, McCarthy7straditional 4 Ps incontestably
continue to serve as a fundamental basis and useful framework not only for marketing
practitioners, but a paradigm from which still departs many emerging marketing
concepts.

Ethical Theories
One core objective of this research is to detect consumers' significant differences
in perceptions of marketing ethics according to constructs such as demographics, culture,
and sentiments of marketing mix. Most marketing ethics theories suggest, "an individual
will apply ethical guidelines based on different moral philosophies or ideologies when
making decisions involving ethical problems" (e.g. Fenell& Gresham, 1985; Hunt &

Vitell, 1986; Singhapakdi, Rawwas, Marta & Ahmed, 1999, p. 258). Western
philosophical approaches such as teleological and deontological premises have been very
influential in attempting to explain the mechanisms that interplay to give way to an
ethical perception outcome.
Teleological theories or consequentialist theories judge the moral rightness of an
act by looking at its consequences while deontological theories attempt to assess the
inherent right and wrongness of an alternative using predetermined rules or norms. Both
aforementioned theories have numerous theoretical approaches to specifically confront
particularities under which ethical perceptions are framed. Teleological theories include
known approaches such as utilitarianism, ethical egoism, and the ethics of care.
Utilitarianism embraces "a societal perspective on costs and benefits of ethical
choice.. .according to how much good or harm it (an action) causes and considers the
effects on all parties" (White & Taft, 2004, p. 465). Ethical egoism uses the maximization
of an individual's or an organization's own self-interest while decisions are egoistically
taken on what is most satisfactory to the individual or organization making the decision
or taking the action (White & Taft, 2004). The ethics of care (both teleological and
deontological) calls for the consideration of "specific context and/or circumstances
surrounding the situation.. . for a situation-specific solution and an individualized
response rather than relying on abstract, universal, and generalized principles, rules, laws,
or policies" (White & Taft, 2004, p. 466).
On another side, deontological ethics is based on Immanuel Kant's Categorical
Imperative that calls for an individual to act according to universal laws. This line of
ethics entails the rights, justice, truth-telling, and virtue perspectives, whereas actions are

based on obligations and duties (White & Taft, 2014). On other respective sides, are the
Eastern philosophical approaches such as Confucianism and Buddhism where one's
moral life should be learned and practiced throughout life; and, ethical relativism and
idealism philosophical approaches proven to be valuable tools for ethical decision
processes in business (Singhapakdi et al., 1999; Park, 2005). Ethical relativism holds the
stance that there are no moral absolutes, but ethical values that "are relative to, and
depend on, specific people, cultures, locations or time periods" mapal, 2014, p. 242).
Idealism is defined as "the belief that ethical judgments are morally absolute in terms of
moral principles, norms or laws" (Park, 2005, p. 83). And, also worthy of mention are the
recent philosophical approaches grouped under what is known as the Twentieth Century
Ethical Guidelines framework, which encompasses the United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the CERES Principles, the Caux Principles, the Global
Sullivan Principles, the International Labor Organization's Core Labor Conventions, and
respective Corporate Codes of Conducts.
While there are other existing ethical theories, the above-listed ones are the most
relevant and have special characteristics that apply to ethical reasoning within a business
ethics context. Coherent to the latter, Hunt and Vitell's (1986) general theory of
marketing ethics considered and emphasized on the "perceived ethical problem", which it
views as essential to an ethical decision process. Their theory depicts: a teleologicalbased evaluation process centered on the use of "a set of alternatives based upon factors
such as the probability and desirability of perceived consequences"; and, a deontologicalbased evaluation process "where one determines what is ethical by applying a set of
norms to possible alternatives" (Singhapakdi et al., 1996, p. 1132).

Summary of the Theoretical Literature Review
The integration of consumers' demographic characteristics, consumers' individual
cultural values (Hofstede, 2001), and the four Ps (4Ps) of the marketing mix (McCarthy
& Perreault, 1984; 1990) in the process for exploring consumers' perceptions of

marketing ethics (Singhapakdi et al., 1996), is of significance to understanding the
marketing exchange at the individual level. The totality of constructs engaged in this
investigation delineates a distinctive objective from what already transpired in the related
literature.
Demographic variables such as gender, age, nationality, place of residence, time
in residence, race, education, and income, are punctiliously reviewed in the following
sections in order to evaluate characteristics that may define consumer respondents in a
unique multicultural context. Consumers' cultural dimensions are expressed through
Hofstede's (2001) five cultural dimensions, but at the individual level (Yoo, Donthu &
Lenartowicz, 2002). The latter approach fills a gap in the literature. The argument herein
is that, Vitell et. al, (1993) put forward propositions for the study of cultural dimensions
on ethics, but by using nation-level cultural rankings. Yoo et. al. (2002) study rather
investigated the relationship between marketing education, individual cultural values, and
college students' marketing ethics. On another side, most related studies were confined to
the use of two to four out of Hofstede's cultural dimensions (Swaidan et. al, 2008) and
with such cultural dimensions analyzed at the level of national culture. The earlier
described fundamental 4Ps of the marketing mix have insofar proved to be a single key
construct for identifying relevant cues of the consumer's perceptions of marketing ethics.
Furthermore, Blodgett, Hill, and Bakir (2006) posited that "differences in complaining

behavior across various countries are instead due to competitive forces" (p. 103), which
directly affect product, price, promotion, and place of distribution.
Past studies related to perceptions of consumers about their own behaviors and
acceptable business practices indicated the existence of a "double standard" (DePaulo,
1986; Davis, 1979; Rallapalli et al., 1994). As marketing faces new and emerging
challenges tied to changing cultures that have accentuated as a result of globalization
effects and struggling economies, topics involving consumer culture and business norm
ethics appear to be indeed worthy of focus. Indisputably, marketing ethics remains an
indispensable requirement of business, and furthermore a good perception of marketing
ethics may well mean good business, or plainly a value-based transactional relationship
between businesses and consumers. Hunt and Vitell(1986) viewed perception of an
ethical problem situation as the trigger of the decision-making, hence meaning that
consumers' perception will have a significant effect on consumer behavior.

In their scholarly research, Svensson, and Wood (2008) perceived business ethics
to be a continuous and iterative process, and they focused on three principal components
(expectations, perceptions and evaluations). Whether pulled from the consumer or
marketer, perception meaning how the person views or observes the behavior stands as
the pillar of marketing direction. Such contextual logic somehow implies why
demographic characteristics, cultural, business, and ethical concepts or theories should be
utilized to gauge, explain, andlor predict the performance of current marketing activities.
Empirical Literature Review

The extant empirical literature suggests ethical aspects in the business context
have been widely debated or studied. However, numerous reported sample types were

shown as not being specifically tied to consumers, but rather on corporate actors, such as
middle managers, sales people, marketing students, marketing practitioners, and
marketing research professionals (Blodgett, Lu, Rose & Vitell, 2001; Klein, 1999; Marta,
Singhapakdi & Kraft, 2008; Rallapalli, Vitell & Szeinbach, 2000; Vitell et al., 1993; Yoo
& Donthu, 2002). That has insofar rendered weight to Vitell and Ho's 1997 contention

of the field of marketing ethics as "still fertile for additional investigation" (p.707).
Relationships Between Predictor and Outcome

A review of the literature between predictor and outcome components is
articulated in this section, thus supporting their relationships within an ethical framework
to substantiate their importance. The subsequent constructs are herein explored against
the dependent variable consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics: consumers'
demographic characteristics, consumers' cultural dimensions, and consumers' sentiments
toward marketing mix elements.
Consumers' demographic characteristics and consumers' perceptions toward
marketing ethics. The relationship of consumers' demographic characteristics and
consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics almost seems irrefutable. The literature holds
account of many studies that support differing levels of correlations between
demographic characteristics and consumer behaviors. Laroche, Bergeron, and BarbaroForleo (2001), in their attempt to draw a profile of green or socially responsible
consumers identified the typical one as a "female, pre-middle aged, with a high level of
education (finished high school) and above average socioeconomic status" (p. 504). In a
study conducted in Greece, Tsakiridou, Boutsouki, Zotos, and Mattas (2008) noticed to a
minimal extent some effects of demographics on consumers' behavior towards organics.

A few years later, Martin and Brooks (2010) expressed "how the growth potential of
markets or market segments may depend on variables such as birth rates, education
levels, and income, and changes in the size of groups characterized by their age, income,
and nationality" (p. 82).
The Hartman Report on Sustainability (2007) with a focus on understanding the
consumer perspective, recognized while demographic differences are not at the heart of
how sustainability values and behaviors are expressed, there are obviously influential
consumer characteristics across the existing segments. As consumers' perceptions
continue to vary, emerging and changing perceptions toward marketing ethics are
certainly not confined to a specific consumer's gender, age, nationality, place of
residence, time of residence, and race, neither to the level of education and income status.
Gender and consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics. The notion that ethical

perceptions vary by gender is not new in the ethics discourse and has been either
discussed or explored through various studies (Beu, Buckley & Harvey, 2003; Borkowski
& Ugras, 1998; Collins, 2000; Dobson & White, 1995; Gilligan, 1982; Whitley, Nelson

& Jones, 1999). There have been inconsistent findings when it comes to gender-related

research within the ethical framework. While some studies reported no gender differences
(Jones & Kavanaugh, 1996; Robin & Babin, 1997; Roxas & Stoneback, 2004; and
Tsalikis & Ortiz-Buonafina, 1990) or tied such differences under specific conditions
(Vermeir & Kenhove, 2008), yet gender ethics investigation remains a factor worthy of
attention within consumer-related studies that are concerned with demographic
characteristics effects.

Green and Antoine (201 1) conducted a qualitative study about gender's level of
ethical perceptions about marketing in which they conclude that differences occur
between genders at the level of ethical intensity and involvement of the situation. In their
analysis on gender-related research, Ford and Richardson's 1994 findings revealed
approximately one-half of the studies found no significant differences between genders.
Among twenty-one related empirical studies, Low, Ferrell, and Mansfield (2000) found
nine with no ethical differences within genders, and the remaining twelve with females
more ethical than males under certain situations. In general, males and females
respectively face different situations or culturally differ in interpreting and reacting to
contextual situations. Ameen, Guffey, and McMillan (1996), found among U.S.
accounting business students that female subjects were more sensitive to and less tolerant
of unethical activities than their male counterparts, and that behavior even surfaced
among small business managers that were American Marketing Association (AMA)
members (Martha, Singhapakdi & Kraft, 2009).
Transnational parallels in this ethical framework revealed as well higher ethical
sensitivity in ethical judgment among females than their male counterparts, such as
between U.S. and Morocco business managers (Oumlil & Balloun, 2009). Straughan and
Roberts (1999), through the roles, skills, and attitudes embraced by each gender, argued
that females were more likely to have pro-environmental behavior than males. That latter
finding found additional support with other examination of gender attitudes vis-A-vis
ecologically-orientated consumption, which indicated females were at the forefront in
considering ecological issues when making a purchase transaction (e.g., Laroche et. al.,
2001). Based on the above empirical findings and scholars' viewpoints, it seems likely

that the historical trend of females being more sensitive in ethical judgments than males
will maintain its course. Therefore, the context under which such judgments occur and
the norm ethics being analyzed should influence gender perceptions and produce
contextual findings that further enrich the literature.

Age and consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics. The nexus of age and
perceptions of ethicality seems to find some support through morality, which some
researchers have found to be positively related to individual ethical beliefs (Ferrell &
Shnner, 1988) while others have not (Lane & Schaupp, 1989). Kohlberg's 1969
cognitive moral development (CMD) typology, resting on the premises that people's
beliefs and judgments of right or wrong may change as they move through stages of
moral development, provided grounds to overwhelming evidence that moral reasoning
scores increase with age (Trevino, 1992). Hunt and Vitell(1993) accentuated their stance
about cognitive moral development being a personal variable affecting various
components of an individual's ethical decision-making process. A survey of 1019
consumer respondents from three age-groups (adults, teenagers, and children) to compare
ethics-related perceptions, indicated children were more tolerant to questionable practices
than teenagers, and adults were the most conservative group (Rawwas & Singhapakdi,
1998).
On another front, increasing age also presents other dilemmas such as Phillips and
Stanton's (2004) finding of a correlation between age and recall effects on individuals'
perceptions on advertising, whereby mature consumers scored low on recall of
information and high on persuasion. This memory affect underlines an important cue of
potential nuances in consumers' perceptions toward norm ethics. This human deficiency

may somehow neutralize negative or positive views about certain products that are not
frequently used or not reflecting strong similarities with their commonly used products.
There is evidently some degree of rationality herein when considering individuals and
situational factors are perceived as moderating variables in the ethical decision-making
process (Trevino, 1986). Moreover, Karcher (1996) confirmed the relationship between
ethical sensitivity and age as significantly positive, and besides all, age was proven to be
the most significant demographic variable, with older consumers being more ethical
(Vitell, 2003).
Relevant to that discourse is the Hartman Report (2007), which found the effects
of sustainability between ages to be statistically insignificant. Is such a finding the
reflection of a changing culture among the young consumer, which becomes an advocacy
group for sustainable business norms? Or is it a failure of the mature population to rally
to evolutionary and sustainable business views that set forth norm ethics for the future of
marketing? Such evidence supports the legitimacy of age as an important variable in
ethics-related cross-cultural research, particularly in an era where global forces
relentlessly tamper cultural norms.
Nationality and consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics. Marketing

practices and its effects on nationals from various countries have not been exempt from
scholarly debates. Unethical promotion behaviors widely voiced and debated by
contemporary scholars (Beauchamp & Bowie, 1983; Braybrooke, 1983; Cavanaugh &
McGovern, 1988) and reputed media sources remain as robust evidence of the persistent
menace upon ethical standards within marketing. Some of these empirical studies
highlight the ethical implications of the marketing exchange in cross-cultural settings.

Predatory and discriminatory marketing practices have transcended national boundaries
and invaded cultural clusters once considered to be intact from external influences.
Nevertheless, "individuals from different cultures process information differently"
(Armstrong, 1996, p.l199), and the perception of right and wrong remains confined to
the standards by which an act or decision is judged.
The nature of promotion remains deeply controversial in many societies, and
nationality was found to be a significant predictor of how consumers perceive
questionable behaviors (Babakus, Cornwell, Mitchell & Schlegelmilch, 2004; Waller
2007). Wilson and West (1981) even referred to some products as "unmentionables",
which he defines as ". . . products, services, or concepts that for reason of delicacy,
decency, morality or even fear tend to elicit reactions of embarrassment, distaste, disgust,
offense, or outrage when mentioned or when openly presented" (p. 92). The issue of
controversial advertising unquestionably infuses consumers' perceptions. A research
conducted by Hsieh and Tsai (2009) using a sample of Taiwan and American tourists,
proved national culture matters as differences in cognition appeared evident among these
consumers. Findings from a study by Fam, Waller and Yang (2009), a propos of
promotional methods that inject products such as alcohol and condoms into the China
market, revealed such products were more likely to be seen as extremely offensive, a
reaction that could be attributed to Chinese cultural traditions, and the legacy of
Confucianism. It is not to affirm that all consumers with similar backgrounds and values
will more likely bear the same perceptions toward such marketing strategies, but markets
are naturally reactive to elements of discomfort. Such differing behavior strengthens the

need for marketers to weigh their advertising messages according to a society's moral
philosophy and beliefs (Waller, 2007).
On another side, a society's standards should not be seen as sole sine qua non for
delivering marketing elements since other conditions such as economic and/or social may
foster some tolerance for unethical marketing. For example, Philip Morris International's
(PMI) parent company moved its headquarters to Switzerland in 2008 in order to escape
U.S regulations and the many legal and public relation hurdles that impacted its growth.
As a result, PMI became the third most profitable consumer goods firm globally, at the
expense of habitants from developing countries where smoking rates drastically increased
(Cavanagh, 20 10).
Schudson (1984) labeled advertising as the most value-destroying activity of
Western civilization whereas acquisition is acclaimed and consumption celebrated at the
expense of other values. From the consumer's perspective, Shudson's reflection is hardly
debatable as promoting products has always carried hidden facets primarily designed for
the benefits of the conveyor. The Better Business Bureau has been warning consumers
against various scams specifically designed to deceive. "If it sounds too good to be true,
or you are not sure, check the offer out further" (Penticton Western News, 2009, p. 2) is
the Better Business Bureau's famous slogan often used for alerting consumers about
shady business practices. In spite of all, numerous consumers have always seemed to buy
into a consumerist lifestyle, which has astonishingly consolidated a defiant marketing
culture and encouraged deceptive advertisings/promotions.
It is certain that dishonest business practices are far from disappearing, but with
the cultural shifts seen within the last decade, a new advertising era has entered the

marketing landscape. The globalization effect has facilitated the wide access of
information, unlimited market access, and various sale transaction models, thus
expanding not only the customer base but also giving rise to an empowered national or
international consumer. Anderson (1996) highlighted the dramatic and irreversible effects
of behavioral, technological and managerial forces, particularly upon salespersons to
achieve their goals. As mentioned by Mitchell (2009), "The 2lst-century marketing is
becoming ever-more defined by the issue of consumer empowerment" (p. 24), and in
consequence the advertising industry apparently has adjusted into a more culturally
oriented approach. Thus, some firms have been successful in drawing a transparent line
between competitors at play, and in positively winning a fine percentage of the most
frequently targeted consumers.
Adding to the foregoing debate regarding effects of nationality on ethical
behaviors, are other cross-cultural studies that have set the stage for the role of individual
nationality and nationalities of firm in an ethical impasse. For example, business and
marketing managers from the U.S. were found to have greater perception of an ethical
issue than Taiwanese respondents (Cherry, Lee & Chien 2003; Marta & Singhapakdi,
2005), and a survey of U.S. and Latin American undergraduates resulted in more ethical
responses for those born in Central America than those born in the U.S. (Malinowski &
Berger, 2007). Another study with U.S. and Malaysian consumers found significant
differences between them on the basis of moral philosophies and moral intensity
(Singhapakdi, Rawwas, Marta & Ahmed, 1999). Lin, Chen and Tu (2007) made an
important contention in the area of service providers' and consumers' nationalities,
whereby "customers might hold different expectations and react quite differently when

they encounter foreign firms and their employees than when they encounter domestic
providers" (Lin, Tu, Chen & Tu, 2007, p.27).
Consumers' levels of expectations and acceptance then correlate to their
perceptions of ethical norms towards the source of services. The level of expectations and
perceptions can even be reciprocal between consumers and providers of services in this
cross-cultural interaction. Lin et al. (2007) made a fairly realistic illustration of the nature
of this intriguing interaction by explaining how an international traveler may hold
divergent service expectations for different airlines based on nationalities of the servicing
crew, and in a similar context how the flight attendant's varying level of expectations and
customer service may depend upon the traveler's cultural background. This logic portrays
the potential influences on perceptions and expectations of one or more individuals
engaged in a transactional interface. Understanding and evaluating the dynamics between
marketing norm ethics and diverse nationals is a requisite for cross-cultural or
multicultural consumer studies.
Place of residence and consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics. A

consumer's place of residence is another variable adding to the intricacies of the
consumer's perception about marketing ethics. In some societies or communities,
business share almost equal influence or play an important role with other societal
systems such as government and churches on consumers' lifestyles (Cavanagh, 2010).
Galbraith (1984) discussed of consumer sovereignty in free market economies,
whereas regulatory and consumer protection mechanisms in place create some kind of
consumer empowerment compared to developing economies' structures that foster
consumer vulnerability. These clear differences in countries' structures are likely to

provoke respective cognitive effects on consumers based on their country of origin. Such
effects may well result in apathy or determination to amend a status quo of negative
marketing norms. In the same vein, consider segmented marketing that has been used by
many firms as a tool of segregation with the hidden objective of channeling unethical
products to the disadvantaged. Sadly, the lack of political, economic, and social structures
often surrounding these consumers does nothing else than create stimuli for exploitation
whereas unethical marketers unscrupulously attempt to further their Machiavelli goals. It
is obvious that marketers understand well the importance of contextual settings for the
success of marketing elements, which obviously predetermine the consumer's
perceptions and acceptance about the ethical nature of a product. Paradoxically, such
perceptions may not necessarily align with the factual ethicality of the product if
evaluated from its conception process to its distribution to the consumer.
Other common characteristics of one's environment help to support the
perspective that a consumer's place of residence is an important cultural influence, which
will continue to affect a consumer's point of view of marketing ethics. Such
characteristics rest on areas such as: the consumer's affiliation to religiosity (e.g.,
Singhapakdi, Salyachivin, Virakul & Veerayangkur, 2000; Vitell & Paolillo, 2003) that
build different ways of solving consumption problems (Nazilda & Mizerski, 2010); the
consumer's espoused ideology that will determine the consumer's sensitivity to perceived
ethical and unethical actions; and even the place's infrastructure that is often at the basis
of the consumer's ranking priorities of products and needs. These cultural particularities
of a consumer's place set market demands such as competition, type of products, and
prices. For example, while in some countries or communities many religions may coexist,

there may be one or two religions that hold the highest percentage of the population, thus
most likely impacting to a certain degree consumers' consumption behavior. In fact, the
consumer's place of residence not only mirrors histher behavior, but it intersects with
other demographic variables to distinctively influence the consumer's perception toward
marketing ethics.
Time in residence and consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics. How is

consumers' time in residence affected by norm ethics? The effects of time are
unquestionably part of the whole complexities that dominate and pervade individuals'
perceiveness of ethical behavior. Shallis (1983) set his perspective of time as follows, "It
seems to flow- the passing, seconds, days, and years- like an endless stream of river, with
its own unrelenting inertia carrying everything, including us along with it" (p. 14).
The routine consumer creates purchasing and consumption patterns, which in the
course of time impact its perceptions of the marketing mix elements. Whenever, price,
product, promotion, and place intervene, the perception process toward marketing ethics
surfaces. Consumers' perceptions of ethics are indubitably bound to their milieu and
experiences. Place of residence and time in residence are closely interconnected variables
that account for hidden influences of the consumer's shaping of a viable perception
toward marketing ethics. In this regard, an environment of ethnic diversity would be
expected to have diverse consumers with individual perceptions reflecting their past and
current experiences. Interestingly, besides acculturation effects, ethnic minorities tend to
retain voluntarily or involuntarily the most significant of their motherly culture languages, religion, and customs - thereafter transmitted to their kin generation.

In many communities, the contemporary approach of marketing strategies clashes
with the orthodox view that considers it as a tactical brainwashing strategy only for the
benefit of corporate unethical ambitions. Therefore, in a controversial stance, numerous
consumers of all etiquette gradually buy into the new culture of consumption, and
embrace a conciliatory tone rather than a critical one. While acculturation takes a
predominant place in communities' lifestyle, the 21" century marketer also leans towards
the adoption of a more stratified approach of the 'niche marketing' concept. Their
strategic decision to address consumers' distinctive needs should in turn alleviate the
emergence of derogatory views that often dominate consumers' perception in regard to
marketing norm ethics. Another aspect in this discourse is the effect of time in residence,
which, as time increases, drives the consumer towards homogenized tastes that are unique
to their milieu; hence, giving way to explicit patterns of coherence and de-coherence in
behavioral consumption. Such behavioral elements deriving of the surrounding systems
of interaction create some shared perceptions towards what is acceptable 1 la mode
marketing for a community.
Race and consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics. Race is far from being

exempt from the pool of scientific studies involving consumer perceptions. It has been
used throughout human history where specific differences are ascribed for gains of the
beneficiary at the detriment of the exploited. Marketers have extensively viewed race as a
variable that can be exploited to deliver their marketing elements whether ethically or
unethically. Following earlier researchers' studies on ethics within marketing
segmentation and selection (Cui & Choudhury, 2003; Karpatkin, 1999; Smith & Cooper-

Martin, 1997) provided worthy cues on surrounding factors that imply existent ethical
implications within marketing exchanges.
Market segmentation and targeted marketing have at times affected specific race
and ethnic groups, which unfortunately have been easy preys as a result of their
socioeconomic status. The practice by some researchers or pharmaceutical firms of
selecting a particular race for their risky experiments andlor the testing of new drugs prior
to their distribution in the larger market is certainly not uncommon. While these
victimized consumers may not have much access to appropriate channels for expressing
their discontent, it is expected that such groups of consumers would be far from putting
behind their grievances. These unethical behaviors do not necessarily label the concept of
marketing segmentation and selection as entirely wrong, but rather serve to bring light on
premeditated unfair and discriminatory practices that pollute the integration process of
genuine marketing goals. Peter and Donnelly (2006) issued a simplistic depiction of the
logic behind market segmentation stating, "consumers vary as to their needs, wants, and
preferences for products and services, and successful marketers adapt their marketing
programs to fulfill these preference patterns" (Peter & Donnelly, 2006, p.63).

In this current era, there has been an influx of progressive companies that have
been proactive in initiating strategies to counteract emergent unethical issues that can
deplete business values critical to their success. As marketing strategies change to meet
the challenges of the 21" century market, yet race continues to maintain its significance
in the corridors of marketing practitioners. However, the spread of the use of
communication technologies, various initiatives from responsible governments, actions
from non-governmental watchdogs, and sustainable strategies from responsible

,businesses, have all contributed at framing a business environment that thwarts potential
abuses at vulnerable consumers. Helping to the latter is the ascent of racial minorities to
better educational attainment, professional jobs, and entrepreneurial activities. Gardyn &
Fetto (2003) commented on the growing affluence of minorities in the United States as
their buying power greatly increased. The Selig Center for Economic Growth at the
University of Georgia defines buying power as "the total personal income of residents
that is available, after taxes, for spending on virtually everything that they buy, but it does
not include dollars that are borrowed or that were saved in previous years" (Humphreys,
2009, p. 1).

A brief elaboration of the resulting estimates of buying power by race should
enhance our understanding of the potential changing dynamics herein. Using a forecast
based on a somewhat U.S. recessionary economy with a persistent moderate growth,
whites' buying power was estimated at $9.1 trillion in 2009 to $1 1 trillion in 2014;
African-Americans' buying power was projected at $910 billion in 2009 to $1.1 trillion in
2014; though making 1% of the country's population in 2009, native Americans were
projected to reach $64.7 billion in disposable income; the nation's Asian buying power
with a projection of $509 billion in 2009 to $697 billion in 2014; and, Hispanics' control
of $978 billion in spending power in 2009 increasing to $1.3 trillion in 2014 (Humphreys,
2009). The same report denoted a higher percentage change in buying power for the
period of 2000 to 2009 for minorities, which in other terms reflected a dwindling of the
white's market share. These gains in spending power expressed above are likely to amend
some consumers' consumption behavior, and contribute to the fading of extreme
unethical practices conducive to a discriminative marketing.

Overall, there exist many variables that are interconnected with consumers' race,
marketing norms, and consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics. It is clear that contrary
to AMA's established ethical norms and values, many marketing practitioners have
shown disregard for individual differences and have willfully engaged in the targeting of
specific demographic groups such as race for negative marketing. These actions
unquestionably have a negative effect on such consumers that are expected to express
their frustrations and perceptions of marketers' behaviors toward marketing ethics.
Education and consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics. Smith ( 1 995)

pointed out the challenges of marketing practitioners in an "ethics era" whereby
consumers are better educated and aware of their rights and consequences of marketers'
decisions. Educated consumers differ in their purchasing behavior and cognitive behavior
towards marketing practices. This is explicable by the fact that "relative to other
consumers, those with better product knowledge are generally more rational and possess
professional knowledge as well as marketing knowledge and information" (Liang, Liang
& Dunn, 2008, p. 421). The highly educated consumer or thoughtful consumer's

perceptions are likely to go beyond a marketing that only takes comfort in adhering to
existing regulations or a marketing that remains adamant to innovation, but one that
would address emerging marketing challenges.
From an ethical standpoint, some educated consumers view marketing
practitioners, which make a blind eye on opportunities for furthering ethics in the field, as
lacking genuine engagement, honesty, and integrity. Such consumers often regard in their
analysis not only their purchasing experiences with a brand or company, but as well the
company's footprints on society. The educated consumer also tends to be green

consumers or to try at best within their means to be responsible consumers. A positive
relationship was found with the level of education in relation to environmental attitudes,
and such results between the two variables were almost unanimous across studies (Aaker
& Bagozzi, 1982; Roberts, 1995, 1996a; Roberts & Bacon, 1997; Zimmer, Stafford &

Stafford, 1994).
While economic status is also an important determinant of consumers' orientation
to be green or not, education influences the characteristics of their differentiation. The
lack of education can sometimes corrode potentials for changes, exacerbate complacency,
foster non-sense, delay the opportunity for substantive dialogue, and lead to detrimental
polarization of ethical views. Consumer education builds consumer knowledge, which in
turn is valuable to value-based judgments of consumer decisions (Sujan, 1991; Atherton

&Wells, 1998). A profound gap in educational status amid consumers may cause
perceptions to be extremely driven by individual feelings or distorted norm ethics rather
than by authentic parameters of ethics. On another stance, even consumers with similar
educational backgrounds do no perceive business ethical norms the same way. The scope
of marketing ethics remains unquestionably intricate, and requires thoughtful analyses for
any practical settlement of marketing practices that would in the end benefit both the
marketer and the consumer as transactional agents. What is hopeful in any such debate is
that universal and basic ethical norms can transcend any major barriers set by dominant
variables such as culture, education, and other demographics.
Income and consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics. Besides many ethics-

related studies, there is a paucity of research specific to the influence of consumer income
on extant norm ethics. Generally, income and education are strongly perceived as

connected variables that favor the enrichment of human intelligence (Herrnstein &
Murray, 1994), and highly educated people generally tend to have jobs with higher
income levels (Rossa-Diaz, 2004). Income affects consumption behavior (Lin, 2008;

.

Mihic & Culina, 2006; Myers, 1973; Shaninger, 198 l), which in turn posits income as a
potential proxy for consumers' perceptions toward marketing ethics.
At any juncture where the marginalization of low-income consumers prevails
because of limited business interests (Curtis, 2000) and the lack of economic stimuli to
attract a range of retailers, there is a continuum of effects on consumers. Such unfortunate
circumstances put disadvantaged consumers in a position to accept poor quality products,
higher prices, and low-value exchanges (Hill, 2008). That coincides well with the notion
that income influences buying perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors, which vary by
product (Rossa-Diaz, 2004; Schaninger, 1981). John, Cheney, and Azad (2009) findings
about the presence of more point-of-sale tobacco advertisements in low-income and
minority neighborhoods than in better educated ones, and higher-income in
predominantly White neighborhoods, are clearly a case at point that explicates these
consumers' buying perceptions. Moreover, Andreasen (1975) narrated in his writings
about the "disadvantaged consumer" vis-8-vis marketing practices, and promoted further
understanding of these consumers' behavior.
These consumers' marketplace fosters an ambiance of predatory marketing
practices, which often provoke strong negative perceptions of business ethics in such
consumers. Ironically, these perceived actions continue to find grounds as a result of
consumers' socio-economic limitations. Boyle (2000), deriving from the fact that
individual behaviors correlate with situational factors (Schank & Abelson, 1977),

considers income level as a potential biasing factor in the formation of ethical judgments.
In the field of psychoanalysis and psychotherapy, money is recognized as a psychological
and an interpersonal issue for individuals (Trachtman, 2008).
The above assertions imply there should be a positive relationship between the
consumer's income status and its views of marketing behavior. In the same vein with
some other demographics variables, income cannot be excluded in such related studies as
a potential precursor of consumer ethical beliefs.
Cultural dimensions and consumers' perceptions toward marketing ethics. A

number of early research promoted cultural factors as the basis for understanding the
consumer wants and needs (Johnson, 1998; Roth, 1995), and cultural influences on
consumer behavior have long been recognized by several researchers (Erickson,
Johansson & Chao, 1984; Tse, Lee, Vertinsky & Wehrung, 1988; Singhapakdi et. al,
1999; Swaidan, 2012). According to De Mooij, (2004) "consumers are products of their
culture, and culture cannot be separated from the individual" (p. 18 1). Globalization
effects have given way to various social and cultural implications whereby consumers'
tolerance and acceptance of traditional business norms are fading. Therefore, the idea
andlor assertion of a cultural shift in consumers' perceptions through simple observation
of consumers' behaviors are likely to have insufficient weight, hence warranting formal
and direct inquiries into consumers' perceptions. Interestingly, even across cultures,
differing ethics perceptions may exist within subcultures (Burns, Fawcet & Lanasa,
1994), thus making cultural variables a key composite for exploratory ethics studies. In
addition, "cultural patterns may, on one hand, be considered as products of action, and on

the other as conditioning elements of hrther action" (Kroeber & Kluckhohn, 1952, p.
357).

In light of such onward actions, Hofstede's (2001) model of cultural value
dimensions have been by far the most prominent approach to cultural dimensions in
marketing and advertising research (Terlutter, Diehl & Mueller, 2006). Nevertheless,
Hofstede's cultural dimensions appear as fitted alternatives for exploring in this
contextual examination how cultural traits affect consumer's expectations and
perceptions of marketing ethics. Dominant in this cross-cultural research are likely to be
the following respective cultural patterns found within the U.S. culture: individualist;
small power distance; weak uncertainty avoidance; more masculine; and a short-term
orientation.
Collectivism vs. consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics. Consumers'

respective individual cultures, whether inherited from their larger culture and/or marked
by their tight-knit surrounding, should provoke differing perceptions due to their varying
levels of tolerance towards breaches of societal norms. Such degree of tolerance is
relative to the moral reasoning of individuals, which some researchers consider as
strongly influenced by two of Hofstede's (2001) cultural dimensions, individualism and
collectivism (Li & Vermillion, 2006; Wood, Longenecker, McKinney & Moore, 1988).
According to Hofstede, individualism stands for "a society in which the ties between
individuals are loose: Everyone is expected to look after himlherself and herthis
immediate family only" (Hofstede, 2001, p. 225; Hofstede et al., 2010). Comparatively,
collectivism stands for "a society in which people from birth onwards are integrated into
strong, cohesive in-groups, which throughout people's lifetime continue to protect them

in exchange for unquestioning loyalty" (Hofstede, 2001, p. 225; Hofstede et al., 2010).
Collectivism is characterized by a tight social framework, in which people distinguish
between in-groups and out-groups (Hofstede 1980).
Individualism and collectivism are pointed in the literature as major values that
influence consumer behavior (Meng, 2010; Triandis, 1993). An examination of
Hofstede's cultural variables within international marketing suggested a positive
correlation between individualism and complaining behavior (Watkins & Liu, 1996), as
well as between individualism and ethical perceptions (Armstrong, 1996). Opinions by
other scholars through later studies (Li & Vermillion, 2006; Lin et al., 2007) suggest
some consensus with the former views. More importantly is how characteristics of these
cultural dimensions weigh on the individual since individualism molds an individual to
prioritize personal interests. This facet of the individualism implies a lingering lack of
consensus on certain ethical issues among individualist consumers. Individuals are more
likely to recognize the moral nature of the issue when it has negative consequences and
when the individuals perceive social consensus (Butterfield, Trevino & Weaver, 2000).
That suggests individualism can be problematic when it comes to rally collective support
for the purpose of sweeping unethical marketing practices. Akaah (1990) supports the
notion that individualists are less ethical than collectivists. A partial reason may be tied to
the fact that collectivism shapes the individual for decision-making that benefits the
group.
Rashid and Ho (2003) reported about empirical studies that recognized how
culture and socioeconomic conditions can place constraints on code of ethics and impact
ethical perceptions in Asian societies. While collectivists are generally more concerned

with ethicality that adversely affect group welfare (Li &Vermillion, 2006), they tend to
adhere to extant prescriptive behavioral forms supported by their establishment. Hence,
one implication is that collectivists are likely to show hesitance in a decision-making
process that determines the ethical stance of a situation.
The U.S. has always been recognized as a highly capitalistic society, an attribute
that is commonly identified among individualist cultures. Hofstede (1980, 2001)
evaluated fifty countries on the basis of individualism versus collectivism, and the U.S.
ranked first on individualism. Can the American individualism as a cultural trait highly
influence ethical perceptions? In his manual Amevican Business Values, Cavannagh
(20 10) pointed the high emphasis of material values cultured in American society, which
"to foreign observers it sometimes appears as if everything Americans do is aimed at
acquiring and providing material goods" (p.224). Contrary to collectivists that focus on
the group benefit, individualists appear to be more likely sensitive to business practices
that do favor individual interests (Li &Vermillion, 2006). This aspect of individualism
can sometimes lead to inflated egoism, which is immoral and incompatible to all norm
ethics. Hegarty and Sims (1979) found the personal desire for self-gains was positively
related to unethical decision behavior. Individualism elicits the motivation for prompt
gains, which often takes extreme precedence over the welfare of the collectivity. The
depiction of this behavior was apparently exemplified in the ethical lapses of business
managers at Enron, Arthur Andersen, WorldCom, Tyco, Lehman Brothers, AIG, and so
many other large corporations. It is noteworthy to state that such ugly disregard for the
collective welfare of society is contextual and cannot be generalized. Halbert and Ingulli
(2008) have pointed out non-political whistle blowing as a western phenomenon tied to

the culture of individualism, whereby citizens feel bound by duty to contribute to the
enforcement of law. In any case, unethical actions by businesses are highly perceived
negatively within the entire field of consumers.
Some studies pointed to the high risk of ethical concerns or dilemmas whereby
the perception of the marketer and that of the consumer conflict (Moore, Williams &
Qualls, 1996; Smith & Cooper-Martin, 1997). Such a mismatch between providers and
consumers causes a dissonance in any cultural landscape. For example, the
collectivism approach culturally sustains the consumer's reliance on business agents'
opinions, contrary to the individualism tendency that fosters more the consumer's
independent decisions (Lin et al., 2007). Watkins and Liu (1996) conducted a study that
differentiated the individualist consumer's responses to post-purchase dissatisfaction
from their collectivist counterparts. The latter research also suggests consumer
complaining behaviors will tend to exhibit a consumer's respective cultural patterns.
Among characteristics of both cultural dimensions were listed the respective aspects of
the self-identified individualist as unique, self expressing, realizing internal attributes,
being direct, and expressing negative emotions; and, for the collectivist as fitting in,
belonging, being indirect, being able to adjust, self restraining, maintaining harmony, and
repressing negative emotions (Watkins & Liu, 1996). These characteristics add helpful
cues to the debate, and somehow indicate what sort of consumer perceptions is likely to
blossom within collectivists and individualists; thus implying the consumer's perceptions
toward marketing ethics are likely to be affected by the aforementioned cultural traits.
Globalization effects, particularly through consumer interactions, seemed to have
impacted some individual cultural values, thus changing to a certain extent the

conventional dynamics between individualized cultures. This changing culture was
forewarned by Harvard Professor Ted Levitt in his 1983 article titled 'The Globalization
of Markets", in which he stressed on the homogenization of consumer wants and needs.
Yavas, Verhage, and Green (1992) advised on considering behavioral heterogeneity and
homogeneity within and among consumer cultures. Others such as Hofstede, Wedel, and
Steenkamp (2002) contended how "trends toward globalization have reduced
homogeneity of behavior of consumers within countries and increased commonalities
across countries" (p. 161).
Given the above emphasis on cross-cultural influences, the level of individualism
and collectivism, as notable cultural elements on consumers' perceptions in this U.S.based cross-cultural research, remains somehow unpredictable due to the diversity of the
selected sample.
Uncertainty avoidance vs. consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics.

Uncertainty avoidance is viewed as "The extent to which the members of a culture feel
threatened by uncertain or unknown situations" (Hofstede, 2001, p. 161; Hofstede et al.,
2010). By that, individuals with high uncertainty avoidance have a belief in absolute
truths, tend to seek adoption of strict codes of behavior, establish formal rules, and stand
against deviant behaviors (Hofstede, 1980). For a comparative perspective of varying
levels of attachments to uncertainty avoidance, a later finding by Hofstede (1984)
revealed individuals who are low in uncertainty avoidance are more risk tolerant or in
other terms more tolerant toward alternative opinions, behaviors, and other beliefs. That
latter idea may purport in this study setting that consumers originating from low
uncertainty avoidance societies or inheriting that subculture should be more tolerant of

deviations, which then may cause them to less likely rush into assumptions or perceptions
when it comes to judge a marketing act.
High uncertainty avoidance cultures may relate the absence of written rules as an
opportunity to let one act as helshe fits acceptable, thus as uncertainty avoidance
increases, perception of corruption increases (Husted, 1999). In an earlier study, Vitell et
al. (1993) postulated that high uncertainty avoidance individuals were less likely to
perceive ethical problems. That idea contrasts to the finding of Blodgett et al. (2001) that
indicated uncertainty avoidance had a positive effect on ethical sensitivity. By that, it can
be implied that some high uncertainty avoidance individuals may be reticent to deviate
from behavioral norms to criticize market rules fostered by their individual society. Thus,
consumers who are high in uncertainty avoidance would be less likely to seek redress or
to make use of negative word-of-mouth to express their discontent (Hernandez, Strahle,
Garcia & Sorensen, 1991). Another supportive ground is found within the fact that high
uncertainty avoidance relates well to polychromic-oriented cultures such as France
(Hofstede, 1980), where consumers are more emotional, more stress-avoidant than those
of monochronic cultures such as the United States where "efficiency, pragmatism, and
linear thinking" prevail (Overby & Woodruff, 2004, p. 443).
On the other hand, low uncertainty avoidance cultures consider flexibility in some
areas as core to some situational contexts that may support brealung a rule only if it best
serves society's interests (Cohen, Pant, & Sharp, 1995; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1999; ShuHui, 2006; Swaidan, Rawas & Vitell, 2008). For example, specific transactional contexts
within marketing may require a certain degree of flexibility in order to deliver a
pragmatic solution at the benefit of the buyer and seller. If this latter framework is rather

put at the forefront of an analysis, low uncertainty avoidance cultures may be viewed as
more likely to deal better with ethical dilemmas.
Armstrong (1996) detected a relationship between the cultural dimension
uncertainty avoidance and ethical perceptions, and a study using a sample of Taiwanese
and U.S. life insurance agents showed uncertainty avoidance had a positive effect on
ethical sensitivity (Blodgett et al., 2001). Earlier empirical evidence, indicating
Americans scored lower on uncertainty avoidance than did their Taiwanese counterparts
(Lu, Rose & Blodgett, 1999), supports the interpretation of Americans being viewed as
more likely to take risks. Such a cultural facet coincides with the American culture that
fosters a sense for innovation, individual trust, and market deregulation. The tendency to
take risks was deemed to be highly correlated with unethical behavior by some scholars
(Rallapalli, Vitell, Wiebe & Barnes, 1994).
Ultimately, like all other cultural traits, uncertainty avoidance seems salient for
exploring perceptions of marketing ethics. The above arguments sustain uncertainty
avoidance's critical standing in this assessment involving consumers in a multicultural
setting. Based on uncertainty avoidance attachments, it is expected that there will be
some evident correlations with this cultural trait and consumers' perceptions toward
marketing ethics.
Masculinity vs. consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics. Similarly to the

other Hofstede's cultural dimensions, masculinity is likely not exempted from the pool of
cultural elements impacting directly or indirectly an individual's decision-making and
ethical perceptions. According to Hofstede, "Masculinity stands for a society in which
social gender roles are clearly distinct: Men are supposed to be assertive, tough, and

focused on material success; women are supposed to be more modest, tender, and
concerned with the quality of life. Femininity stands for a society in which social gender
roles overlap: Both men and women are supposed to be modest, tender, and concerned
with the quality of life" (Ilofstede, 2001, p. 297; Hofstede et al., 2010). Nevertheless,
Goodwin and Goodwin (1999) assumed a feminine society would be more
environmentally oriented and less tolerant of aggressive dollar-driven behavior while
masculinity has been defined as "a preference for achievement, heroism, assertiveness,
'and material success" (Hofstede 1985, p. 348). Vitell(1993) predicted high masculinity
culture would be less likely to perceive ethical issues in business practices. Husted (1999)
even viewed high masculinity as a contributor to corruption.
Lu et al. (1999) found Americans' scores on masculinity were higher than
Taiwanese. Given the latter finding, and the fact that the U.S identifies to an individualist
culture (Hofstede (1980, 2001), it is a rational argument that the drive toward material
success should be one of the factors influencing marketers' tendency toward deviant
behaviors of ethical norms. By that, it can be postulated that masculinity, as a cultural
trait of the American society, may have an effect on consumers strongly influenced by
the national culture, thus shaping them for more tolerance towards aggressive dollardriven behaviors. On another front, how the masculine trait influences consumers'
perceptions toward marketing ethics when they face consequences of such unethical
behaviors, particularly in uncertain times, remains worthy of investigation.
Power distance vs. consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics. Power distance

as a cultural value is defined as "The extent to which the less powerful members of
institutions and organizations within a country expect and accept that power is distributed

unequally" (Hofstede, 2001, p. 98; Hofstede et al., 2010). The core contextual
determinant herein is the potential degree of influence of this cultural dimension on
consumers' behaviors and how consumers interpret and react to unethical marketers'
leverage as it threatens their values, beliefs, and their financial security. From an ethical
decision-making perspective, power distance has been related to the probability of
subordinates engaging in unethical actions in the face of superiors' pressure (Cohen et al.,
1995; Swaidan et al., 2008), thus indicating a negative effect on cultural sensitivity
(Blodgett et al., 2001).
Business managers from low power distance countries were found to be more
likely to stand against their superiors' pressure in order not to follow questionable
practices than those of high power distance (Christie, Kwon, Stoeberl & Baumhart,
2003). Given herein that power distance is being investigated cross-culturally on
consumers within one statelregion of a country, the resulting effects remain
unpredictable. Historically, individuals that have felt oppressed have been unpredictable,
and have unexpectedly reacted through extreme actions to change their status quo.
Considering the latter, if consumers feel they have been enslaved by arbitrary marketing
practices, thus, the differing degree of power distance effects on perceptions of marketing
ethics may at the end be insignificant whether it involves high power distance consumers
or low power distance consumers.

Long-term orientation vs. consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics. Longterm orientation as the last cultural dimension included in this study is also known as
Confucian dynamism, which in other terms is characterized by long-term orientation and
its opposite short-term orientation. A review of the related literature suggested it has little

empirical evidence in assessing cultural values in such contextual studies. "Long Term
Orientation stands for the fostering of virtues oriented towards future rewards, in
particular, perseverance and thrift. Its opposite pole, Short Term Orientation, stands for
the fostering of virtues related to the past and present, in particular, respect for tradition,
preservation of 'face' and fulfilling social obligations" (Hofstede, 2001, p. 359).
A society that scores high on Confucian dynamism reflects a dynamic, futureoriented mentality, whereas a society low in this dimension tends to have a more static,
tradition-oriented mentality (Hofstede & Bond, 1988, p. 16). The long-term orientation
has been highly prevalent in Asian countries, especially in China society highly guided
by Confucian values. Short-term orientation is more common in Western countries,
including the US., which scored as a low-short-term society in Hofstede's (2001) study.
It can be assumed that consumers in tradition-oriented mentality may overlook the
urgency to instigate changes that can improve ethical norms within societal institutions
due to their lack of pragmatism in the pursuit of personal interests, and their focus on
virtues related to the past and present. While the static-oriented mentality may deprive
consumers of values essential for addressing consequences of unethical issues from a
long-term perspective, on the other hand influences from the cultural trait collectivism
may lead their counterparts to some sort of apathy. Heung and Lam (2003) discovered
how among other customers, Chinese diners were quite passive about communicating
their dissatisfaction to restaurateurs. Hernandez et. al. (1991) also pointed the aspect of
fatalistic and pessimistic orientation in other cultures, whereas the consumer refrains
from complaining behaviors due to the belief that nothing will happen to resolve their
dissatisfaction.

A review at the few available studies indicated Swaidan and Hayes (2005)
hypothesized that individuals with high long term orientation would be more sensitive to
ethical problems than individuals with low short term orientation. Goodwin and Goodwin
(1999) earlier pointed how within their ethical judgments, individuals with long-term
orientation are more likely to give consideration to the long-term effects of an ethical
decision compared to their opposites that favor short-term effects and an adherence to
tradition. Though the influence of national culture plays an important role in consumer
behavior, it should be recognized that every country has subcultures isolated from
the core culture (Lin et al., 2007). Hence, a degree of uniqueness varies within countries'
subcultures. The literature accounts for ethics studies that focused on micro cultures
within a country (Tsalikis & Nwachukwu, 1988; Sarwono & Armstrong, 2001). In the
United States, the Southern region, particularly the New Orleans Metropolitan area, is

known for its distinctive cultural characteristics that contrast with those of the Northern
region.
More contextual assessments are in need to settle the influence of Confucian
dynamism, within country and across country cultures, in influencing individuals'
perceptions. Cultural values and norms apparently correlate as they affect individuals'
psychological dispositions, motivations, perceptions, and behaviors (Overby &
Woodruff, 2004; Markus & Kitamaya, 1991). In spite of criticisms directed toward this
fifth cultural dimension (Kale, 1996; Fang, 2003), long-term orientation versus shortterm orientation seems worthy of focus to complement the other Hofstede's cultural
dimensions in a framework that targets these consumers' cultural influences on their
perceptions toward marketing ethics.

Consumers' sentiments of marketing mix and consumers' perceptions
toward marketing ethics. The marketing concept of the 4Ps -product, price,
promotion, and place - continues to be a theoretical basis for marketers in any planning
process to meet their targets. Lund (2000) found out in his study that marketing
professionals vary their ethical decisions depending on which marketing mix decisions
they face. In view of this finding, do marketers embrace effective strategic decisions that
align with consumer's behaviors and expectations? Investigating consumers' sentiments
and perceptions of marketing ethics, vis-i-vis their experiences with the marketing mix
elements, appears to be paramount towards any genuine understanding of this interactive
relationship.
Product and consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics. The dynamics between

product as a marketing mix element and marketing norm ethics continue to stimulate
interest among scholars. Rittenburg and Parthasarathy (1997) elaborated on the
controversial effects of this marketing exchange relationship where both sides, the
marketer and the consumer, could be marketing beneficiaries if the product was offered
with consideration of the two groups. Therefore, the disparity in perceptions between the
consumers and marketers has shown to be pervasive, thus creating ethical implications in
the consumer-marketer dyad relationship. Cui and Choudry (2003) initiated a threedimensional framework taking into account "the nature of the product, consumer
characteristics, and market selection to analyze the ethical complexities of the marketing
exchange" (p. 364). While their study offered an opportunity to gauge consumers'
perceptions of marketing ethics, it also led to a vibrant call for marketers to assess
consumers' interests and the ethics of marketing programs before their implementation.

With this view, differentiated marketing with its specifics appeared as one valuable
alternative to directly inject products in markets based on consumer characteristics, and
as well maximize benefits of all marketing elements. While it offers as well an
opportunity for a more oriented product ethical approach toward each consumer segment,
marketing practitioners do not seem to have yet fully integrated ethicality as a requisite
component in the totality of core product-related processes.
The prevalent emergence of harmful products to the most vulnerable, including
children, elderly, and the less educated and poorer consumers, have proved to be
catastrophic to marketers' ethical standing. A documentary aired in ABC 20120 on
September 9,201 1, revealed how the tobacco giant Philip and Morris propagandize their
products in a way in Indonesia that has led smoking cigarettes to become so much
entrenched in the culture that parents authorize children as young as 2 years old to smoke
under the pretense of health benefits. Most shocking were the case of a two-year old boy,
who smoked one to two packs of cigarettes a day with the consent of parents ignorant of
the real consequences of the act, and the appalling argument of some medical doctors
referring to cigarettes as a pharmacological therapy for certain illnesses.
The extent, to which transparence, honesty, and integrity are attached to a
product, from its conception to its end-usage, is also highly conducive to the
understanding of ethical implications in marketing. While some products may meet
consumers' expectations on more tangible ethical components, their production journey
may unfortunately be buried with deceit and dishonesty. On August 22, 2007, the Wall
Street Journal reported first page how Chinese suppliers to U.S stores were being
accused of dumping dyes to a river in order to slash their cost. When Chinese authorities

crawled through a role in the concrete wall that s~irroundsthe Fuan Textiles mills in
southern China, they discovered a pipe buried underneath a factory dumping roughly
22,000 tons of water-contaminated with dyes daily into a nearby river (Wall Street
Journal, 2007, p. A27). The prevalence of products outsourced from countries lacking
regulations and enforcement structures has in effect contributed to unethical marketing
gains that may be far egregious than what have been reported. Overall, competition,
greed, transcultural practices, and pure masquerade motivated by political and economic
interests stand as frightening challenges to the revitalization of marketing ethics.
Marketers undeniably face new sets of challenges as consumers become more
educated with the relentless advent of better communication technologies or driven by
political and economic changes. Current and changing perceptions among stakeholders in
the marketing exchange are likely to imprint significantly the hture of ethical marketing.
Consumers have been inquisitive and exhausted of poor quality products constantly
marketed to them. They want reasonable ethical products with "built-in competences
capable of offering customers a satisfactory and reasonable value for money ratio"
Barthel & Ivanaj, 2007, p. 73). This sort of message appears to resonate within the
corridors of some multinational corporations, which thereby have decided to strike a
balance through ethical manufacturing. With corporate social responsibility (CSR)
programs gaining momentum in the business field, corporations with high stakes have
targeted new channels of opportunities for competitive edge. While the concept and
methodology of CSR continue to lead to controversies among societal stakeholders, its
core objective of addressing the role and responsibilities of businesses in society remains
unchallenged.

Doane and Abasta-Vilaplana (2005) highlighted the collateral bandwagon of CSR
activities through the exponential growth of socially responsible investing (SRI) funds
and business incentives due to ethical consumerism (Doane & Abasta-Vilaplana, 2005).
The Boston College Center for Corporate Citizenship and the Reputation Institute have
been holding a yearly CSR Index ranking companies in the U.S. that are esteemed by the
American public for showing social responsibility toward their stakeholders, employees,
other companies, and the local and global community. Through a sample of 7,790
consumers for the survey, the following companies ranked as the top ten within
consumers' perceptions: Johnson & Johnson, The Walt Disney Company, Kraft Foods,
Inc., Microsoft, Pepsi Co., Apple, Hershey Company, SC Jonson, Kellogg's, and Google.
The CSR Index pulse, based on trust, feeling, admiration, and esteem of consumers,
reflects "how companies' reputations are affected by public perceptions of performance
related to citizenship (the community and the environment), governance (ethics and
transparency) and workplace practices" (CSR Wire, 2010). Fortune's 201 1 list of the
world's most admired companies assigned the top five scores to Apple, Google,
Berkshire Hathaway, Southwest Airlines, and Procter and Gamble (Colvin, 201 1).

In recent years, a plethora of global firms has chosen to become more transparent
toward obligation and disclosure norms, information and contact norms by periodically
delivering a social and environmental report alongside their regular and financial ones.
For example, GE a company of over 130-year old continues to sketch its long legacy by
revamping within the last decade its business model to create value compliance and good
corporate governance. GE's lighting products reduce the burden on power generation,
and thereby minimize power plant emissions, including mercury emissions (GE 2006

Citizenship Report). The company, among remedial approaches, adopted a new metric
called the 'Net Promoter score' enabling it to track customer perceptions of its products
and services. Such frequent customer feedbacks can help a firm recognize performance
and weaknesses of its products against marketing norm ethics. Other companies (e.g.,
Shell, SC Johnson) have adopted similar models of communication in a two-way
exchange context with their consumers. That approach is reminiscent of relational ethics
driven by a know-how-to-behave component rested on ethics-oriented relationships,
which premises on a capacity to listen carefully, to continuously learn (Habermas, 1992,
2003; Barthel & Ivanaj, 2007), and to pursue relationship building (Andersen, 2001).
The characteristics of information accessible to shoppers are important at
maintaining a purchaser-seller interaction where trust is an exponential component of the
relationship. While disclosure strengthens transparency and lays out substantial risks
associated with a product or service, potential implications may also call for prudence.
Glass (1999) addressed the ethical disclosure of defective products in the software
industry to demonstrate caution in this area due to the extent of potential damage tied to
the nature of a disclosure. He furthered his concerns by calling for some empirical
research on the effects of controversial disclosure policies. The following quote of Gene
Spafford, a security expert, written in Glass's article translates fairly well the core idea
behind urging such reluctance, "it is wrong to publish details unless careful thought is
given to the balance of protecting vs. endangering systems" (Glass, 1999, p. 120). In such
ethical dilemma, consumers' and marketers' perceptions are threatened by conflicting
interests where they often arrive in their lack of objectivity at making biased assessments.
Bazerman (201 1) describes this sort of behavior as "motivated blindness", which is "the

tendency to overlook information that works against one's best interest" (p. A27). This
sort of behavior should lead to the differing of perceptions among consumers in terms of
how they relate to each disclosure, to the latitude to decide yielded to others, and in what
context. Adherence to honesty and integrity norms becomes vital to any genuine
assessment by both sides if pragmatism ought to play a role in marketing ethics.
Product as the main tool of exchange between the marketer and consumer is at the
base of many ethical implications. For that reason, marketers should understand
consumers' perceptions of product within an ethical framework, and then seek to redress
marketing practices that deviate from acceptable norm ethics. It is likely that a
consumer's characteristics and experiences with products will impact its perceptions of
marketing ethics toward the entire marketing mix elements.
Price and consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics. The variable "price" as

many other variables should differently influence consumers' perceptions of marketing
ethics. Moreover, consumers' perception of product pricing is far from being uniform due
to variations of products across retail sectors and brands (Barnett, 201 1). Choi and
Mattila (2009), in their investigation of pricing across multiple channels using traveler
consumers, found the type of pricing practice has an influence on the notion of perceived
fairness of the consumer. Campbell (1999) had earlier addressed the perception of price
fairness, its antecedents and consequences. This relationship between fairness and
cultural pricing is confronted with obsessive questions. Is the full price associated with
any purchase disclosed? Does the price fit the value components of the product, or is
there a culture of predatory pricing practices that hides under a distorted view of ethics?

The issue of price discrimination remains an area of concern in the marketing
exchange as unethical sellers continue to use deceptive practices to inflate the cost of
certain products. Consumers' perceptions of pricing ethics are indubitably bound to their
milieu and experiences. The culture of price fixing can be used to relate one instance of
the behavioral nature between transactional actors from different backgrounds. In the
U.S. and other European countries, most merchants set a price tag for the products being
offered to the public and often do not conduct business with the practice of bargaining.
On the contrary, in Caribbean, African, and some South American countries, merchants
often inflate the price tag in order to make space for negotiation or to increase their
profits. While the former culture uses sales events and promotional mechanisms to
manipulate the price of the product, the latter one relies more on case-by-case sellerbuyer negotiations for settling prices. Kauffman, Ortmeyer, and Smith (1991) denounced
practices of price manipulation that have become so prevalent in the U.S. retail
environment that many consumers only purchase their products on sale and are always
skeptical about the fairness in pricing. Experienced consumers that finally learn how to
adjust and counteract these existing selling practices may have a different perception of
fairness in pricing than infrequent or novice consumers.
Hill (2003) and Moore (2012) discussed the use of predatory pricing as an unfair
and anticompetitive weapon, whereby weaker competitors are forced out of a market, and
then once they leave, consumers are charged higher prices than they used to pay. The
counteractive weapons to such predatory practices are national and international
regulations such as antidumping and competition policies, which may constrain a firm to
ethical norms of a market. Competition policy promotes fair competition and restricts

monopoly practices while anti-dumping regulations are put to the test in the presence of
two criteria: "sales at less than fair value" and "material injury to a domestic injury"
(Hill, 2003, p. 591).
Another facet of ethical pricing was echoed by Spinello (1992), who called for a
review of what should be reasonable and ethical prices of drugs that are essential to the
well-being and survival of individuals. Similar cries have resonated among ethics
scholars and organizations engaged in sustainable development as they urge
pharmaceutical firms to review their revenue-maximizing strategy (Irish Times, 2000;
Hari, 2003; Balotsky, 2009). For example, medications vital to the cure of raging diseases
such as AIDS, Parkinson, Alzheimer, and Cancer, merit special ethical considerations in
the planning process of their marketing mix strategy. Should profits of American
pharmaceutical firms be somehow "attributed to the functioning of the American free
market and the oligopolistic nature of a drug industry" (Spinello, 1992, p. 168) that fixes
its profit margins based on its role in society? Such cultural and conventional tactics seem
to be immoral and unjust to society. Should not consumers consider the pharmaceutical
industry's pricing norms as in direct conflict with marketing ethics? These objective
questions are fairly integrative to understanding the nexus between perceptions, price,
and ethics amongst diverse consumer populations.
Hart (20 10) commenting on the psychology of pricing questioned the real
characteristics of a deal, in terms of what is a high or low price. Perception pricing was
found to play the dominant role in this process whereby mechanisms, such as the
appearance of a showroom (place of distribution), brand reputation, the ambiance, price
tag, and even the number interweave all to influence the purchaser. Consumers willingly

accept to pay higher prices for certain products based on the ambiance and quality of
service at a place of distribution. Even the number used to denote the price of the product
can connote a certain upscale quality. Interestingly, price discrimination across multiple
channels was found to be perceived differently by consumers who are sometimes willing
to accept such practices based on an industry norm (Writz & Kimes, 2007). Studies on
price knowledge and its importance in purchase decisions (Rosa-Diaz, 2004) indicated
some consumers pay attention to prices (Conover, 1986; Dickson & Sawyer, 1990), make
use of price information (Mazumdar & Monroe, 1992). The price of a product or service
can be considered to depend on "the confluence of three factors: demand, competition,
and cost" (Laczniak, 2008, p. 1340) that are indirect determinants of pricing ethics.
Regardless of the consumers' decision to pay a certain price for a product, price as a
marketing element is itself a valuable determinant of consumers' perceptions about
marketing ethics.
Promotion and consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics. Gauging promotion

against marketing norms ethics becomes a relevant feature of the marketing exchange
investigation. According to McCracken (1998), "advertising works as a potential method
of meaning transfer by bringing the consumer goods and a representation of the culturally
constituted world together within the frame of a particular advertisement" (p.77). There
seems to be limited empirical research directed at understanding how consumers perceive
common advertising practices. Not only cultural barriers can complicate the
communication of product promotion across cultures, but Treise, Weigold, Coma and
Garrison (1994) analyzed consumer perceptions through participants' moral ideologies of

idealism and relativism, and found consumers believe advertising often violates broad
ethical norms.
Following sales by telephone that was a fundamental shift in buyer-seller
relationships (Anderson 1996), Internet emerged as the backbone of marketing for
exchanging information. Consumers within all borders are engaging in this form of
communication that many consider as an alternative and practical form of conducting
business. Milne, Bahl, and Rohm (2008) acknowledged the nature of covert online
marketing practices with two interrelated components: information gathering, and
marketing communications and promotions. While information gathering facilitated
marketers' awareness of consumers' psychographic variables and furthered efficient
marketing segmentation, it also triggered privacy concerns among the consumer
population. Unethical marketers exploited this consumer data gathering opportunity for
unethical gains.
Cui and Choudhury (2003) reported how market segmentation and target
marketing have faced tremendous criticisms due to harmful products at vulnerable and
disadvantaged groups. Early and contemporary research directed attention to the
marketing of products disguised in a way to confuse values and target specific segments
of the consumer population (Childs & Carter, 1954; Karpatkin, 1999; Smith & CooperMartin, 1997; Hill, 2008). Examples of these are the marketing of alcohol and cigarettes
strengthened within inner-city environments, dishonest insurance policies thrown at
elderly, and ironic words used to assign values to destructive products. Such disregard of
ethical consideration with these marketing strategies has over the time caused a blunted
distrust among consumers. There has been an increasing discomfort among parents about

the nature of promotion targeting children, and such concerns even extend within the
ranks of marketing professionals (Bakir, 2010).
Since the Ethics of Advertising (1949) manual by Frank P. Bishop, who pointed
advertising issues that plague the marketing field, there still has not been a positive
settlement on approaches and practices (Pratt & James, 1994) that can lead the
advertising industry toward authentic ethical norms. Eze and Lee (2012), following their
investigation of Malaysian consumers' attitude towards advertising, called for a more
consumer-sensitive approach.
Drumwright and Murphy (2009) investigating the current state of advertising
ethics, in the midst of complex organizational structures and radical transformation of the
advertising industry, found out "the temptations, risks and rewards of unethical behavior"
are greater than ever (p.83). Given such uncertainties coupled with the state of struggling
economies, many consumers are more likely to remain preys of unethical
promotiodadvertising strategies. Limbu and Torres (2009) found that product
involvement and the type of direct-to-consumer advertising are significant predictors of
consumers' attitudinal responses. By that, understanding the consumer's perceiveness at
the individual level toward extant promotion norms is concomitant to a thorough
examination of the dynamics of marketing ethics.
Place of distribution and consumers'perceptions of marketing ethics. Bagozzi

(1975) considered the marketing exchange concept as paramount to the role of marketing,
and then characterized its nature, scope, and efficacy through a restricted, generalized,
and complex relationship. While in this intricate process, the restricted relationship
anchors a dyadic exchange between two parties on a quidpvo quo notion, the complex

marketing exchange denotes an interconnected web of relationships operationalized
through a channel of distribution (Bagozzi, 1975). This channel of distribution involving

- manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer, and consumer .- calls for intraoperability through a
place of distribution that directly responds to the consumer's needs and wants. In fact,
this strategy would sustain well fundamental marketing objectives that are "not only
concerned with influence processes [. ..] but with meeting existing needs and anticipating
future needs" (Bagozzi, 1975, p. 35).
The place of distribution of products and services is also critical in influencing not
only the consumer's sentiments towards other marketing elements, but the consumer's
perceptions of business ethics. The setting of a tangible exchange provides to the
consumer important cues of the business relationship that often transmit whether the
norms of exchange possess a relational andlor transactional nature. For example,
Southwest Airlines delivered their living culture of 'focusing on the customers' through
their place of distribution. The company adjusted a flight schedule fifteen minutes earlier
in order to accommodate five students who commuted weekly to an out-of-state medical
school (Gibson, Ivancevich & Donnelly, 2000). This latter gesture apparently relates how
place of distribution as a marketing element can play a unique role in initiating actions to
satisfy the consumers' wants and needs, and affect consumers' ethical perceptions
towards the company's marketing practices.
Place of distribution is a concrete and efficient physical tool for advancing social
causes or more specifically social marketing (Kotler, 1971). Place remains an alternative
pillar along other marketing elements as it offers a physical and interactive framework for
constructive resolution of predatory marketing tactics. Given the above, it can be hardly

argued that the place of distribution of a product will not somehow influence the ultimate
user's perceptions toward marketing ethics.
A preliminary review of the literature resulted in a synthesis that combines
findings from previous research related to ethical perception themes. While many of them
are referred throughout the study's narration, they are presented in Table 1 below for a
better understanding of potential implications tied to cultural, transactional, and ethical
contexts.
Table 1
Empirical Studies of Related Variables with Respective Findings
Variables
Measured

Sample

Karcher (1996)

Individual
factors (Age)

N=200
Students
(Mktg., nonMktg. Bus., &
non-Bus.)
(US)

Karcher (1996)

Individual
factors:
education,
employment,
job satisfaction
and work
experience

Empirical Studies

Martha,
Singhapakdi, and
Kraft (2009)

Individual
factors:
Gender

N=250
AngloAustralians
&

ChineseAustralians
N=226
Small
Business
Managers as
AMA
Members

Findings

The relationship
between ethical
sensitivity and age is
significantly positive.

No significant findings
with respect to
employment position or
level of education.

Female managers tend
to be more ethical in
their intention than their
male counterparts.

Table 1 (Continued)
Empirical Studies

Singhapakdi et al.
(1996a)

Ameen, Guffey, and
McMillan (1996)

Oumlil, and Balloun
(2008)

Cherry, Lee, and
Chien 2003)

Variables
Measured

Sample

Findings

Individual
factors:
Gender

N=153
Business
Students (US)

Significant predictor of
perceived ethical
problems in 1 of 4
scenarios.

Individual
factors:
gender

N=168
Females
and
N=117
Males
(US)
Accounting
Bus. Students

Female subjects were
more sensitive to and
less tolerant of
unethical activities
than their male
counterparts.

Individual
factors:
gender

N=79
Morocco
and
N=93
(US) Business
Managers

Female business
managers have higher
ethical sensitivity in
ethical judgment than
their male counterparts.

Individual
factors:
nationality

N=147
(Taiwanese)
and
N=22 1
(US)

Marketing
Managers

Marta, and
Singhapakdi (2005)

Table 1 (Continued)

Individual
factors:
nationality

N=605
(Taiwanese)
and
N=442
(US)
Business
Managers

U.S. respondents had
greater perception of
an ethical issue than
Taiwanese
respondents.

U.S. respondents had
greater perception of
an ethical issue than
Taiwanese
respondents.

Empirical Studies

Malinowski, and
Berger (2007)

Variables
Measured

Individual
factors:
nationality

Sample

Findings

N=3 05
Participants born in
(US)
Central America
and
responded more
(Latin
ethically than those born
American)
in the US.
Undergraduates

Singhapakdi,
Rawwas, Marta,
and ,Mimed (1999)

Moral
intensity and
moral
p~ilosophies

N= 216
(Malaysians)
N=283
(US)
Consumers

Significant differences
between consumers
from both countries

Rallapalli, Vitell,
and Szeinbach
(2000)

Marketing
related Norms
and personal
values

N=249
Marketing
Professionals
(US)

Marketing related
Norms and personal
values

Moral
intensity

N=29 1
Business
Professionals
(US)

Individuals are more
likely to recognize the
moral nature of the issue
when it has negative
consequences and when
the individuals perceive
social consensus.

Culture

N=186
(Taiwanese)
& N= 172
(US)
Life Insurance
Agents

Uncertainty Avoidance
had a positive effect
while power distance,
individualism, and
masculinity had a
negative effect on
ethical sensitivity.

Culture and
ethical
perceptions

N=197
MBA Students
from
Singapore, and
Malaysia)

Butterfield,
Trevino, and
Weaver (2000)

Blodgett, Lu, Rose,
and Vitell(2001)

Armstrong (1996)

Table 1 (Continued)

Relationships found
beween hdividualism,
Uncertainty avoidance
and ethical perceptions.

Empirical Studies

Variables
Measured

Lund (2000)

Marketing
mix

Lund (2008)

Marketing
mix and
marketing
professionals

Choi, and Mattila
(2009)

Pricing across
multiple
channels

Sample

Findings

N=413
Marketing
Professionals
(US)

Marketing professionals
varied their ethical
decisions depending on
which marketing mix
decision they face.
87.1% would avoid
false advertising.
58.7% for ethical
decision choices when
faced with personal
integrity, and 79.9%
would avoid approving
higher purchase price.

N=360
Marketing
Professionals)
N=361
Travelers
(US National
Airport)

Females evinced
significantly higher
ethical judgments than
men.
Type of pricing practice
has an influence on the
notion of perceived
fairness of the
consumer.

Summary of the Literature Review

Laczniak and Murphy (1991, 1993) noted the usual unflattering perception of
business and marketing through documented ethical abuses, and later accentuated on the
intense scrutiny of marketing and business practices in the prior decade. Gaski (1999)
challenged the conceptual uniqueness and contribution of the content of the field of
marketing ethics, and concluded after an in-depth review of the marketing ethics
literature that, "in terms of pragmatic behavioral guidance as well as conceptual content,
marketing ethics has nothing neither new nor distinctive to offer" (p. 315). Sheth and

Sisodia (1999) warned of the inevitable change of the marketing context and suggested
that "marketing law-like generalizations" be reviewed for new insights and paradigms.
The extensive reviews of marketing ethics studies have not been able insofar to
confirm extant findings that settle marketing ethics-related concerns. Murphy and
Laczniak (198 1) brought attention towards the increasing lack of scholarly interest for
studies related to consumer situations, and a decade later there were no significant
changes (Rallapalli, Vitell, Wiebe & Barnes, 1994), other than a few studies associated to
consumer's ethical beliefs (Vitell, Lumpkin & Rawwas, 1991; Vitell & Muncy, 1992). In
1999, Singhapakdi et al. conducted a cross-cultural study on consumers' perceptions
about marketing norm ethics as they compared consumers from Malaysia and the US
with a specific focus on their attitudes toward business and salespeople, and their
I
I

personal moral philosophies. Moreover, Carrigan, Marinova, and Szmigin (2005) called
for marketing scholars to ameliorate marketing ethical standards. Schlegelmilch and
Oberseder (2010) analyzing shifting perspectives and emerging trends in marketing ethics
not only emphasized on new ethical issues, but considered unethical marketing will
continue to fuel debates.
To date, marketing ethics as a compelling factor seems in no position to retreat,
and continues to be in need of substantial research to lay the grounds for local, national
and international innovative marketing strategies. In this optic, the above review of the
literature targeted relationship nuances that exist between well-known marketing

I

constructs, demographic variables, and cultural values in order to weigh their potential
effects against diverse perceptions of consumers toward marketing ethics.

Theoretical Framework
This investigational framework focuses on an exploration of consumers'
demographic characteristics, their potential cultural influences, and their sentiments about
marketing mix vis-8-vis their perceptions of marketing ethics during this global economic
crisis. The entire research objective calls for a conceptual framework that captures well
essential dynamics of marketing ethics with the practical inclusion of consumer's
demographic characteristics, culture consequences, the consumers' wants and needs, and
the consumers' cognitive and affective feelings of marketing ethics.
Demographic characteristics, as key components to create consumer profiles,
contain variables indispensable toward identifying target markets. Using consumer
profiles, marketers identify and respond to consumers' wants and needs through
contextual planning. The monitoring and the use of specific demographics-based data are
obviously paramount to the delivery of effective short-term and long-term marketing
strategies.
It seems rational, by any means, that culture should hold a considerable predictive
or explanatory power for the consumers' perceiveness of marketing ethics. Hofstede
(2001) treats culture as "the collective programming of the mind that distinguishes the
members of one group or category of people from another" (p. 9). His five cultural
dimensions, collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and longterm orientation, are suitable for setting a basis under which consumers' culture can be
explored. Overall, Hofstede's (2001) model of cultural value dimensions stands as one
significant component for the cross-cultural assessment of consumers' individual cultural
values intended in this current research.

McCarthy and Perreault's (1984; 1990) marketing mix concept adds another
rationale support for the conceptual framework with its view that an organization aims all
its efforts at satisfying its customers at a profit, using the marketing mix (pvoduct, price,
promotion, andplace) identified as the set of controllable variables to satisfy its target
market. Given this prevalence, their marketing concept also provides a conceptual basis
under which consumer's perceptions of marketing ethics can be statistically analyzed in
this research. It is from this optic, the current exploratory-based research utilizes
McCarthy's 4Ps in a fitted context to understand consumers' perceptions of marketing
mix in a multicultural environment. The marketing mix set is translated as:
Product is "the need-satisfying offering of a firm" (McCarthy & Perreault, 1984,
p. 288).
Pvice is "what is charged for something" (McCarthy & Perreault, 1984, p. 555).
Promotion is "communication information between seller and buyer to influence
attitudes and behavior" (McCarthy & Perreault, 1984, p. 467).
Place involves "making product available in the right quantities and locations
when customers want them" (McCarthy & Perreault, 1984, p. 361).
In fact, consumer demographic characteristics, cultural dimensions, and
marketing mix seem harmoniously aligned with the Hunt-Vitell(1986) General Theory
of Marketing Ethics (H-V), which carries a stream of explicit constructs valuable for
testing proposed relationships within marketing ethics. Rigorous scholarly scrutiny has
shown strong empirical support (Armstrong, 1996; Blodgett et al., 2001; Brady &
Gougoumanova, 201 1; Donoho, Polonsky, Roberts & Cohen, 2001; Mayo & Marks,
1990; Sparks & Pan, 2010; Vermillion, Lassar & Winsor, 2002; Vitell, Singhapakdi &

Thomas, 2001) of the H-V theory with good theoretical linkages toward variables
influencing marketing ethics. The Hunt and Vitell's (1986) theory argues that individuals
differ in their ethical evaluations dominated by a teleological process (inducing all
potential benefits from each alternative), and a deontological process (applying norms of
behaviors or drawing on the established principles of right and wrong for each
alternative), or both. The conceptual model draws on its premise that, "personal
experiences and cultural norms affect perceived ethical situations, perceived alternatives,
perceived consequences, deontological norms, probabilities of consequences, desirability
of consequences, and importance of stakeholders" (Hunt & Vitell, 1986, p. 10). As a
result, Hunt and Vitell's (1986,2006) General Theory of Marketing Ethics, Hofstede's
(2001) five cultural dimensions model, and McCarthy's (1960) marketing mix concept
constitute the conceptual theoretical basis for this study.
Research Questions
This study is designed to answer the following two research questions:

1.

Are there significant differences between consumers' demographic

characteristics, or consumers' cultural dimensions, or consumers' sentiments of the
marketing mix, and consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics?

2.

Do consumers' demographic characteristics, consumers' cultural

dimensions, and consumers' sentiments about the marketing mix significantly affect
consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics?
The constructs for this study are as follows:
Construct A: (Predictor): Consumers' demographic characteristics.
Construct B: (Predictor): Consumers' cultural dimensions.

Construct C: (Predictor): Consumers' sentiments toward marketing.
Construct D: (Outcome): Consumers' perceptions toward marketing ethics.
Research Hypotheses and Hypothesized Model

Research questions 1 and 2 are hypothesized as follows:

HI: There are significant differences between consumers' demographic
characteristics (gender, age, nationality, place of residence, time in residence, race,
education, and income), and consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
Hz: There are significant differences between consumers' cultural dimensions
(collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and long-term
orientation), and consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
H3: There are significant differences between consumers' sentiments about the
marketing mix (product,price, promotion, andplace), and consumers' perceptions of
marketing ethics.
H4: Consumers' demographic characteristics (gender, age, nationality, place of

residence, time in residence, race, education, and income), consumers' cultural
dimensions (collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and longterm orientation), and consumers' sentiments about the marketing mix (product, price,
promotion, andplace) significantly affect consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
H4a: Consumers' demographic characteristics (gender, age, nationaliq, place of
residence, time in residence, race, education, and income) significantly affect consumers'
perceptions of marketing ethics.

H4b: Consumers'

cultural dimensions (collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity,

power distance, and long-term orientation) significantly affect consumers' perceptions of

marketing ethics.
H4c: Consumers'

sentiments about the marketing mix (product,price, promotion, and

place) significantly affect consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
H4d:

Consumers' demographic characteristics (gender, age, nationality, place of

residence, time in residence, race, education, and income), consumers' cultural

dimensions (collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and longterm orientation), and consumers' sentiments about the marketing mix (product,price,
promotion, andplace) significantly affect consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.

The hypothesized research model shown in Figure 1 below demonstrates the
operational variables and their relationships. All captioned hypotheses are compatible to
the depicted model, which is hrther discussed in Chapter 3 for a thorough explanation of
the research design.

Figure 1.Hypothesized Research Model

CHAPTER I11
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research design and methods, such as population identification, sampling plan
and setting, instrumentation, procedures for ethical considerations, data collection and
analyses, and evaluation of research methods, used to conduct this study are presented in
this chapter. They depict an inclusive aspect of the methodology underpinning analysis of
the proposed relationships between variables to test the hypotheses and answer the
research questions. In brief terms, the research questions address the influence of
consumers' demographic characteristics, culture, and sentiments of the marketing mix
toward consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
Research Design
For this research, a quantitative, non-experimental, exploratory, and explanatory
study is designed to compare and predict how the consumers' characteristics, their
cultural effects, and cognitive-affective feelings about the marketing mix may influence
perceptions toward marketing ethics. There are three primary constructs acting as
predictors and one construct of outcome that intertwine in the study. They are as follows:

1. Consumer demographic characteristics, which include gender, age, nationality,
place of residence, time in residence, race, education, and income of respondents.
2. Hofstede's (1980,2001) cultural dimensions identified as, collectivism,
uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and long-term orientation.
3. Consumers' favorable andlor unfavorable sentiments of the marketing mix known

as product, price, promotion, andplace (McCarthy & Perreault, 1984,1990).

4. Consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics (Singhapakdi,Vitell, Rallapalli &
Kraft, 1996).
Population, Sampling Plan, and Setting
Target and Accessible Population.

The target population is consumers residing within the New Orleans Metropolitan
area located in the state of Louisiana. These consumers make up a particular segment of
the United States consumer market partly due to strongly embedded customs,
acculturation effects, and demographic and psychographic factors. Doyle and Saunders
(1985) considers a market segment in the context of consumer marketing as, "a group of
consumers with homogeneous needs" (p. 25). Consumer studies from various countries
suggest as well that demographic and psychographic factors have a great influence on
consumer attitudes (Chan, Yau & Chan, 1990; Cui & Lui, 2001; Gaski & Etzel, 1986;
Lehto, O'Leary & Morrisson, 2002).
Given this literature support and an accessible population that entails consumers
of diverse ethnic groups residing in the New Orleans Metropolitan area, this study seeks
to capture unique findings pragmatic to marketing strategies in the New Orleans area. An
area that attracts attention for its cultural and multilingual heritage, and which continues
to be regarded as one of the most unique places of the United States.
Sampling Frame

The sample is comprised of diverse consumer respondents living in the New
Orleans Metropolitan area. The accessible consumers are classified in three groups:
White, BlacMAfrican-American, and Other. These races are defined herein using the U.S.
Census Bureau classification of race as follows:

1. "White" refers to a person having origins in any of the original peoples of Europe,
the Middle East, or North Africa. It includes people who indicated their race(s) as
"White" or reported entries such as Irish, German, Italian, Lebanese, Arab,
Moroccan, or Caucasian (US Census Bureau, 201 1, p.3).
2. "Black or African American" refers to a person having origins in any of the Black
racial groups of Africa. It includes people who indicated their race(s) as "Black,
African-American., or Negro" or reported entries such as African American,
Kenyan, Nigerian, or Haitian (US Census Bureau, 201 1, p. 3).
3. Due to the low existing population among consumers from other races, consumers

not specifically belonging to the above-mentioned races will be included in the
"Other" classification of race for the sake of the study. The groups included in the
"Other" are defined as follows:

4. "American Indian or Alaska Native" refers to a person having origins in any of
the original peoples of North and South America (including Central America) and
who maintains tribal affiliation or community attachment (US Census Bureau,
201 1, p 3).

5. "Asian", refers to a person having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far
East, Southeast Asia, or the Indian subcontinent, including, for example,
Cambodia, China, India, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippine Islands,
Thailand, and Vietnam. It includes people who indicated their race(s) as "Asian"
or reported entries such as "Asian Indian," "Chinese," "Filipino," "Korean,"
"Japanese," "Vietnamese," and "Other Asian" or provided other detailed Asian
responses (US Census Bureau, 201 1, p. 3).

6. Any respondent from the Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander", which
refers to a person having origins in any of the original peoples of Hawaii, Guam,
Samoa, or other Pacific Islands (US Census Bureau, 201 1).

7. Any respondent of a multiracial, interracial, or a Hispanic or Latino group (for
example, Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, or Spanish) that does not self identify as
Black or White (US Census Bureau, 201 1).
Two broad categories of sampled consumers are considered for the study: (1)
"resident consumers", which are defined as consumers that have been living in the New

Orleans Metropolitan area for three or more years, and; (2) on the other hand, "adapted
resident consumers" defined as consumers that have been residing in the area for less

than three years and have either adapted or are adapting. This segregation approach of the
sample helps to account for consumers more likely to be acculturating. Swaidan et al.
(2006) in their study to understand acculturation on consumer ethics recognized the role
of culture in affecting consumers' ethical decision-making, intentions, and behaviors.
Berry (1997) viewed as well acculturating group members as changing their behavior,
attitudes and values toward those of the host culture. By that, the sample composition and
characteristics not only may reflect a fair representation of consumers within the New
Orleans area, but also expose a segment of consumers that can be perceived as a
particular homogeneous subset of the U.S. population.
The research sample was drawn from the three main cities of the New Orleans
Metropolitan area - New Orleans, Metairie, Kenner, and other emerging cities in the
same vicinity - due to their diverse population. The study utilizes, as a guide for selecting

the sample population, the latest demographic profile datasets from the US Census
Bureau. The available data pertain to the year 2010, and is shown as follows:
The city of New Orleans in Orleans Parish had White 30.5%, Black 59.6%, Indian
0.2%, Asian 2.9%, Islander 0.0%, Two races 1.3%, and Other 0.3%. Hispanics
accounted for 5.2%, and according to the U.S. Census Bureau, people who identify their
origin as Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish may be any race. (US Census Bureau, 201 1). The
Census 20 10 racial breakdown percentages data is presented below in figure 2 for the city
of New Orleans.

Figure 2. New Orleans City Census 2010 Race Data
The city of Metairie in Jefferson Parish has White 72.4%, Black 10.1%, Asian
3.2%, Islander 0.0%, Indian 0.2%, Two races 1.1 %, and Other 0.3%. Hispanics
accounted for 3.2%, and according to the U.S. Census Bureau, people who identify their
origin as Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish may be any race. (US Census Bureau, 201 1). The
Census 2010 racial breakdown percentages data is presented below in figure 3 for the city
of Metairie.

Asian, 3.2

White, 72.4

Figure 3. Metairie City Census 2010 Race Data
The city of Kenner in Jefferson Parish had White 48.8%, Black 23.5%, Asian
3.6%, Indian 0.2%, Islander 0.0%, Two races 1.1%, and Other 0.3%. Hispanics

accounted for 22.4%, and according to the U.S. Census Bureau, people who identify their
origin as Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish may be any race. (US Census Bureau, 201 1). The
Census 2010 racial breakdown percentages data is presented below in figure 4 for the city
of Kenner.

White, 48.5

Figure 4. Kenner City Census 2010 Race Data

A quota non-probability convenience sampling type was used to select
participants. The invitation of participants was done by approaching every fifth consumer
on the streets in -front of the sites selected for the survey distribution, thereby attempting
to avoid sample bias. A sample gift such as a five-dollars gift card was randomly given to
some survey participants as a token of appreciation. Therefore, in order to confine and
preserve the sampling to the New Orleans Metropolitan residents, two fundamental
filtering questions were asked as criteria for participation eligibility: Do you live in the
New Orleans Metropolitan Area? (Yes) or (No). Are you 18 years of age or older? If a
participant answers or selects 'no' for either previous questions, helshe was automatically
dropped from the survey, or was asked not to proceed further.
Inclusion criteria

1. Participants must be 18 years of age or older.
2. Participants must be residents of the Greater New Orleans Metropolitan area.
3. Participants must be able to read and write in English.

4. Participants must voluntarily agree to participate in the survey.
Exclusion criteria
1. Consumers who are less than 18 years of age.

2. Consumers not currently living in the Greater New Orleans Metropolitan area.

3. Participants unable to read and write in French.

4. Human subjects identified with medical problems or language or educational
barriers that preclude understanding of the questionnaire or the English language
will be excluded.
Sample Size

Demographic characteristics, such as gender, age, nationality, place of residence,
time in residence, race, education, and income, are also taken into account to reach a

cross-cultural and a mixed sample that is representative of the consumer population in the
New Orleans Metropolitan area. Two hundred and ten surveys were distributed, which
ended in the use of 186 fully usable respondents' responses. The sample size for this
regression analysis was calculated based on Green's (1991) recommended formula of 8k

+ 50, with a k value of 17 for the predictor variables resulting in a minimum required
sample (N=186) for the current study. Moreover, the research design for this study's
hypotheses testing requires mean comparisons, such as Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).
Therefore, each subsample (White, Black, and Other) at least requires 50 participants
(Hair, Anderson, Tatham & Black, 1998). In concurrence with the latter analysis, a
minimum of collection of 62 usable data per said subsample (62 x 3 = 186) was required
for the study. Table 2 presented below demonstrates the basis and variable components
involved in the sample calculation.
Table 2.
Predictor and Outcome Variables

Predictor variables
Consumers'demographics
characteristics
Gender
Age
Nationality
Place of Residence
Time in Residence
Race
Education
Income

Marketing Mix Elements from McCarthy, E. J. &
Perreault K J. (1990).
Product
Price
Promotion
Place

Hofstede's Cultural
Dimensions adapted by
Yoo, Donthu &
Lenartowicz's (2001)

Collectivism
Uncertainty Avoidance
Masculinity
Power Distance
Long-Term Orientation
Outcome variable: Marketing Ethics (Singhapakdi et al., 1996)

Settings
The settings for the sampling and data collection included a few public areas within
the New Orleans Metropolitan Area in Louisiana, typically referred as 'The Greater New
Orleans' or New Orleans, Metairie, and Kenner. The below areas were selected as
distribution sites for standing distinctively as areas frequently accessed by the targeted
population:

1. The New Orleans Public Library is located in the downtown area of the city of
New Orleans. It is the main library in Orleans Parish, Louisiana, and has existed
since 1958. The survey was handed out from the streets in front of the said site.

2. The East Bank Regional Library is the largest facility in the Jefferson Parish
Library system and has existed since March 1997. The library is located in the
city of Metairie, and offers an opportunity to have access to a variety of
consumers, among which an overwhelming majority was expected to be residents
of the city of Metairie. The survey was handed out from the streets in front of the
said site.

3. The North Kenner Library is also part of the Jefferson Parish Library System and
located in the city of Kenner, where most respondents were expected to be
residents of the city of Kenner. The survey was handed out from the streets in
front of the said site.
4. The Lakeside Mall is located in the city of Metairie, and also attracts many
consumers from the entire New Orleans Metropolitan Area. The mall featuring
over 120 stores is known as a popular shopping site in the area. Consumers
entering and exiting the mall was invited to participate in the survey. The survey
was handed out from the streets in front of the said site.
5. The Delgado Community College located in the city of New Orleans was deemed

to be a valuable distribution site as it is likely to encompass a pool of young
consumers with a unique perspective of marketing ethics. The survey was handed
out from the streets in front of the said site.
6. The Three-Lakeway Center is a 34-story, 403-foot (123 m)-high skyscraper

considered as the tallest building in Jefferson Parish, Louisiana, and the 13th
tallest building in the Greater New Orleans. It houses many offices and a Marriott
hotel. Consumers from this setting were invited to participate. The survey was
handed out from the streets in front of the said site.

7. The Arts Market of New Orleans is a free-admission monthly arts market held the
last Saturday of every month in the uptown part of the city of New Orleans. The
Arts Market also features other activities, such as? live entertainment, food and
beverage booths, and a children's activities area, that help to attract different types
of consumers. The survey was handed out from the streets in front of the said site.

8. The French Market District located in the lower French Quarter of the city of New

Orleans has existed on the same site since 1791. It has become a cultural and
entertainment destination that hosts annual festivals and events, and includes over
20 unique retail shops, performance venues, restaurants, cafes, a flea market and a

farmers' market. The place has business-like characteristics that appeal to diverse
consumers. The survey was handed out from the streets in front of the said site.
The following safeguards were also taken to reduce potential bias and maximize
the likelihood of acquiring a highly reliable sample:

1. Distribution sites were diversified by cities and by localized settings within
shopping malls, public libraries, and work environments.

2. Different distribution spots were considered for each public site used more than
once.
3. Varying the times and days of distribution in order to widen the field of

consumers participation, a strategy that led to the inclusion of frequent and nonfrequent shoppers.

4. Other strategies such as, exploiting situational variables in some distribution sites
were used to induce research participation and enrich the sample. For example,
emphasize on the practicality and importance of the study, andlor offering a low
value Wall-Mart gift card to some participants after completion of the survey.

Instrumentation
The survey instrument for this study entails four parts: (1) a demographic profile
developed by the researcher to collect and measure the selected demographic variables;

(2) Yoo, Donthu, and Lenartowicz's (2001) Individual Cultural Values Scale (CVSCALE)

for measuring individual cultural dimension val~es;(3) Gaski and Etzel's (1986) Index of
Consumer Sentiments toward Marketing (ICSW to gather the consumer's favorable and

unfavorable sentiments toward marketing; and (4) Singhapakdi et al. (1996) Perceived
Role ofEthics and Social Responsibility (PRESOR) scale that is adapted to capture the

consumer's perception of marketing ethics, and ensure an effective measurement of the
construct ethics. Moreover, the three latter scales have yet shown acceptable validity and
pragmatic structure to address the current study. All aforementioned scales have been
used in their entirety or adapted in a specific way for prior studies. Adding to their degree
of convergent validity, these instruments' psychometric reliabilities have proved to be
sufficiently consistent in supporting some research. The below section demonstrates each
respective scale's structure.
Part 1: Demographic Profile
The demographic profile includes eight questions based on demographic
characteristics, such as gender, age, nationality, place of residence, time in residence,
race, education, and income, which have been considered in prior consumer related
studies (Gaski, 2008; Yoo & Donthu, 2002). The demographic profile has been
developed and formatted by the researcher to accommodate characteristics suitable to the
research objective. It consists of the following variables: (1) respondent's gender; (2)
respondent's age; (3) respondent's nationality or region of origin; (4) respondent's city of
residence; (5) respondent's time in city of residence; (6) respondent's racelethnicity; (7)
respondent's level of education, and; (8) respondent's household income (See
Demographic Profile section in Appendix A, Part 1).
Part 2: Individual Cultural Values Scale (CVSCALE)

Yoo, Donthu, and Lenartowicz's (2001) Individual Cultural Values Scale
(CVSCALE) is a five-dimensional Likert-type scale with 26 items (See the CVSCALE
section in Appendix A, Part 2).
The scale resulted in adequate psychometric properties ranging from .83
(collectivism), .88 (uncertainty avoidance), .86 (masculinity), .86 (power distance), and
.82 (Confucian dynamism) as reported in Yoo, and Donthu (2002). The CVSCALE has
shown good reliability so far through subsequent contextual studies that also reflected
acceptable reliabilities. A more recent study by Kueh and Voon (2007) using a sample of
Malaysian university students to measure individual cultural values toward service
quality expectations resulted in reliabilities ranging from .72 to .84 for the five
components of the CVSCALE cultural dimensions. The construct validity of the scale
was re-examined by the researcher in this shtdy through exploratory factor analysis.

Part 3: Index of Consumer Sentiments Toward Marketing (ICSM) Scale
The Index of Consumer Sentiments toward Marketing (ICSM) by Gaski and Etzel
(1986) derives partly from prior scales (Barksdale, 1972) that have examined consumer
attitudes toward marketing at the macro level. Therefore, the scale infused unique
features to this type of assessment by seeking consumer's experiences through the
marketing mix components (See the ICSM scale section in Appendix A, Part 3).
Importantly, the Gaski and Etzel scales have shown high psychometric
reliabilities in annual studies conducted in the United States (Gaski, 2008), in China
(Chan & Cui, 2004), in Hong Kong (Wee & Chan, 1989), and Australia (Chan et al.,
1990). The ICSM scale has been subjected to an extensive validation by Gaski (2008) in
using 21 annual surveys. This evaluation has shown a range of adequate annual

correlation coefficients for the scale's four inclusive constructs (product, price,
advertising/promotion, and retailing/selling/place), which remained consistent with .70 of
Nunnally (1978) recommendations. The range varied as .749 to ,791 (product), ,750 to
,804 (price), .729 to .780 (promotion), and 3 0 9 to ,837 (place). The construct validity of
the scale was re-examined by the researcher in this study through exploratory factor
analysis.
Part 4: The Perceived Role of Ethics and Social Responsibility (PRESOR) Scale
Singhapakdi et al. (1996) perceived role of ethics and social responsibility
(PRESOR) scale has been validated for measuring the perception of ethics in marketing
through long-term gains, short-term gains, and social responsibility variables.
Reliabilities of Cronbach alphas ranged from .71 for social responsibility and profitability
to .57 for long-term gains while short-term gains had a coefficient alpha of .64. Such
reliability values of the scale are acceptable for this exploratory research since Nunnally's
(1978) suggested that alphas of 0.5 and 0.6 were sufficient for early stages of research
(Nunnally, 1978; Singhapakdi et al., 1996).
The scale was slightly adapted and its content validity re-examined by the
researcher in this study through exploratory factor analysis or EFA. (See the adapted
PRESOR scale in Appendix A, Part 4).
Procedures
Ethical Considerations
The survey was offered and distributed at different days and hours in English
language to potential respondents in three of the main cities of the New Orleans
Metropolitan area - New Orleans, Metairie, and Kenner. The survey was handed out

from the streets in front of the following sites: New Orleans Public Library, East Bank
Regional Library, North Kenner Library, Lakeside Mall, The Three-Lakeway Center, the
Arts Market of New Orleans, the French Market District, Delgado Community College,
and the Kenner Mall. All distribution sites were found to be safe and in strict compliance
with environmental safety standards for such human activity. Participation in the survey
was voluntary, and all participants remained anonymous as there were no identifiers on
the survey. Responses were treated with the strictest of confidentiality and analyzed
anonymously in the aggregate. Research assistants who used for the survey distribution
were trained in accordance to IRB requirements, and always performed under the
physical supervision of the investigator.
After an extensive evaluation of benefits and risks, this research was considered
to be of minimal risk to participants. After data collection and analysis, findings are
reported as grouped data, and do not reveal identity of the subjects or endanger any
societal benefits to them. There are no direct benefits to participants, but the research is
invaluable to the advancement of the marketing field resting on strategies formulated
from the 4 Ps (product,price, promotion, andplace) (McCarthy, 1960), and involving a
transactional process that has become indispensable to the human subsistence. Moreover,
findings may help resolving the potential gaps in ethical, transactional, and economic
values within marketing practices as consumers' perceptions and attitudes precede
economic and business performance.
The following key procedures applied for the ethical standards of the study have
some similarities with typical academic marketing research. Most importantly, they
follow the International Review Board (LRJ3) core requirements intended to preserve

autonomy, beneficence, and justice to human subjects participating or likely to be
affected by the study. These key procedures are as follows:

1. Secure permission from instruments' developers for the use of survey instruments
that have been identified, evaluated, and confirmed to be the best structured for
the study (See Appendix B, C, and D for authorization from developers).

2. Obtain approval for the study from Lynn University's Institutional Review Board
by submitting the following completed forms identified as 'IRE3 Form 1 Application and Research Protocol for Review of Research Involving Human
Subjects in a New Project IRB', and 'IRE3 Form 3 - Lynn University Institutional
Review Board Request for Expedited Review'.

3. Ensure the distribution sites meet the environmental, health, and safety standards
for such human activity.

4. Ensure voluntary participation of all respondents.
5. Preserve anonymity of participants by precluding and excluding any identifiers in

the survey process. For example, verbally emphasizing anonymity procedures,
using a drop box at the distribution site for completed survey, and providing a
pre-stamped envelope without identifiers to any potential respondent who would
voluntarily prefer to complete the survey at home, and then send via postal mail to
the investigator's address.

6. Conduct research strictly in accordance to all research procedures approved by the
IRB, and ensure that contingency procedures mentioned in the IRB Form 1 are
followed in case of any emergent circumstances.

7. One year after approval by the IRB, the principal investigator will submit 3 copies
of IRB FORM 8, unless otherwise requested. This allows the IRB to monitor the
status of all human subject research. The IRB reserves the right to request the
investigator to provide additional information concerning the report of project
termination. After review, the IRB will send the applicant formal notification of

IRB actions.
8. Survey data will be secured in a locked cabinet located in an office at the
researcher's home, and then destroyed after five years.
Data Collection Methods
The survey was distributed to participants in the New Orleans Metropolitan area
(New Orleans, Metairie, and Kenner) at different days and hours within a six-day period.
Respondents voluntarily received the questionnaire from the streets in public areas in
front of the selected following sites:
1. The New Orleans Public Library located at 2019 Loyola Avenue, New Orleans,
LA 701 12

2. The East Bank Regional Library located at 4747 West Napoleon Ave, Metairie,
LA
3. The Three-Lakeway Center, an area composed of three high-rise buildings that
include private offices, and a Marriott hotel. The address is 3838 N. Causeway
Blvd, Metairie, LA 70002

4. The Arts Market of New Orleans located at Palmer Park, New Orleans, LA 701 18
5. The French Market District located at 1100 North Peters, New Orleans, LA
6. Delgado Community College located at 615 City Park Avenue, New Orleans, LA

7. The Kenner Mall located at Esplanade Ave, Kenner, LA.
8. The North Kenner Library located at West Esplanade Ave, Kenner, LA 70065

Although a convenience sampling approach was core to the selection of research
participants, the questionnaire was randomly distributed in public settings to preclude any
sample bias. The researcher, or any research assistant operating under his constant
supervision, approached approximately every fifth individual passing at the distribution
site. The consumer was invited and asked to complete the survey at the distribution site.
A drop box was placed at each site for the collection of completed surveys in order to
increase anonymity. In one case, where time was a constrained factor for a participant,
the investigator proposed a survey package including a pre-stamped envelope without
any identifiers to allow later completion and voluntary mailing of the survey to the
investigator's address. The said questionnaire was mailed accordingly, and counted as a
usable survey. The questionnaire packet was presented in the following manner:

1. As criteria for participation eligibility, two fundamental questions were asked:
Are you a resident of the New Orleans Metropolitan Area? Are you 18 years of
age or older? A positive answer for both questions was required for proceeding to
the next step.

2. A brief introduction explaining the purpose of the survey was given to all invitees,
and completing the survey confirmed consent of the participant.
3. The survey instrument included:

a) A demographic profile using demographic variables that have been used in
prior studies, and supported through empirical findings for their relational
relevance to primary constructs within this cross-cultural study (8 items).
b) Yoo, Donthu, and Lenartowicz's Five-Dimensional Likert-Type Scale (26
items).
c) Gaski, and Etzel's (1986) ICSM scale, a four multi-items and Likert-type
scale (20 items).
d) Singhapakdi et al. (1996) Perceived Role of Ethics and Social
responsibility (PRESOR) scale slightly adapted for the study (9 items).
e) A pre-stamped envelope without identifiers to facilitate the return of any
completed survey that has been approved by the researcher for return via
postal mail.
An estimated 12 to 15 minutes was needed to complete the survey, and the
distribution of the survey occurred at the earlier listed sites until the recommended
minimum of 186 fully usable, proportionate (quota sample) responses were obtained.
Methods of Data Analysis
The questionnaire used for this study is developed in four parts: (1) a
demographic profile developed by the researcher to collect and measure the selected
demographic variables; (2) the CVSCALE (Yoo et al., 2001) for measuring cultural
dimension values at the individual level; (3) the ICSM scale (Gasli & Etzel, 1986) to
gather the consumer's favorable and unfavorable sentiments toward marketing, and; (4)
the PRESOR scale (Singhapakdi et al., 1996) slightly adapted to capture the consumer's
perception of marketing ethics.

The demographic profile set forth for this study was designed by the researcher in
taking consideration of demographic variables that have not only been studied by other
scholars in closely similar contexts, but in focusing on those variables that are most
pertinent to the research objective. This instrument as Part A of the questionnaire
includes the consumer's gender, age, nationality, place of residence, time in city of

residence, race, education, and income of respondents.
Yoo et al. (2001), and Donthu and Yoo's (1998) 26-item scale has been
developed and used to assess Hofstede (1980,2001) five cultural dimension values, but at
the individual level while preserving as much consistency possible with the constructs.
The instrument's choice herein for this study derives from Hofstede's perspective that
"the individual level of human programming is the truly unique part: No two people are
programmed exactly alike.. . This is the level of individual personality, and it provides for
a wide range of alternative behaviors within the same collective culture" (Hofstede, 2001,
p. 2). In addition, the milieu of the study does not permit disregard of potential
acculturation effects on the selected sample. This instrument as Part B of the
questionnaire measures individual cultural values for the level Confucian dynamism also
known as long-term orientation (Yoo & Donthu, 2002). The cultural variables were
measured as follows:
Collectivism was measured using the total mean scores for items 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
and 14. Uncertainty avoidance was measured using the total mean scores for items 15,
16, 17, 18, and 19. Masculinity was measured using the total mean scores for items 20,
2 1,22, and 23. Power distance was measured using the total mean scores for items 24,

25,26, 27, and 28. And, long-term orientation was measured using the total mean scores
for items 29,30,31,32,33, and 34.
The ICSM by Gaski, and Etzel's (1986), Gaski (2008) is a four multi-items
(product, price, advertising, retailing/selling) Likert-type scale, measuring the affective
construct "sentiment" with many statements of cognitions serving as indirect measures of
affect (Gaski, 2008). The initial 28-items scale after purification retained 20 items that
were then selected as Part C of the questionnaire, which includes the variables listed
below. They were computed as follows:
Product was measured using the total mean scores for items 35,36,37,38, and
39. Price was measured using the total mean scores for items 40,41,42,43, and 44.
PromotiodAdvertising was measured using the total mean scores for items 45,46,47,
48, and 49. Place/Selling was measured using the total mean scores for items 50, 51, 52,
53, and 54.
Singhapakdi et al. (1996) Perceived Role of Ethics and Social Responsibility
(PRESOR) scale is a multidimensional 13-item scale respectively anchored on variables
that measure social responsibility, long-term gains ethics, and short-term gains ethics.
The ethics portion of the questionnaire was selected to address the construct "ethics" of
the study. While initially designed for seeking marketers' ethical perceptions in the
domain of marketing ethics, it is slightly adapted herein to measure consumers'
perception of marketing ethics. The related items 1 thru 6 that measure long-term ethics
and items 7 thru 9 that measure short-term ethics are instrumented for the latter objective
by substituting or omitting a few words, which not only help to focus on ethics as the
construct of interest, but to help reflecting as well the consumer's standpoint of ethics. In

the end, Part D of the questionnaire was measured the variable marketing ethics as
follows:
Marketing ethics was measured using the total mean scores for items 55, 56, 57,
58,59,60,61,62, and 63.
Coding for the four-part questionnaire was applied by assigning values to the
demographic profile (Part A) of the questionnaire as follows: for the gender variable
(Male=l, Female=2); for the categories of age (1= 18-25; 2= 26-35; 3= 36-45; 4= 46-55;
5= 56-65, and; 6= over 65); for the categories under nationality or region of origin (1=
United States; 2= Latin America; 3= Caribbean; 4= Mexico; 5= Canada; 6= Europe; 7=
Asia; 8= Africa; 9= Middle East, and; 10= Other); forplacelcity of residence (1= New
Orleans; 2= Metairie; 3= Kenner, and; 4 = Another City in New Orleans Metropolitan
Area); for the time of residency (1= less than 3 years; 2= 3 to 5 years, and; 3= more than
5 years); for the categories under race (1= White; 2= BlackIAfrican-American; 3=
Other); for the categories under highest level of education (1= below High School; 2=
High School Diploma; 3= Associate Degree; 4= Bachelor Degree; 5= Masters Degree,
and; 6= Doctorate Degree); for the categories under household income (1= less than
$10,000; 2= $10,000 - 19,999; 3= $20,000 - 29,999; 4= $30,000 - 39,999; 5= $40,000 49,999; 6= $50,000 - 59,999; 7= $60,000 - 69,999; 8= $70,000 - 79,999; 9= $80,000 89,999; 10= $90,000 - 99,999, and; 1I= $100,000 or more).
For the CVSCALE as Part B of the questionnaire, question items 9 to 28 were
coded such as, 5= strongly agree; 4= agree somewhat; 3= neither agree nor disagree; 2=
disagree somewhat, and; 1= strongly disagree. Question items 29 to 34 were coded such

as, 1= extremely unimportant; 2= unimportant; 3= neither; 4= important, and; 5=
extremely important.
For the ICSMas Part C of the questionnaire, question items 35 to 54 were coded
such as, 5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree somewhat; 0 = neither agree nor disagree; 2 =
disagree somewhat, and; 1 = strongly disagree. However, the following 11 question items
identified as 36,37,38,40,41,45,46,47,49,51, and 53 are reverse-scored items and
were treated as such during data analysis.
For the adapted PRESOR scale as Part D of the questionnaire, a 5-point agreedisagree scale was used to measure question items 55 to 63, which was coded as, 5=
strongly agree; 4= agree somewhat; 3= neither agree nor disagree; 2= disagree somewhat,
and; 1= strongly disagree. However, the following 2 question items identified as 62 and
63 were reverse-scored during data analysis to reflect the measurement objective.
Analysis for the minimum 186 usable data collected in order to understand the
influence of consumers' demographic characteristics, culture, and sentiments toward the
marketing mix on their perceptions of marketing ethics were as follows:

1. Descriptive statistical analysis such as frequency distribution, measures of central
tendency (mean, median, and mode), and standard of deviations were performed
for all study variables.

2. Exploratory factor analysis tested the construct validity of the scales in relation to
the population sample, and helped determine convergent and discriminant validity
of all items.
3. Cronbach alphas helped to establish the internal reliability of the scales.

4. Hypothesis 1 is formulated in order to find the level of divergence between some
of the predictor variables and the outcome variable. Thus, hypothesis 1 seeks the
significant differences between consumers' demographic characteristics (gender,
age, nationality, place of residence, time in residence, race, education, and
income) and consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics. Hypothesis 2, and 3

were formulated to find the significant differences between some of the predictor
variables and the outcome variable. Thus, hypothesis 2 seeks the significant
differences between consumers' cultural dimensions (collectivism, uncertainty
avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and long-term orientation) and

consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics, and; hypothesis 3 seeks the
significant differences between consumers' sentiments of the marketing mix
(product,price, promotion, andplace) and consumers' perceptions of marketing

ethics.

5. For Hypothesis 1, independent sample t-test was used to evaluate the gender
variable while the other demographic variables were tested with ANOVA,
including post hoc (Scheff6 method) single-step multiple comparison procedure to
identify the degree of significant effects (Hair et al., 1998). Hypotheses 2 and 3
were also tested through independent sample t-tests. The effect size was also
computed for significant effects found within the hypotheses.

6. A level of significance set at 0.05 alpha prior to data collection was used for the
interpretation of the probability value ('p).

7. Hypothesis 4 is formulated to predict the degree of influence of all predictor
variables (consumers' demographic characteristics, consumers' cultural

dimensions, and consumers' sentiments about the marketing mix) toward the

outcome variable marketing ethics. Multiple regression analyses were run through
SPSS for the model fit analysis to predict the outcome variable from the predictor
variables, and understand how much the model can be generalized to make
inferences.

In summary, research question 1 was answered through testing of HI, Hz,
and H3 using independent t-tests, and ANOVA with post hoc (Scheffe method). Research
question 2 was answered with H4 findings obtained through standard multiple regression
analyses.
Evaluation of Research Methods

Research methods proposed for the study were evaluated in order to search for
potential sources of strengths and weaknesses. As a result, factors capable of countering
many of the extraneous variables to minimize effects unconstructive to validity gains
were identified and summarized in the following sections.
Internal validity
Internal validity strengths. The internal validity characteristics within a study

partly depend on the target of the study, and thus are evaluated by the quality of
measurement and the control of variables (Steinfatt, 1991). A preliminary examination
has provided below a somewhat encouraging insight of the strengths of the selected
instruments.
1. The ICSMinstrument has shown strength through collected data and analysis not
only from few scholarly studies, but from 21 annual surveys from 1984 to 2004
by the world's 9thlargest market research firm.

2. The CVSCALE and the PRESOR scale have so far shown acceptable

psychometric characteristics.
3. There is no foreseeable threat to internal validity linked to changes within the

instrumentation during the study other than those identified for each respective
scale during prior use.

4. The research design with its research questions addressing consumers'
demographic characteristics, culture, sentiments, and ethical perceptions, should
facilitate the drawing of relevant inferences about the dynamics between the
predictors and outcome variables.

5. The approach of offering participants the option to complete the questionnaire at a
later time may strengthen the study as a more appropriate time for some
respondents may create some motivation, and minimize errors, hence increasing
the likelihood of collecting more usable data.
Internal validity weaknesses. Internal validity seeks to establish "whether a
research is designed and conducted so that it leads to accurate findings" (Frey, Botan,
Friedman, and Kreps, 1991, p. 118). Therefore, any alternatives apt at reducing internal
validity threats should be thought carellly to prevent any backlash to external validity
(Ferguson, 2004). In line with the latter, some weaknesses were addressed below by the
researcher:
1. Adaptability of the PRESOR scale, by substituting a few words to reflect the
consumers' current perceptions of ethics in contrast to the marketers' perceptions
of ethics pursued in prior studies, holds a higher level of unpredictability.

Appropriate data analysis methods may counter potential implications threatening
the study's internal validity.
2. The PRESOR scale will be applied to a cross-cultural sample, which may
possibly cause unwanted effects on its internal validity. However, such exposure
of the instrument to other groups offers an opportunity to empirically investigate
the validity of the scale through factor analysis in the midst of different influences
of personal and situational factors (Singhapakdi et al., 1996, Etheredge, 1999).
3. The limited number of prior studies that have used CVSCALE while

accommodating varying sample types may be a weakness to internal validity.
However, exploratory factor analysis was planned to assess dimensionality of the
scale and strengthen its validity.
4. Attrition may occur to some extent due to the span of the questionnaire for a
marketing research. The sixty-three (63) extensive survey items may create
perceiveness of an excessively demanding task, thus causing tentative
commitment from participants and threatening data collection.

External Validity
External validity strengths. External validity strength of a research is the
decisive cornerstone for generalizability to other populations, settings, and times
(Campbell and Stanley, 1963). With that in mind, researchers not only should consider
group homogeneity and representativeness of their sample from beginning to end of the
study, but should as well gauge their sample statistically (Ferguson, 2004). This
approach is adopted in the course of the current study to track core relevancies of validity
implications, and highlight advantageous characteristics.

1. The current study takes into account a very specific group of consumers drawn
from a well-described convenience sampling to facilitate the inference process.
By that, inferring a population to which the study results might generalize (Gall et
al., 2007) to a satisfactory extent.
2. The current study takes into account a very specific group of consumers drawn
from a well-described convenience sampling to facilitate the inference process.
By that, inferring a population to which the study results might generalize (Gall et
al., 2007) to a satisfactory local extent.
3. The sample size computed based on Green's (199 1) and Hair et al.'s (1998)

recommendations meets the sample size criteria for a quantitative research study.
Besides, the computed sample size of one hundred eighty-six (N=186)
participants, a higher number of participants were invited to facilitate the expected
reach of filly usable data. The latter attainment should help to compensate for any
reliability gap in the instrumentation, boost power of statistical significance tests,
and ensure sample validity.

4. Situational variables were exploited in some distribution sites to induce research
participation and enrich the sample. For example, mouth-to-mouth marketing of
the research study prior to the survey distribution; a general invitation to an
accessible large group of consumers including an emphasis on the practicality and
importance of the study, and; offering of a simple gift as a token of appreciation.
External validity weaknesses. Potential risks of generalizability weakness exist
even with an effective focus on internal validity in the research design (Ferguson, 2004).

While considering the quest for generalizability as an iterative process, the researcher has
insofar identified the following related threats:

1. While the residing population is diverse in the New Orleans Metropolitan area,
the presence of some ethnic groups is still in a very minimal representation, thus
creating implications for accessing a deliberate sample and not being
generalizable to larger populations.
2. Acculturation effects occur gradually and vary at the individual level. That, to a

certain extent, may affect the population validity in spite of the cultural values
assessment at the individual level planned in the study, and addressed through the
CVSCALE.
In summary, Chapter I11 covered the methodological design of the research,
which encompasses research questions, hypotheses, sampling, setting, ethical
considerations, instrumentation, methods of analysis, and evaluation of the research.
These components were uniquely tailored to study the influence of consumers'
demographic characteristics, culture, and sentiments of the marketing mix toward
consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics, including the level of convergence and
divergence between these constructs. Chapter IV presents an overview of the data
analyses and results of the statistical evaluation, analyses of psychometric characteristics
of applicable instruments, and interpretation of the findings in answering the research
question.

CHAPTER IV RESULTS
Chapter IV concentrates on describing the results of the study, mainly how the
predictor variables that are consumers' demographic characteristics, consumers' cultural
dimensions, consumer's sentiments of the marketing mix, affect the outcome variable
that is the consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics. The data collected from the
distributed survey were analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)
computer software /versions 21.0 and 22.0 by IBM. Statistical evaluations through
descriptive analysis, exploratory factor analysis, and multiple regressions were significant
methods to answer the research questions, confirm psychometric properties, and test the
hypotheses. The related final data-producing sample, frequency distribution, reliability
and validity of the instruments, hypotheses testing results, and miscellaneous findings
make the scope of this chapter.

Descriptive Analysis
Final Data-Producing Sample
Two hundred and ten (210) questionnaires were hand-to-hand distributed to
voluntary participants using a convenience sampling approach. The decision of survey
collectors to quickly review each questionnaire led to the collection of fully completed
questionnaires and prevented the invasion of missing data. Based on the research design,
a careful triage was used to select sixty-two (62) responses for each sample group and the
remaining questionnaires were discarded. This resulted in a final sample of one hundred
eight-six (186) responses being used for the data analyses. The sample size was
consistent with the minimum suggested by Green's formula of 8k + 50, whereas a k value
of 17 predictor variables followed in this quantitative study. Descriptive statistical

analysis such as frequency distribution, measures of central tendency and variability was
used to analyze and report respondents' demographic, cultural, and perceptional
characteristics.
Among the one hundred eight-six (1 86) voluntary respondents finally selected for
data processing, 89 (47.8%) were males and 97 (52.2%) were females. The highest
participation in age was shown among18 to 25 years old making 25.8% of all
respondents, and the lowest was among those over 65 years old with a 3.3% participation
rate. The majority of participants, 74.2%, identify the United States of America as their
origin with the remaining percentage respectively in provenance of Latin America,
Caribbean, Mexico, Canada, Europe, Asia, Africa, and "other". The participants'
residences were respectively in New Orleans (40.4%), Metairie (17.2%), Kenner (1 1.8
%), and another city of the New Orleans Metropolitan area (30.6 %). For the years in

residence, 17.7% lived in the area for less than 3 years, 16.7% had between 3 to 5 years,
and 65.6% were residents for more than 5 years. The percentage of participants among
races was 33.3% for each of the three categories Blacks, Whites, and Other. Table 3
below presents the frequency and percentage of these valid respondents.

Individual Pvofiles of Pavticipants
Demographic
Frequency
Variables
Whites Blacks Other
All
(W)
(B)
(0)
Gender
Male
Female

Age
18 -25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
Over 65
NationalityIRegion
United States
Latin America
Caribbean
Mexico
Canada
Europe
Asia
Africa
Middle East
Other
Place of Residence
New Orleans
Metairie
Kenner
Another
citylmetro
Time in residence

< 3 years
3 to 5 years
Over 5 years
RaceIEthnicity
White
BlackIAfricanAmerican
Other

Valid Percentage (%)

All

W

B

0

For the level of education, 5.9% were at a level lower than high school, 33.3 %
were high school graduates, 17.2% had an associate degree, 3 1.7% had a bachelor degree,

9.7% had a master's degree, and 2.2% hold a doctorate degree. For the household
income, 7% accounted for the lowest eaming with less than $10,000, and 16.1%
accounted for the highest eaming with a household income of more than $100,000. The
modal value for education level was "high school graduate" while it ranked between

$30,000 and $39,000 for the annual household income. Table 4 below presents the
frequency and percentage of these valid responses.
Table 4
Participants' Educational and Income Status
Demographic
Frequency
Variables
Whites Blacks Other
All
(W>
(B)
(0)
Level of Education
No High School
Diploma

Valid Percentage

All

W

B

0

1.6%

3

5

3

5.9%

1.6%

2.7%

17

26

19

33.3%

9.1%

14.0% 10.2%

32
59
18

13
22
6

10
15
6

9
22
6

17.2% 7.0%
31.7% 11.8%
9.7% 3.2%

5.4%
8.1%
3.2%

4.8%
11.8%
3.2%

4

1

0

3

2.2%

0.5%

0.0%

1.6%

Household Income
Less than 10,000

13

4

7

2

7.0%

2.2%

3.8%

1.1%

10,000 - 19,999

16

2

8

6

8.6%

1.1%

4.3%

3.2%

20,000 - 29,999
30,000 - 39,999
40,000 - 49,999
50,000 - 59,999
60,000 - 69,999

I8
26
25
19
14

6
7
5
6
4

8
5
9
9
3

4
14
11
4
7

9.7%
14.0%
13.4%
10.2%
7.5%

3.2%
3.8%
2.7%
3.2%
2.2%

4.3%
2.7%
4.8%
4.8%
1.6%

2.2%
7.5%
5.9%
2.2%
3.8%

High School
Diploma
Associate Degree
Bachelor Degree
Masters Degree
~octoratk
Degree

62

More than
100,000

30

19

3

8

16.1%

10.2%

1.6%

4.3%

Frequency Distributions
Consumers' cultural dimensions. "Individual Cultural Values" herein refers to

one's own culture, specifically measured with Hofstede's (2001) cultural dimensions
such as collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and long-term
orientation. This construct contains the cultural dimensions collectivism, uncertainty
avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and long-term orientation, which were measured
for this study with a 26-items CVSCALE rated on a five-point Likert scale. First, survey
respondents were asked to rate their individual cultural perceptions from said questions
on a scale ranging from five "Strongly Agree" to one "Strongly Disagree" for twenty out
of the twenty-six questions, and; on a scale ranging from one "Extremely Unimportant"
to five "Extremely Important" for six out of the twenty-six questions. A higher score
indicated how a cultural value was predominant within a consumer while a lower score
indicated the opposite.
Individual Cultural Values means for the "collectivism " cultural dimension range
from 2.80 for the perception that "individuals should sacrifice self-interest for the gvoup
that they belong to" to 3.59 for the view that "they shouldstick to the group even through
dficulties." Respectively, 25.8% of respondents strongly agree, and 38.2% agree
somewhat "individuals should stick to the group even through dficulties." However, the
frequency distribution data suggests 21.5% respondents strongly disagree and 26.3%
disagree somewhat that "individuals should sacrifice self-interest for the group that they

belong to." The mean standard deviations range from 1.232 to 1.387. Frequency
distributions for the cultural dimension collectivism are reported below in Table 5
Table 5

Frequency Distributions for Collectivism as Individual Cultural Value (N=186)

Collectivism
COL91ndividuals should
sacrifice self-interest for the
group that they belong to.
COL 10-Individuals should stick
to the group even through
difficulties.
COLl 1-Group welfare is more
important than individual
rewards.
COL12-Group success is more
important than individual success.
COL13 Individuals should
pursue their goals after
considering the welfare of the
group.
COL14-Group loyalty should be
encouraged even if individual
goals suffer.

1

2

3

4

5

21.5

26.3

15.1

24.7

7.0

16.7

12.4

38.2 25.8

11.8

22

18.8

29.6

17.7 3.19 1.292

12.9

25.8

11.8

31.7

17.7 3.16 1.337

9.7

18.3

15.1

30.6

26.3

17.7

25.3

18.3

19.9

18.8 2.97 1.387

12.4 2.80 1.355
3.59 1.232

3.46 1.316

Respondents were also asked to rate their level of agreement or disagreement
through questions designed to measure their "uncertainty avoidance" as a cultural
dimension. Individual Cultural Values means for respondents' overall uncertainty

avoidance ranges from 4.06 to 4.5 1. The data shows there is a shared consensus with
47.8% to 65.1% of respondents that have a strong cultural trait of uncertainty avoidance,
and 26.3% to 34.9% in the moderate range. On the opposite side, only 1.1% to 4.8%
strongly disagree with uncertainty avoidance characteristics, and 4.3% to 7% neither
agree nor disagree. As an example, 65.1% of these consumers strongly agree,

"instructionsfor operations are important", compared to a mere 1.1% that strongly
disagree. The mean standard deviations across uncertainty avoidance range within .8 14
and 1.182. Table 6 presents the frequency distributions for the uncertainty avoidance
cultural dimension.
Table 6

Frequency Distributions for Uncertainty Avoidance as Individual Cultural
Value (N=I86)
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1.6

4.8

4.3

27.4 61.8

4.43 ,905

1.1

5.4

5.9

35.5 52.2

4.32 ,895

3
rn

Uncertainty avoidance
UA15-It is important to
have instructions spelled
out in detail so that I
always know what I am
expected to do.
UA16It is important to
closely follow instructions
and procedures.
UA17~Rules/regulations
are important because they
inform me of what is
expected of me.
UA1 8-Standardized work
procedures are helpful.

8
g@

ZQ

g

4

z2

WI

5

UA19-Instructions for
ooerations are imvortant.

1.1

3.2

4.3

26.3

65.1

4.51 ,814

Next, frequency distributions were analyzed for "masculinity" as an individual
cultural value trait through four established variables. Findings reveal the highest
indication (42.5% strongly disagree, and 15.1% disagree somewhat) of a low masculinity
trait was shown for the variable "it is more importantfor men to have aprofessional

career than it isfor women." The highest percentage for the masculinity trait was
respectively shown with 3 1.7% strongly agree and 29.0% agree somewhat, that "there

are some jobs that a man can always do better than a woman." The related mean
standard deviations range from 1.262 to 1.473. Frequency distributions for the cultural
dimension masculinity are shown below in Table 7.
Table 7

Frequency Distributions for Masculinity as Individual Cultural Value (N=186)
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Masculinity
MA2O-It is more important for
men to have a professional
career than it is for women.
MA2 1-Men usually solve
problem with logical analysis;
women usually solve problems
with intuition.
MA22-Solving difficult
problems, usually requires an
active forcible approach,
which is typical> men.
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9.7

22.6

10.2

2.43

14.5

21.5

34.9

16.1

3.27 1.262

19.4

19.9

27.4

14.0

2.97 1.345

1.473

MA23-There are some jobs
that a man can always do
better than a woman

15.6

10.8

12.9

29.0 31.7

3.50 1.430

The frequency distributions for the "power distance" as an individual cultural
value trait were examined. Consumer respondents were surveyed with six questions for
this dimension. The difference was significant between those who strongly disagree or
somewhat disagree, and those who strongly agree or somewhat agree on power distance.
As shown in the results, 29.6% to 48.4% strongly disagree on characteristics that reflect
power distance while 5.9% to 8.1% strongly agree; in the same vein, 22.0% to 40.9%
disagree somewhat compared to 12.9% to 18.3% agree somewhat. The means for power
distance range from 2.08 to 2.34, and the related mean standard deviations are within the
range of 1.264 to 1.305. The frequency distributions for the cultural dimension power
distance are presented below in Table 8.
Table 8

Frequency Distributions for Power Distance as Individual Cultural Value
N=186)
h
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V

h
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d
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Power distance
PD24-People in higher
positions should make most
decisions without
consulting people in lower
positions.
PD25 People in higher
should not ask the
opinions of people in lower
positions too frequently.

1

2

3

4

5

33.3

33.3

8.6

17.7

7.0

2.32 1.291

33.3

32.3

10.2

18.3

5.9

2.31 1.269

PD26-People in higher
positions should avoid
social interaction with
people in lower positions.
PD27-People in higher
positions should not
delegate important tasks to
people in lower positions.
PD28-People in lower
positions should not
disagree with decisions
made by people in higher
positions.

29.6

40.9

10.2

12.9

6.5

2.26 1.198

30.1

36.0

11.8

14.0

8.1

2.34 1.264

The fifth and last cultural dimension "long-term orientation" relates to a future
oriented mentality that particularly fosters perseverance and thrift. As aforementioned,
unlike the previous cultural dimensions, it was measured using six question items within
the CVSCALE ranging from "extremely unimportant to extremely important." The
resulting frequency distributions allow an explicative examination of the respondents'
propensity to the latter cultural trait. The question "working hard for success in the
future" is shown with the highest percentage of respondents (53.8%) to be extremely
important. The next highest percentage (5 1.1%) shown relates to "careful management of
money (thrift)" also considered to be extremely important. Overall, the percentage of
respondents that find a long-term oriented mentality to be extremely unimportant ranges
from 4.8% to 8.1%. The means parameters are 3.84 to 4.25, and the related mean
standard deviations within the range of 1.071 and 1.223. The frequency distributions for
the cultural dimension long-term orientation are presented below in Table 9.
Table 9
Frequency Distributions for Long-Term Orientation as Individual Cultural
Value hV=l86)

W

Long-term orientation
LT029-Careful management of
money (thrift).

I

I

LT030-Going on resolutely in
spite of opposition persistence.
LT03 lpersonal steadiness and
stability.
LT032-Long-term planning.
LT033-Giving up today's fUn for
success in the future.
LT034-W0rking hard for success
in the future.

1

2

3

8.1

4.8

1.1 35.5 50.5

4.8

7.0

16.1 43.0 29.0

6.5

4.3

5.4

7.5

5.9

7.0 37.6 41.9

4.00 1.188

7.0

15.6

14.5 36.6 26.3

3.60 1.228

7.0

2.7

2.7

4

5
4.16

1.191

3.84 1.071

37.1 46.8 4.13 1.124

34.4 53.2 4.24 1.115

Consumers' sentiments of marketing mix elements. The second construct of
the study "consumers' sentiments of the marketing mix elements" herein relates to the
attitudes of consumers toward the 4Ps of the marketing mix known as price, product,
promotiodadvertising, and place/distribution. Each of the aforementioned sub-construct
respectively contains four variables that were used to survey 186 consumer respondents
through a 5-point Likert scale from "5 Strongly Agree" to "1 Strongly Disagree." Eleven
out of twenty items of the instrument are reverse-coded and were processed as such
during statistical evaluations.
Frequency distribution results for the sub-construct product show consumer
attitudes toward overall satisfaction with the products they buy are favorable to
marketing. The results specifically prove that 25.8% strongly agree and 54.8% agree

somewhat with the latter sentiment while only 1.6% strongly disagree and 8.6% disagree
somewhat. The frequency distribution data suggest consumers are divided in their
sentiments for product. The highest percentage of disagreement relates to the variable
"too many of the products I buy are defective in some way", where 12.4 strongly disagree
and 43.5% agree somewhat. The mean range for the product variable is between 2.96 to

3.94, and the standard deviation is from ,917 to 1.148. Table 10 below demonstrates the
frequency distribution data for the sub-construct product.
Table 10
Frequency Distributionsfor Product (T\r=186)

Product

am satisfied with most
of the products I buy.
PROD36-Most products I buy
wear out too quickly*.
PROD37-Too many of the
products I buy are defective in
some way*.
PROD38-The companies that

1.6

8.6

9.1

54.8 25.8 3.94 .917

7.0

28.5

25.3

32.8

6.5 2.96 1.075

12.4

43.5

18.8

23.1

2.2 3.40 1.042

products I buy do not care
10.2 34.9 20.4
26.9 7.5 3.13 1.148
enough about how well they
perform*.
PROD39-The quality of products
I buy has consistently improved
6.5 21.5 18.8
39.8 13.4 3.32 1.145
over the years.
Note. Items with (*) indicate reverse-coded items with 1 Strongly Agree to 5 Strongly
Disagree.

The variables for the sub-construct price were also examined through a frequency
distribution data. In the area of price, 19.4% of consumer respondents strongly agree and
44.1% agree somewhat 'that most products they buy are overpriced'. That sentiment is
further supported with another variable where 36.0% strongly agree and 42.5% agree
somewhat that 'businesses could charge lower price and still be profitable'. On another
side, the same data suggests that 5.9% strongly agree and 30.1% agree somewhat that
'most prices are fair'. The mean for this distribution ranges from 1.93 to 3.00, and the
standard deviation from .919 to 1.146. Table 11 below describes the aforementioned
results.
Table 11
Frequency Distributions for Price (N=186)

1

2

3

3.8

17.2

15.6 44.1

19.4 2.42 1.099

PRI41-Businesses could
charge lower price and still be
profitable*.

2.2

3.2

16.1 42.5

36.0 1.93 .919

PRI42-Most prices are
reasonable considering the
high cost of doing business.

9.1

29.6

21.0 32.8

7.5 3.00 1.139

PRI43-Most prices are fair.

11.3

29.6

23.1 30.1

5.9 2.89 1.132

Price
PROD4O-Most products I
buy are overpriced*.

4

5

PRI44-In general, I am
9.1 30.6 17.7 35.5
7.0 3.00 1.146
satisfied with the prices I pay.
Note. (*) indicates reverse-coded items with 1 strongly agree to 5 strongly disagree

Frequency distribution data for the sub-construct promotion/advertising was also
queried into SPSS. The data shows the attitude for advertising among consumer
respondents is split. The highest negative sentiment of respondents toward advertising is
noted in the variable 'most advertising is very annoying' where 25.8% strongly agree and
37.6% agree somewhat. Therefore, the variable 'I enjoy most ads' shows some support
with 8.6% strongly agreeing and 30.6% agreeing somewhat. For the variable 'most
advertising makes false claims', the data indicates negative sentiment with 19.9%
strongly agreeing and 39.2% strongly disagreeing. The mean for the sub-construct
promotion ranges from 2.31 to 3.05, and for the standard deviation from 1.048 to 1.138.
The frequency distribution data is presented below fin Table 12 for further details.
Table 12
Frequency Distributionsfor Prornotion/Advertising (N=186)

Promotion
PROM45-Most advertising is
very annoying*.
P R O M ~ ~ M
advertising
~ S ~
makes false claims*.
PROM47-If most
advertising were eliminated,
consumers would be better
off*.
PROM48-I enjoy most ads.
PROM49-Most advertising is
intended to deceive rather than
to inform consumers*.

2.7

15.1

18.8 37.6 25.8 2.31 1.095

2.2

16.7

22.0 39.2 19.9 2.42 1.053

7.5

24.2

29.6 26.3 12.4 2.88 1.138

10.2

22.0

28.5 30.6

4.3

19.4

26.3 38.7 11.3 2.67 1.048

8.6 3.05 1.133

Note. (*) indicates reverse-coded items with 1 strongly agree to 5 strongly disagree

Frequency distributions, for the last sub-construct "place" of the consumers'
sentiments of marketing mix, were evaluated. Respondents were asked to mark their
opinion about five related variables. The variables 'most retail stores serve their
customers well show that 10.8% strongly agree and 52.2% agree somewhat with that
statement. Additionally, the variable 'most retailers provide adequate service' gains as
well a 10.8% strongly agree and 55.4% agree somewhat. The lowest mark in the
respondents' opinion is also related to the latter statement where 3.8% strongly disagree
and 15.1% disagree somewhat. The percentage of respondents that neither agree nor
disagree ranges from 15.1% to 25.8% for the five variables. Overall, the level of
agreement shown in this area reflects the respondents' favorable sentiments about
placeldistribution area. The mean for these variables ranges from 3.20 to 3.55 while the
standard deviation ranges from .947 to 1.122. Frequency distributions for the variable
place are reported in Table 13.
Table 13

Frequency Distributions for Place (N=186)

Place
PLA50-Most retail stores serve their
customers well.
PLA5 1-Because of the way retailers
treat me, most of my shopping is
unpleasant*.

1

2

3

4

3.2

11.8

22.0 52.2

14

37.6

25.8

17.2

5

10.8 3.55 .947
5.4 3.38 1.090

PLA52-I find most retail sales
people
- - to be very helpful.
PLA~~-When
needa assistance in a 9,7 39,8 16,1 29 5,4 3,20 1,122
store, I am usually not able to get
it*.
PLA54Most retailers provide
3.8 15.1 15.1 55.4 10.8 3.54 ,998
adequate service.
Note. Items with (*) indicate reverse-coded items with 1 strongly agree to 5 strongly
disagree.
Consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics. Frequency distributions are analyzed

and reported in this section for the third construct of this study "consumers 'perceptions
of marketing ethics". The latter term simply relates to consumers' perceptions about

marketing behavior in reference to "moral principles that define right and wrong behavior
in marketing" (Ferrell, 2001). Question items conceived upon two specific ethical
dimensions "long-term gain ethics (9 items) and short-term gain ethics (3 items)" are
together used in the PRESOR scale to measure such perceptions. The scale, a 5-point
Likert type, from "Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree" assigned the lowest score of 1
for "Strongly Disagree", and the highest score of 5 for "Strongly Agree". Lower scores
indicate the disagreement of respondents with these marketing principles considered to be
morally right while higher scores indicate a level of agreement with such principles. In
order to maintain concurrence with the measurement's objective, question items STE62
andSTE63 of the short-term gain ethics subscale were converted into reverse-scored

items. This later adaptation of the PRESOR aligns with the sample's perspective and the
intended measurement.
The frequency distributions show overwhelming support for morally right principles
in marketing. The highest percentage of consensus was subsequently noted in two areas
of long-term gain ethics where: 58.6% strongly agree and 31.2% agree somewhat that "a
firm 'sfirstpriority should befairness to the consumer." Second to the latter was strong

support for the perception that "business has a responsibility beyond making profit", with
53.8% strongly agree and 38.2% agree somewhat. There was not much support for the
disregard of ethical marketing principles. Only 2.2% strongly disagree, and 4.3%
disagree somewhat that "ethics are critical to the survival of a business" while 5 1.6%
strongly agree and 34.4% agree somewhat. The short-term gain ethics question "if the
customers are unhappy nothing else matters" resulted in a percentage of 36% strongly
agreeing and 7% strongly disagreeing with that view. The means for the 'long-term gain
ethics' dimension range from 4.10 to 4.42 and the standard deviations from .843 to 1.032.
The means for the dimension 'short-term gain ethics' range from 2.51 to 3.68 while the
standard deviations are from 1.222 to 1.398. Table 14 describes below said frequency
distribution data for the construct consumers' perceptions of ethics:
Table 14
Frequency Distributions for Perceptions of Ethics (N=186)

1
Perceptions of ethics
LTE55Being ethical is the
most important thing a firm
can do.
LTE56-A firm's first
priority should be fairness
to the customer.

2

3

4

5

1.6

9.1

6.5 28.0

54.8

4.25 1.032

1.1

3.8

5.4 31.2

58.6

4.42 ,843

LTE57The overall
effectiveness of a business
can be determined to a great 1.6
extent by the degree to
which it is ethical.
LTE58The ethics of a firm
is important to its long-term 1.6
success.
LTE59Business has a
responsibility beyond
2.7
making a profit.
LTE60-Ethics are critical to
2.2
the survival of a business.
STE61If the customers are
unhappy nothing else
7.0
matters.
STE62-The most important
concern for a firm is
making aprofit, even if it
30.6
means bending or breaking
the rules. *
STE63-Efficiency is much
more important to a firm
21.5
than whether or not the firm
is seen as ethical. *

8.6

11.3 34.9

43.5

4.10 1.016

3.8

6.5

35.5

52.7

4.34 381

1.6

3.8

38.2

53.8

4.39 358

4.3

7.5

34.4

51.6

4.29 ,937

12.9

14.5

36.0

29.6

3.68

1.222

28.0

10.8

21.0

9.7

2.51

1.369

19.4

16.7

26.9

15.6

2.96

1.398

Validity and Reliability of Measurement Scales
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was used to evaluate the construct validity of
the scales in relation to the population sample, and establish convergent and discriminant
validity of all of their respective items. Before conducting EFA, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
(KM0)IMeasure of Sampling Adequacy test and Bartlett's test were introduced to
validate the use of EFA for the CVSCALE (26 items), the ICSM scale (20 items), and the
PRESOR scale (9 items). The purpose of KMO test was to examine whether items were
sufficiently predicated for each factor, whereas the purpose of Bartlett's test was to
indicate whether items were highly correlated in order to provide a logical reason for
performing EFA. Kaiser (1974) recommends accepting KMO values greater than .5 as
barely acceptable, leading to Hutcheson and Sofroniou (1999) classificatioll of values

between .7 and .8 as good and .8 and .9 as great (Field, 2005). Bartlett's test suggested
the data were respectively suitable for conducting EFA on all scales: CVSCALE (KMO =
. 8 4 9 , 2 = 3 160.642, p < 0.001), ICSM (KMO = ,775,

2 = 1242.673,~< 0.001), and

PRESOR (KMO = . 8 3 8 , 2 = 7 3 4 . 2 7 5 , ~< 0.001). The aforementioned examination of
the KMO values and Bartlett's test indicated the three main constructs fit the test for an
exploratory social science research and an assessment of their construct validity. Table 15
clearly exhibits the resulting values of these preliminary tests.
Table 15

KMO and Bavtlett 's Test
Constructs
Consumers' Individual
Cultural Values
Consumers' Sentiments
of Marketing Mix
Consumers'
Perceptions of
Marketing Ethics

Scale

KMO

Value

Bartlett's test
df

Sig.64

CVSCALE

352

3 160.642

325

0.00

ICSM

,775

1242.673

190

0.00

PRESOR

,838

734.275

36

0.00

In the following section, principal axis factoring was selected as the preferred
common factor extraction model to run exploratory factor analysis on all three scales.
Leaning on Conway and Huffcutt (2003) recommendations, the common factor model is
a high-quality decision to understand the latent structure of (unobserved) variables that
account for relationships among measured variables. Previous evidence supports the use
of oblique rotations (Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum & Strahan, 1999; Gorsuch, 1997).
For example, Fabrigar et al. (1999) proved that an oblique rotation such as direct oblimin
produced considerably fewer "cross loadings" than did varimax rotation for the same
data.

Exploratory Factor Analysis and Reliability Analysis of the Individual Cultural
Value Scale (CVSCALE)

In the following step, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) of the CVSCALE was
conducted through SPSS to establish construct validity of its twenty-six (26) items.
Extraction was done through principal axis factoring with a direct oblimin rotation. Based
on the nature and theories of the study, factors are likely correlated, and a better simple
structure should ensue from the oblique rotation procedure. Kaiser's criterion, of
retaining eigenvalues greater than 1, was used in order to determine the number of factors
to be extracted. For missing values, cases were excluded listwise. A scree plot test was
also used to add weight to the number of factors of the correlation matrix should be
maintained. Small coefficients were also suppressed with absolute value below .3. The
aforementioned analyses resulted in five factors being retained. Consistent to principal
axis factoring analysis, before rotation factor 1 explained most of the total variance with a
percentage of 23.40% while subsequent factors explain smaller amounts of variance. The
factor structure was finally optimized after rotation to normalize the relative importance
of the five factors. Initial eigenvalues retained five factors accounting for 68.93% of
variance or 61.86% of shared variance in the data. In addition, a related scree plot was
used to support the selection of factors. The point of inflexion of the plot's curve was
used as the cut-off point for an interpretation (Cattell, 1966b). The scree plot strongly
suggested a five-factor solution. The explained variance obtained from the SPSS query is
reported below in Table 16.

Table 16
CVSCALE variance
Total Variance Explained

Factor
1
2
3
4

Initial eigenvalues
% of
Total
Variance
6.086
23.407
4.621
17.774
3.020
11.615
2.284
8.786

Cumulative
%
23.370
41.181
52.796
61.583

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1.911
,948
,742
,635
,617
,571
,544

7.349
3.646
2.853
2.441
2.374
2.195
2.094

68.932
72.578
75.431
77.872
80.246
82.441
84.535

12
13
14
15
16

,458
.453
,412
,382
,341

1.763
1.742
1.586
1.471
1.313

86.298
88.040
89.625
91.096
92.409

17
18
19
20

,317
,299
,263
,232

1.218
1.148
1.010
,890

93.627
94.775
95.785
96.676

21
22

.I95
.I88

,750
.725

97.425
98.150

23
24

,137
,131

,528
,504

98.678
99.182

25
26

,116
,096

,447
,371

99.629
100.000

Extraction sums of squared
loadings
% of
Cumulative
Total Variance
%
5.786
22.254
22.254
4.289
16.497
38.751
2.636
10.138
48.888
1.902
7.316
56.204
1.470

5.656

61.860

Rotation
sums of
squared
loadings
Total
4.790
4.258
3.515
3.466
2.706

Note. Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring

The exploratory factor analysis of the CVSCALE through SPSS produced the
communalities, which relate to the proportion of a common variance within a variable.
For example, research has indicated that Kaiser's criterion was strict, but "accurate when

the number of variables is less than 30 and the resulting commonalities (after extraction)
are all greater than .7" (Field, 2005, p.633). MacCallum, Widaman, Zhang, and Hong
(1999) also demonstrated when communalities after extraction are above .5 a sample size
between 100 and 200 can be adequate, and even when communalities are below .5 a
sample size of 500 should be sufficient. In this study, the CVSCALE contains 26
variables, and while 6 out of 26 of the resulting communalities were below .5, the
average of the communalities resulted in16.085 I26 = .619). Therefore, the data with its
actual sample of n=l86 generated a KMO measure of sampling adequacy of 3 5 2 that is
above Kaiser's (1974) recommendation of .5. The accuracy of the analysis seems
grounded in the aforementioned satisfactory requirements. The resulting communalities
of the CVSCALE are presented below in Table 17.
Table 17
Communalities of the CVSCALE
Item #
'OL9

CVSCALE
Individuals should sacrifice self-interest for the group
that they belong to.

Individuals should stick to the group even through
COL1O difficulties.
Group welfare is more important than individual
'OL1
rewards.

Initial
,366
,504
.647

'OLt2

Group success is more important than individual
success.

,677

'OL13

Individuals should pursue their goals after considering
the welfare of the group.

,507

'OL14

Group loyalty should be encouraged even if individual
goals suffer.

.444

'*I5

'*I6

It is important to have instructions spelled out in detail
so that I always know what I am expected to do.
It is important to closely follow instructions and
procedures.
Rules/regulations are important because they inform
me of what is expected of me.

,497

,798
,786

Extraction

UA18

Standardized work procedures are helpful.

,698

UA19

Instructions for operations are important.
It is more important for men to have a professional
career than it is for women.

,727

MA20

MA21

MA22

MA23

Men usually solve problem with logical analysis;
women usually solve problems with intuition.
Solving difficult problems usually requires an active
forcible approach, which is typical of men.
There are some jobs that a man can always do better
than a woman.

.715

,515

,480

,527
,435

,454

Note. Extraction method: principal axis factoring
Table 17
Continued - Communalities of the CVSCALE
Item #
PD24

CVSCALE
People in higher positions should make most decisions without
consulting people in lower positions.

PD25

People in higher positions should not ask the opinions of people in
lower positions too frequently.

PD26

People in higher positions should avoid social interaction with people
in lower positions.

PD27

People in higher positions should not delegate important tasks to
people in lower positions.
People in lower positions should not disagree with decisions made by
people in higher positions.

LT029 Careful management of money (thrift).
LT030 Going on resolutely in spite of opposition persistence.

Initial

Extraction

,657

.692

,629

,635

,599

,640

,509

,473

,475
,840

,480
,847

.63 1

,584

,827

,824

LT03 1 Personal steadiness and stability.
LT032 Long-term planning.
LT033 Giving up today's fun for success in the future.
LT034 Working hard for success in the future.

Note. Extraction method: principal axis factoring
Interpretation of the factor loadings was mostly based on a resulting pattern
matrix obtained through a rotation converged in 8 iterations. Question item #COL9 of

the CVSCALE "Individuals should sacriJice self-interest for the group that they belong
to" loaded with the lowest value in factor 4 for collectivism. Therefore, .489 was retained
since it was greater than .4 (Hair et al., 1998), and still constitutes a reasonable index of
the collectivism dimension. All the other factor loadings in the collectivism ranged from
.643 to 367. Each composite factor loading value was supportive of the five-factor
structure of the CVSCALE with factors loading higher on each respective dimension to
assert its discriminant validity. The retained factor loadings in the exploratory factor
analysis were respectively .489, ,643, .758, .867, ,658, and .645 for collectivism, ,633,
.860, 390, 352, and 863 for uncertainty avoidance, .630, ,728, .774, and ,673 for
masculinity, 305, 301, .800, .530, and .712 for power avoidance, and 373, .768, .93 1,
.924, ,722, and 278 for long-term orientation. Table 18 below presents the rotated factor
loadings matrix labeled pattern matrix in the SPSS output. The said matrix, used as the
primary basis of interpretation, includes the resulting factors, factor names, and factor
loadings of the CVSCALE
Table 18
Pattern Matrix With Factor Item loadings for the CVSCALE

Item #

CVSCALE

Factor 4: collectivism (6 items)
Individuals should sacrifice
COL9
self-interest for the group that
they belong to.
Individuals should stick to the
COL1O group even through difficulties.
Group welfare is more
COLl 1 important than individual
rewards.
Group success is more
COL12 important than individual
success.
Individuals should pursue their
COL13 goals after considering the
welfare of the group.

Factor
1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

,489

,643
,758

,867

Factor 5

COL14

Group loyalty should be
encouraged even if individual
goals suffer.

Factor 2: uncertainty avoidance (5 items)
It is important to have
instructions spelled out in
detail so that I always know
what I am expected to do.
It is important to closely follow
instructions and procedures.
Rules/regulations are important
because they inform me of
UA17
what is expected of me.
Standardized work procedures
are helpful.
Instructions for operations are
important.
Factor 5: masculinity (4 items)
It is more important for men to
MA20
have a professional career than
it is for women.
Men usually solve problem
with logical analysis; women
MA21
usually solve problems with
intuition.
Solving difficult problems
usually requires an active
MA22
forcible approach, which is
typical of men.
There are some jobs that a man
can always do better than a
MA23
woman.
Factor 3: Power distance (5 items)
People in higher positions
should make most decisions
PD24
without consulting people in
lower positions.
People in higher positions
should not ask the opinions of
PD25
people in lower positions too
frequently.
People in higher positions
PD26
should avoid social interaction
with people in lower positions.
People in hgher positions
should not delegate important
PD27
tasks to people in lower
positions.
People in lower positions
should not disagree with
decisions made by people in
higher positions.
Factor 1: long-term orientation (6 items)
LT029 Careful management of money

,873

LT030
LT03
LT032

LT034

Going on resolutely in spite of
opposition persistence.
~eisonalsteadiness and
stability.
Long-term planning.
Giving up today's fun for
success in the future.
Working hard for success in
the future.

,768

,924
,722
.878

Note. Extraction method: principal axis factoring - Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization

The inter-item correlation matrices were also examined to evaluate the extent of
the correlation between items of each dimension of the CVSCALE. All correlations were
found to be higher than .3, thus respectively confirming sufficient inter-items correlation
to confirm the scale's convergent validity. The results of the exploratory factor analysis
support the construct validity of the scale. Tables 19 below show the inter-item
convergence of the scale.
Table 19

Inter-Item Correlation Matrix CVSCALE
Item #

COL9

COL1O
'OL1

CVSCALE
Collectivism (6 items)
Individuals should sacrifice selfinterest for the group that they
belong- to.
Individuals should stick to the group
even through difficulties.
Group welfare is more important
than individual rewards.

Q9

QlO

Qll

Ql2

Q13

Q14

1.000

0.385

0.325

0.340

0.324

0.371

0.385

1.000

0.542

0.554

0.453

0.486

0.325

0.542

1.000

0.749

0.542

0.411

0.324

0.453

0.542

0.562

1.000

0.482

0.371

0.486

0.411

0.484

0.482

1.000

Q15

Q16

Q17

Q18

Q19

1.000

0.598

0.582

0.570

0.533

Group success is more important
than individual success.
COLl3
'OL14

UA15

Individuals should pursue their goals
after considering the welfare of the
group.
Group loyalty should be encouraged
even if individual goals suffer.
Uncertainty avoidance (5 items)
It is important to have instructions
spelled out in detail so that I always
know what I am expected to do.

It is important to closely follow
instructions and procedures.
Rules/regulations are important
because they inform me of what is
expected of me.
Standardized work procedures are
helpful.
Instructions for operations are
important.

UA17

0.585

1.000

0.853

0.721

0.760

0.582

0.853

1.000

0.745

0.742

0.570

0.721

0.745

1.000

0.771

0.531

0.760

0.742

0.771

1.000

Table 19

Continued - Inter-Item Corvelation Matrix CVSCALE
Item #

MA20

MA21

MA22

MA23

PA24

PA25

PA26

PA27

PA28

LT029

CVSCALE
Masculinity (4 items)
It is more important for men to
have a professional career than it is
for women.
Men usually solve problem with
logical analysis; women usually
solve problems with intuition.
Solving difficult problems usually
requires an active forcible
approach, which is typical of men.
There are some jobs that a man can
always do better than a woman.
Power Distance (5 items)
People in higher positions should
make most decisions without
consulting people in lower
positions.
People in higher positions should
not ask the opinions of people in
lower positions too frequently.
People in higher positions should
avoid social interaction with people
in lower positions.
People in higher positions should
not delegate important tasks to
people in lower positions.
People in lower positions should
not disagree with decisions made
by people in higher positions.

Long-term orientation (6 items)
Careful management of money
(thrift).

420

Q21

Q22

Q23

1.000

0.496

0.516

0.471

0.496

1.000

0.558

0.484

0.516

0.558

1.000

0.487

0.471

0.484

0.487

1.000

424

Q25

Q26

1.000

0.721

0.612

0.523

0.523

0.721

1.000

0.652

0.434

0.490

0.612

0.652

1.000

0.475

0.594

0.523

0.434

0.475

1.000

0.502

0.523

0.490

0.594

0.502

1.000

429

Q30

Q31

1.000

0.680

0.848

Q27

Q32

Q28

Q33

0.851 0.572

Q34
0.863

LT030
LT031
LT032
LT033

Going on resolutely in spite of
opposition persistence.
Personal steadiness and stability.
Long-term planning.
Giving up today's fun for success
in the future.
Working hard for success in the
future.

0.680

1.000

0.754

0.718

0.523

0.651

0.848

0.754

1.000

0.862

0.619

0.862

0.851

0.718

0.862

1.000

0.624

0.831

0.572

0.523

0.619

0.624

1.000

0.593

0.863

0.651

0.862

0.831

0.593

1.000

The reliability of all items is tested on the CVSCALE, from Collectivism to Longterm Orientation. Cronbach's coefficient alpha was calculated to assess the internal
consistency of the scale. Examination of the proposed analysis indicated the coefficient
alpha values exceeded the minimum standard of .7, hence (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994)
confirming good estimates of reliability of the scale. These alpha values were
respectively 3 3 9 for collectivism, .905 for uncertainty avoidance, .799 for masculinity,
3 6 1 for power avoidance, and ,939 for long-term orientation. Table 20 below
demonstrates the acceptable levels of coefficient alpha resulting from the five-factor
solution of the CVSCALE; hence showing its strong reliability.
Table 20

Cronbach's Alphas fov the Factors of the CVSCALE
Factors

Number of Items

Collectivism
Uncertainty avoidance
Masculinity
Power distance

6
5
4
5
6

Long-term orientation

Cronbach's Alpha
0.839
0.905
0.799
0.861
0.939

Furthermore, corrected item-total correlations and Cronbach's alpha values if item
deleted were queried into SPSS for each dimension to determine if there was any
indication for a significant increase of their respective alpha value. The examination
indicated some potential increase for three out of the five dimensions of the scale. For

collectivism that loaded in factor 4, if question item #9 is deleted, the Cronbach's alpha
value would increase from 339 to .847; for uncertainty avoidance that loaded in factor 2,
if question item #15 is deleted, the Cronbach's alpha value would increase from .905 to
.928; and for long-term orientation that loaded in factor 1, if question item #33 is deleted,
the Cronbach's alpha value would increase from .939 to .950. However, the proposed
deletion of the initial alpha values was discarded due to observed implications on the
other dimensions. The initial alpha values proved the CVSCALE to be highly reliable,
hence showing no critical need to change the scale's construction. In addition, resting on
the fact that the same variables were used in prior studies (Yoo & Donthu, 2002) and
good reliability estimates were produced, the determination to maintain all variables is a
fairly one. Table 21 below respectively displays the Item-Total Statistic data for factors 2
and 4, and factors 5, 3, and 1.
Table 21
Corrected Item-Total Statisticfor the CVSCALE -Factors 4 and 2

Item #

CVSCALE

Corrected
item-total
correlation

Cronbach
alpha if item
deleted

Factor 4: Collectivism (6 items)
COL9
COLlO
COLl 1

Individuals should sacrifice self-interest for
the group that they belong to.
Individuals should stick to the group even
through difficulties.
Group welfare is more important than
individual rewards.

,442

,847

.643

,808

COL12

Group success is more important than
individual success.

COL13

Individuals should pursue their goals after
considering the welfare of the group.

,625

,811

COL14

Group loyalty should be encouraged even if
individual goals suffer.

,585

,819

Factor 2: Uncertainty avoidance (5 items)

UA15

UA17

It is important to have instructions spelled out
in detail so that I always know what I am
expected to do.
It is important to closely follow instructions
and procedures.
Rules/regulations are important because they
inform me of what is expected of me.

,625

,928

339
,840

,869

UA18

Standardized work procedures are helpful.

,798

,878

UA19

Instructions for operations are important.

,796

,881

Table 2 1

(Continued) Corrected Item-Total Statistic CVSCALE -Factors 5, 3, and I

Item #

MA20
MA21

MA22
MA23

CVSCALE
Factor 5: masculinity (4 items)
It is more important for men to have a
professional career than it is for
women.
Men usually solve problem with logical
analysis; women usually solve
problems with intuition.
Solving difficult problems usually
requires an active forcible approach,
which is typical of men.
There are some jobs that a man can
always do better than a woman.
Factor 3: power distance (5 items)
People in higher positions should make
most decisions without consulting
people in lower positions.
People in higher positions should not
ask the opinions of people in lower
positions too frequently.
People in higher positions should avoid
social interaction with people in lower
positions.
People in higher positions should not
delegate important tasks to people in
lower positions.
People in lower positions should not
disagree with decisions made by people
in higher positions.
Factor 1: Long-term orientation (6 items)

LT029
LT030

Careful management of money (thrift)
Going on resolutely in spite of
opposition persistence.

Corrected
item-total
correlation

Cronbach
alpha if
Item deleted

,602

,755

,629

,742

,641

,735

,582

.764

LT03 1

Personal steadiness and stability.

,908

,917

LT032

Long-term planning.
Giving up today's fun for success in the
future.

,893

,918

,642

.950

Working hard for success in the future.

,870

,922

LT033
LT034

Exploratory Factor Analysis and Reliability Analysis of the Index Consumer
sentiment toward marketing (ICSM) Scale
Exploratory factor analysis was conducted for the ICSM scale through
principal axis factoring and oblique rotation with Kaiser normalization of the 20-item
scale. Eleven (1 1) out of the twenty (20) items were converted through SPSS into reverse
coding. The common factor analysis was selected herein to join Kim and Mueller (1978)
and Gaski's (2008) recommendations based on the reflective nature of the scale. The
retention of four factors, and coefficients suppressed at an absolute value below .4 were
pre-selected. Before rotation, initial eigenvalues produced a cumulative variance of
53.20%. The rotated matrix reflected 43.17% of shared variance in the data.
An examination of the communalities indicated absolute values within the range
of .2 to .3 for items 39,41, and 48 prior to extraction, and within the low range of .l to .2
for the same aforementioned items after extraction. The resulting communalities of the
ICSM scale are shown below in Table 22.
Table 22

Communalities of the ICSMScale/Product & Price
Item #

ICSM

PROD35

I am satisfied with most of the products I buy.

PROD36

Most products I buy wear out too quickly*.

PROD37

Too many of the products I buy are defective
in some way*.

Initial

Extraction

.325

,300

,425

,436

,540

,666

PROD38
PROD39

The companies that make products I buy do
not care enough about how well they
perform*.
The quality of products I buy has consistently
improved over the years.

,433

,458

.238

,137

.209

,138

.580

,622

.623

,670

Most products I buy are overpriced*
PRI4 1
PRI42

Businesses could charge lower price and still
be profitable*.
Most prices are reasonable considering the
high cost of doing business.

PRI43

Most prices are fair.

PRI44

In general, I am satisfied with the prices I pay.

Note. Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring

Table 22 (Continued).
Communalities of the ICSMScale/Promotion & Place
Item #

ICSM

PROM45

Most advertising is very annoying*.

PROM46

Most advertising makes false claims*.

PROM47

If most advertising were eliminated,
consumers would be better off*.

PROM48

I enjoy most ads.

PROM49

Most advertising is intended to deceive
rather than to inform consumers*.

PLA5O

Most retail stores serve their customers well.

PLA5 1
PLA52
PLA53
PLA54

Because of the way retailers treat me, most
of my shopping is unpleasant*.
I find most retail sales people to be very
helpful.
When I need assistance in a store, I am
usually not able to get it*.
Most retailers provide adequate service.

Initial

Extraction

,375

,346

.537

.734

,318

,283

,267

,157

.383

.374

,350

,339

,445

.420

,506

,592

.388

.3 11

,518

.626

Note. Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring

The KMO measure of sampling adequacy of .775 for the ICSM was deemed to be
above Kaiser's (1974) recommendation of .5. Based on the pattern matrix interpretation,

factor 1 mostly loadedproduct variables, factor 2 mostly loadedprice variables, factor 3
mostly loadedpromotion variables, and factor 4 mostly loadedplace variables. However,
these regression coefficients obtained through a rotation converged in 7 iterations did not
produce a clean pattern matrix. Cross-loading factors were shown for the variables
#PROD35: I am satisjed with most of the products I buy", #PRI40: most products I buy
are overpriced, and PLAS 1: because of the way retailers treat me most of my shopping is
unpleasant. In addition, the following variables of the consumer sentiments' construct,
#PROD39: The quality ofproducts I buy has consistently improved over the years, and
#PRl41: Business could charge lower price andstill beprojtable, did not load on any of
the factors, which were somehow expected after respectively producing the lowest
communality values of .I37 and .I38 after extraction. Question item #PROM48: I enjoy
most ads loaded in factor 2 that heavily reflects the price variables instead of factor 3
with the other promotion variables. All the aforementioned variables loaded with poor
absolute values in the approximate range of .4 or lower. Table 23 below presents the
rotated factor loadings values shown in the pattern matrix.
Table 23
Pattern Matrix Factor Loadings ICSM Scale
Item #

ICSM scale
I am satisfied with most of the products I buy.
Most products I buy wear out too quickly*.
Too many of the products I buy are defective in
some way*.
The companies that make products I buy do not
care enough about how well they perform*.
The quality of products I buy has consistently
improved over the years.
Most products I buy are overpriced*.
Businesses could charge lower price and still
be profitable*.
Most prices are reasonable considering the high
cost of doing business.

Factor Factor Factor Factor
,7

rn

Most prices are fair.
In general, I am satisfied with the prices I pay.
Most advertising is very annoying*.
Most advertising makes false claims*.
If most advertising were eliminated, consumers
would be better ofr'.
I enjoy most ads.
Most advertising is intended to deceive rather
than to inform consumers*.
Most retail stores serve their customers well.
Because of the way retailers treat me, most of
my shopping is unpleasant*.

,402

I find most retail sales people to be very helpful.
PLA53
PLA54

When I need assistance in a store, I am usually
not able to get it*.
Most retailers provide adequate service.

-.730

Note. Extraction method: principal axis factoring

Reliability of each marketing mix dimension (product, price, promotion, and
place) with their inclusive variables was tested using Cronbach's coefficient alpha to

assess the internal consistency of the scale. An initial query for each dimension produced
a coefficient alpha value of .666 for the variable product, a coefficient alpha value of .745
for the variable price, a coefficient alpha value of .647 for the variable promotion, and a
coefficient alpha value of .719 for the variable place. In order to improve Cronbach's
alphas for product, price, and promotion, and resolve issues related to either unloading
values or cross-loadings, an item-total statistics report through SPSS was used as a guide.
It respectively indicated it would increase alphas with elimination of the item PROD39
from .666 to .723 for product. For the variable price, elimination of pH40 would cause
an increase in alpha from .745 to .769, and with elimination of PRI41 from .745 to .759,
and with elimination of both PRI40 and PRI41 from ,745 to an overall alpha of ,857. For
the variable promotion, elimination of PROM048 would cause an increase in alpha from
.647 to .738. The latter finding supports the problematic nature of these variables not only

shown in an earlier-mentioned evaluation of their low communalities, but as well in their
failure to even load in the pattern matrix. Table 24 below is used to present the item-total
statistics results independently queried into SPSS for each sub-construct of the ICSM
scale.

Table 24
Item-Total Statistic for the ICSMScale
Item #

ICSM SCALE

Corrected itemtotal correlation

Cronbach
alpha if
item
deleted

Product (5 items)
PROD35

I am satisfied with most of the products I buy.

.372

,636

PROD36

Most products I buy wear out too quickly*.

,548

,553

Too many of the products I buy are defective
in some way*.

,560

The companies that make products I buy do
not care enough about how well they
perform*.

,482

.584

The quality of products I buy has
consistently improved over the years.

.184

.723

.315

.769

PROD38

Price (5 items)

PRI40

Most products I buy are overpriced*.

"I4'

Businesses could charge lower price and
still be profitable*.
Most prices are reasonable considering the
high cost of doing business.

,589

PRI43

Most prices are fair.

.670

,635

PRI44

In general, I am satisfied with the prices I pay.

,671

.634

Table 24

Continued - Item-Total Statistic for the ICSMScale

Item #

ICSM scale

Corrected
item-total
correlation

Cronbach
,s alpha
if item
deleted

Promotion (5 items)
PROM45

Most advertising is very annoying*.

.509

.541

PROM46

Most advertising makes false claims*.

,601

.497

If most advertising were eliminated,
consumers would be better off*.

.411

I enjoy most ads.

.081

.738

,408

.698

Because of the way retailers treat me, most
of my shopping is unpleasant*.

.45 1

.684

I find most retail sales people to be very
helpful.

,604

,619

.539

.649

PROM48

Most advertising is intended to deceive
rather than to inform consumers*.
Place (5 items)
Most retail stores serve their customers
well.

PLA52

PLA53

When I need assistance in a store, I am
usually not able to get it*.

PLA54

Most retailers provide adequate service.

In view of the foregoing analysis, the researcher determined the variables
PROD39, PRI40, PRI41, and PROMO48 threaten the convergent and discriminant
validity of the scale, and ought to be deleted to settle acceptable estimates of reliability
for forward statistical evaluations. After deletion of said items, a query was run for a
pattern matrix to verify the factor structure of the exploratory factor analysis. The result
showed factor loading values higher than .3 with .384, .605, .781, and .699 for the
product variable, with ,772, .821, and .783 for the price variable, with .582, .858, .543,

and .602 for the promotion variable, and with .402, .343, 361, .405, and .680 for the
place variable. Table 25 below describes the result of the final pattern matrix.
Table 25

Final Pattern Matrix Factor Loadings ICSM Scale
Item #

ICSM SCALE

I am satisfied with most of the
products I buy.
~ o s t
I buy wear out too
quickly*.
TOO many of the products I buy are
defective in some way*.
The companies that make products I
PROD38 buy do not care enough about how
well they perform*.
Most prices are reasonable
PN42
considering the high cost of doing
business.
PR143
Most prices are fair.
In general, I am satisfied with the
PR144
prices I pay.
PROM45 Most advertising is very annoying*.
PROM46 Most advertising makes false claims*.
If most advertising were eliminated,
consumers would be better off*.
Most advertising is intended to
PROM49 deceive rather than to inform
consumers*.
Most retail stores serve their
customers well.
Because of the way retailers treat me,
most of my shopping is unpleasant*.
I find most retarsales people to be
PLA52
very- helpful.
When I need assistance in a store, I
PLA53
am usuallv not able to pet it*.
Most retailers provide adequate
PLA54
service.

Loading
factor 1
,384

Loading
factor 2

Loading
factor 1

Loading
factor 2

-.325

,605
,781

,699

,367

-

-.680

The following procedure joins the preceding one with the deletion of same
aforementioned items through a reliability analysis. The respective ending Cronbach's
alpha values achieve the minimum standard value of .7 according to the recommended
convention (Nunnally & Bemstein, 1994) with .723 for product, .857 for price, .738 for

promotion, and .719 for place. The results even have more support with Kline's (1999)
logical argument where values even below .7 are realistic when dealing with
psychological constructs due to the diversity being measured. The changes in alpha
values are reported below in Table 26.
Table 26
Cvonbach's Alphas for the Factors of the ICSMScale
Items
Cronbach's Items after
before
Variables
deletion
deletion alpha
Product
5
,666
4

Cronbach's alpha
.723

Price

5

,745

3

357

Promotion

5

,647

4

,738

Place

5

,719

5

.719

Exploratory Factor Analysis and Reliability Analysis of the Perceived Role of Ethics
and Social Responsibility (PRESOR) Scale

In this section, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) of the PRESOR scale was
conducted through SPSS to assess convergent and discriminant validity of its nine
variables. Extraction was done through principal axis factoring with a direct oblimin
rotation. The theoretical premises of the scale suggest factors should hold some
correlations.

A fixed number of factors was selected for extraction, and small coefficients were
also suppressed with absolute value below .3. The aforementioned analyses resulted in
two factors being retained. Before rotation, initial eigenvalues show a cumulative
variance of 62.37% was observed in the data. A two-factor solution ensued from the
rotated matrix with eigenvalues accounting for 53.80% of shared variance in the data.

The related scree plot supported the two-factor solution after an examination of the plot's
point of inflexion as proposed by Cattell (1996b). Table 27 demonstrates the total
variance in the PRESOR scale.
Table 27

PRESOR Total Variance Explained

Factor
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

Initial
eigenvalues
% of
Total Variance
4.140 46.004
1.463 16.259
,923
10.261
.623
6.926
,563
6.253
,438
4.869

,369
,293
,187

4.095
3.254
2.079

Cumulative %
46.004
62.263
72.524
79.450
85.703
90.572
94.667

Extraction sums of squared
loadings
% of
Cumulative
Total Variance
%
3.744 41.597
41.597
1.077 11.964
53.561

Rotation sums
of squared
loadings
Total
3.606
1.713

97.921
100.000

An examination of the communalities before and after extraction for the PRESOR
scale indicated a seemingly critical low communality value for question item #STE61 "if

the customers are unhappy nothing else matters". McCallum et a1 (1999) demonstrated
the adequacy of a sample size in the range of 100 to 200 when cornmunalities after
extraction were above .5. Considering the latter with the study's sample size of n=l86,
the observed low initial communality o f . 106, and then ,077 after extraction for the
variable item STE61, called for more attention towards its factor loading value. Further
review of the data confirmed a KMO measure of sampling adequacy of 338, which is
above Kaiser's (1974) recommendation of .5. While the current query indicated a
reasonable amount of variance and a relatively simple structure, the variable item STE61

failed to load in any of the factors shown in the pattern matrix. The latter result was
somehow anticipated due to earlier observation of the produced communalities. The
resulting communalities of the PRESOR scale are presented below in Table 28.
Table 28

Communalities of the PRESOR Scale
Item #
LTE55
LTE56
LTE57
LTE58

PRESOR
Being ethical is the most important thing a firm
can do.
A firm's first priority should be fairness to the
customer.
The overall effectiveness of a business can be
determined to a great extent by the degree to
which it is ethical.

Query 1
initial
0.367

Query 1
extraction
0.391

0.436
0.677

0.765

0.430

0.716

0.422

0.542

The ethics of a firm is important to its longterm success.

Business has a responsibility beyond making a
profit.
Ethics are critical to the survival
LTE60 of a business.
If the customers are unhappy nothing else
STE61
matters.
The most important concern for a firm is
STE62 making a profit, even if it means bending or
breaking- the rules.
Efficiency is much more important to a firm
STE63
than whether or not the firm is seen as ethical.
Note. Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring
LTE59

Factor loadings values were drawn from the pattern matrix obtained through a
rotation converged in 4 iterations. Factor loading values in factor 1 included all six
variables of the dimension 'long-term gain ethics' shown as .562, ,676, 3 7 8 , ,847, .735,
and .694. Factor loading values in factor 2 included two out of the three variables for the
dimension 'short-term gain ethics' shown as .843 and .729. The variable STE61 failed to
load on any of the two factors of the scale. Table 29 below presents the related pattern

matrix results.
Table 29
Pattern Matrix with Factor Item loadingsfor the PRESOR Scale
PRESOR SCALE
Item #
Factor 1: Long-term gain ethics (6 items)

Loading
factor 1

LTE55

Being ethical is the most important thing a firm can do.

LTE56

A firm's first priority should be fairness to the customer.

.676

LTE57

The overall effectiveness of a business can he determined to a
great extent by the degree to which it is ethical.

,878

LTE58

The ethics of a firm is important to its long-term success.

LTE59

Business has a responsibility beyond making a profit.

LTE60

Ethics are critical to the survival
of a business.

Factor 2: Short-term gain ethics (3 items)
STE6l If the customers are unhappy nothing else matters.
The most important concern for a firm is making a profit, even
STE62
if it means bending or breaking the rules.

STE63

Loading
factor 2

,562

,847
.735

****

Efficiency is much more important to a firm than whether or
not the firm is seen as ethical.

Note. Extraction method: principal axis factoring

In order to address the above deficient pattern matrix, a preliminary reliability test
was conducted on each of the PRESOR's sub-construct scale with all their inclusive
variables, notably long-term gain ethics (6 items) and short-term gain ethics (3 items).
SPSS results showed overall respective alpha values of 282 for long-term gain ethics,
and of .453 for short-term gain ethics. Corrected item-total correlations and Cronbach's
alpha values if item deleted, indicated the following: (1) a slight increase of Cronbach's
Alpha from ,882 to 283 would occur for the long-term gain ethics dimension if question
item #LTE55 "Being ethical is the most important thing a j r m can do" is deleted, and;
(2) there would be a significant increase from .453 to .771 in the Cronbach's Alpha value
for the 'short-term gain ethics' dimension. Based on the latter finding, the deletion of

STE61 was vital for the reliability of the scale. Table 30 below describes these abovementioned findings.
Table 30
Item-Total Statistic for the PRESOR Scale -Factors 1 and 2
Item #

PRESOR

Corrected
Item-total
correlation

Cronbach alpha
if item deleted

Factor 1: Long-term Gain Ethics (6 items)
LTE55

Being ethical is the most important thing a firm can do.

,580

,883

LTE56

A firm's first priority should be fairness to the customer.

,632

,872

LTE57

The overall effectiveness of a business can be determined
to a great extent by the degree to which it is ethical.

,800

,843

LTE58

The ethics of a firm is important to its long-term success.

,820

,842

LTE59

Business has a responsibility beyond making a profit.

,652

.869

LTE60

Ethics are critical to the survival of a business.

-.017

.771

Factor 2: Short-term Gain Ethics (2 items)

STE61

If the customers are unhappy nothing else matters.

STE62

The most important concern for a firm is making a profit,
even if it means bending or breaking the rules.

,492

-.089

STE63

Efficiency is much more important to a firm than
whether or not the firm is seen as ethical.

,437

.026

In proceeding with the elimination of STE61, another query was run through

SPSS with the retention of eigenvalues greater than 1, a direct oblimin rotation converged
in 3 iterations, and suppressed coefficients with absolute value below .3. With a KMO of
,842, the results supported the two-factor solution with eigenvalues accounting for
59.24% of shared variance in the data. The pattern matrix produced factor loading values
of ,568, .675, 395, 379, .750, and .707 were shown for the variable 'long-term gain
ethics', and factor loading values of .812 and .762 for the variable 'short-term ethics'.

(Guadagnoli and Velicer (1988) contended "the absolute sample size and the absolute
magnitude of factor loadings" as the most important factors in the evaluation of factor
solutions (Field, 2005 p. 640). Moreover, they considered a factor with four or more
loadings greater than .6 was reliable regardless of sample size. As shown below in Table
3 1, other than the factor loading of .568 for the variable item #LTE55, the regression
coefficients of the PRESOR scale met the latter criterion. Once again, the retention of
LTE55 is grounded in the initial reliability analysis earlier explained, which then

i
indicates that only an insignificant change of 382 to 383 would occur if it is deleted. J
general, the factor loadings produced in factors 1 and 2 were considered quite acceptable.
Table 3 1 below presents the results of the pattern matrix after extraction of STE61.
Table 3 1
Pattern Matrix After Extraction for the PRESOR Scale
Item #

PRESOR SCALE

Loading
factor 1

Loading
factor 2

Factor 1: Long-term gain ethics (6 items)
LTE55

Being ethical is the most important thing a firm can do.

,568

LTE56

A firm's first priority should be fairness to the customer.

,675

LTE57

The overall effectiveness of a business can be determined to a
great extent by the degree to which it is ethical.

,895

LTE58

The ethics of a fum is important to its long-term success.

,879

LTE59

Business has a responsibility beyond making a profit.

,750

LTE60

Ethics are critical to the survival
of a business.

Factor 2: Short-term gain ethics (2 items)
The most important concern for a firm is making a profit, even if
STE62
it means bending or breaking the rules.

STE63

Efficiency is much more important to a firm than whether or not
the firm is seen as ethical.

Note. Extraction method: principal axis factoring

,762

The reliability of both dimensions of the PRESOR scale was separately reassessed to
confirm the scale's internal consistency. Examination of the proposed analysis indicated
both coefficient alpha values exceeded the minimum standard of .7 (Nunnally &
Bemstein, 1994) confirming good estimates of reliability of the scale. These alpha values
were respectively 382 for long-term gain ethics, and .771 for short-term gain ethics. The
reliability of the PRESOR scale was then considered acceptable for further statistical
evaluations. Table 32 below demonstrates these acceptable levels of coefficient alpha
produced by the two-factor solution of the PRESOR scale.
Table 32

Cronbach's Alphas for Factors of the PRESOR Scale
Factors
Long-term gain
ethics
Short-term gain
ethics

Number of items
6

2

Cronbach's alpha
0.882
0.771

Hypotheses Testing
Research Hypothesis 1:

HI: There are significant differences between consumers' demographic
characteristics (gender, age, nationality, place ofresidence, time in residence, race,

education, and income), and consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
Hypothesis 1 was created to partly answer the first research question stated as
follows: Are there significant differences between consumers' demographic
characteristics, or consumers' cultural dimensions, or consumers' sentiments of the
marketing mix, and consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics (long-term gain ethics
and short-term gain ethics)?

Independent sample t-tests. Independent sample t-tests were conducted to

determine whether there was a significant (p = .05) difference in consumers' perception
of marketing ethics according to gender. Two-tailed probability was selected as a result
of the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Total scores of long-term gain ethics
and short-term gain ethics were used to compare the means of the two independent
samples, and determine in which direction the effect occurs.
For the significant differences between gender and the perception of long-term
gain ethics, the null hypothesis tested in this independent sample t-test with a two-level
independent variable is stated as follows:

0:

1 = O2, where each of the group means is assumed to be equal.

Levene's test was non-significant (i.e. p > .05) with the difference between the
variances as zero. In other terms, p = ,077 is greater than .05, which by that sustains the
assumption of homogeneity of variance. With equal variances assumed, the t-test for
equality of means accounts for the t-test statistic (t = ,26248165205 = ,403) with a twotailed value o f p = .688 greater than .05; hence retaining the null hypothesis and leading
to the conclusion that there were no significant differences between the means of males
and females for the perceptions of long-term gain ethics. Based on the latter results, the
gender assumption in HI for the perception of long-term gain ethics was not supported.
Interestingly, it was shown on average males' perceptions of long-term gain ethics were
slightly higher (M= 25.93, SE = .45) than those of females (M= 25.67, SE = .47), but the
difference was not significant t(184) = ,403, p > .05.
For the independent sample t-test of gender and the perception of short-term gain
ethics, Levene's test reveals to be non-significant (i.e. p > .05), hence considering the

difference between the variances as zero. Thep value of .936 is greater than .05, which
by that sustains the assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the equal variances
assumed, the t-test for equality of means accounts for a t-test statistic (t = ,573731.36488
= 1.572) with

a two-tailed value o f p = .I18 greater than .05; hence retaining the null

hypothesis to confirm there were also no significant differences between the means of
males and females. On average, males' perceptions of short-term gain ethics were
slightly higher (M= 6.83, SE = .26) than those of females (M= 6.26, SE = .26), but the
difference was not significant t(184) = 1.572,p > .05. Thus, the gender assumption in HI
for the perceptions of short-term gain ethics was not supported.
Findings of both independent sample t-tests above concluded that there were no
significant differences in perceptions of long-term and short-term gain ethics according
to gender. Results of the independent t-tests comparing perceptions of marketing ethics
are shown in Table 33.
Table 33
Indeaendent t-test of Gender and Perceations ofEthics
Perceptions
of ethics &
gender
Long-term
gain ethics
Males

N

Mean

89

25.93

Females

97

25.67

Short-term
gain ethics
Males

89

6.83

Females

97

6.26

Mean
difference

t-value

df

p-value

.57

1.572

184

,118

ANOVA procedures. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedures were used in

order to examine if there were significant differences between the remaining
demographic characteristics (age, nationality, place of residence, time in residence, race,

education, and income) and consumers' perceptions of ethics (long-term gain ethics and
short-term gain ethics). Scheffi's method followed as a single-step multiple comparisons
to identify these significant areas and establish statistical significance. Partial eta-squared
(T&) was also used with ANOVA results wheneverp was smaller than .05 to establish

practical significance.
For the significant differences of consumers' age and consumers' perception of

ethics, the null hypothesis tested in this ANOVA with a six-level independent variable is
stated as follows:
H~ : I* 1 = I*2 = 1-1 3 = p 4

=p

5 = 6, where each of the group means is assumed

to be equal.
The ANOVA test indicated through Levene's statistic that the variances among
the six age groups were non-significant 0, > .05) in both subscales. The homogeneity of
variance criterion was satisfied for the long-term gain ethics (p = .240) and short-term

gain ethics (p = .703). The perceptions of long-term gain ethics between and within age
groups showed a non-significant effect, F(5, 180) = 1 . 4 8 0 , ~> .05. The perceptions of
short-term gain ethics between and within age groups also were non-significant, F(5,
180) = .684,p > .05). Thus, it can be stated, HI was not supported in this analysis since
"there were no significant differences between consumers' age and their perceptions of

long-term gain ethics and short-term gain ethics." Table 34 and 35 below depict the

comparison of consumers' perceptions o f long-term gain ethics and short-term gain

ethics based on their age group.
Table 34

Consumers' Perceptions of Long-Term Gain Ethics According to Age Using ANOVA
and Post Hoc/Schefi Comparisons (N=186)
Perceptions of longterm ethics and age
18 to25
26 to 35
36 to 45
46 to 55
56 to 65
Over 65
26 to 35
18 to25
36 to45
46 to 55
56 to 65
Over 65
36 to45
18 to25
26 to 35
46 to 55
56 to 65
Over 65
46 to 55
18 to25
26 to 35
36 to 45
56 to 65
Over 65
56 to 65
18 to25
26 to 35
36 to 45
46 to 55
Over 65
Over 65
18 to25
26 to 35
36 to 45
46 to 55

Mean

Mean
difference

56 to 65
*p significant at < .05

13

1.628

,990

Table 35
Consumers' Perceptions of Short-Term Gain Ethics According to Age Using ANOVA and
Post Hoc/Schefi Comparisons (N=186)
Perceptions of short-term
ethics and age

N

26 to 35
36 to 45
46 to 55
56 to 65
Over 65

42
38
38
13
6

18 to25
36 to 45
46 to 55
56 to 65
Over 65

49
38
38
13
6
38
49
42
38
13
6
38
49
42
38
13
6
13
49
42
38
38
6
6
49
42

36 to45
18 to25
26 to 35
46 to 55
56 to 65
Over 65
46 to 55
18 to25
26 to 35
36 to45
56 to 65
Over 65
56 to 65
18 to25
26 to 35
36 to 45
46 to 55
Over 65
Over 65
18 to25
26 to 35

Mean

6.42

6.3 1

7.23

7.50

Mean
difference

d f F

P

Scheffi sig.
P

56 to 65
* p significant at < .05

13

,269

1.000

For significant differences between consumers' perception of ethics, and
consumers' nationality or region, the null hypothesis tested in this ANOVA with a sevenlevel independent variable is stated as follows:

H~ : p 1 = p 2 = p 3 = . . . p 7 , where each of the group means is assumed to be
equal.

An initial ANOVA test indicated the post hoc Scheffk's multiple comparisons
was unsuccessful due to the sub-variables Mexico and Canada, each with only one
consumer respondent. As a result, these consumers were recorded into the variable
"Other" for said statistical analysis. Levene's statistic indicated that the variances for
consumers' nationalities were non-significant (p > .05) in both subscales. The
homogeneity of variance criterion was satisfied for the perceptions of long-term gain
ethics (p = .102) and short-term gain ethics (p = ,490).
The perceptions of long-term gain ethics between and within consumers'
nationalities ov regions showed a non-significant effect, F(6, 179) = .948, p >.05; hence
retaining the null hypothesis for the perceptions of long-term gain ethics. The perceptions
of short-term gain ethics between and within consumers' nationalities showed a
significant effect, F(6, 179) = 3 . 4 7 7 , ~< .05); hence rejecting the null hypothesis for the
perceptions of short-term gain ethics. The aforementioned results confirmed the
following two findings: HI was partially supported in reference to consumers'
nationalities or regions since "there were no significant differences between consumers'

nationalities or regions and consumers' perceptions of long-term gain ethics, but there
were significant differences between consumers' nationalities or regions and consumers'

perceptions of short-term gain ethics. " A post hoc comparison Scheffk method was
performed, and the highest significant difference in perceptions of short-term gain ethics
was observed among consumers from the Caribbean (M = 9.00), and these perceptions
were almost significantly higher than those among consumers from the U.S. (M = 6.52)
and Africa (M = 3.67). Tables 36 and 37 demonstrate the differences in consumers'

perceptions of long-term gain ethics andshort-term gain ethics according to their
nationality using ANOVA and Post HocIScheffk Comparisons.
Table 36

Consumers' Perceptions of Long-Term Gain Ethics According to Nationality or
Region Using ANOVA and Post Hoc/Sch4f& Comparisons (N=I 86)
Perceptions of long-term ethics
Scheffk's
Mean
N
Mean
and nationality
difference
sig. p
U.S.
Latin America
Caribbean
Europe
Asia
Africa
Other
Latin America
U.S.
Caribbean
Europe
Asia
Africa
Other
Caribbean
U.S.
Latin America
Europe
Asia
Africa

Other

4

28.00

1.000

1.000

U.S.
Latin America
Caribbean
Asia
Africa
Other

2
138
16
12
11
3
4

25.50
25.50
25.88
27.00
27.91
23.67
28.00

.OOO
,375
1.500
2.409
1.833
2.500

1.000
1.000
1.000
.998
1.000
.999

Europe

6

,948

,462

*p < .05

Table 36
Continued - Consumers' Perceptions of Long-Term Gain Ethics According to
Nationality or Region Using ANOVA and Post Hoc/Scheffe' Comparisons (N=186)
Perceptions of long-term ethics
and nationality
Asia
U.S.
Latin America
Caribbean
Europe
Africa
Other

Mean

11
138
16
12
2
3
4

27.91
25.50
25.88
27.00
25.50
23.67
28.00

'909
2.409
4.242
.091

U.S.
Latin America
Caribbean
Europe
Asia
Other

3
138
16
12
2
11
4

23.67
25.50
25.88
27.00
25.50
27.91
28.00

1.833
2.208
3.333
1.833
4.242
4.333

U.S.
LatinAmerica
Caribbean
Europe
Asia
Africa

4
138
16
12
2
11
3

28.00
25.50
25.88
27.00
25.50
27.91
23.67

2.500
2.125
1.000
2.500
,091
4.333

Africa

Other

*p < .05

Mean
difference

N

Scheffk's
sig.p

@

2.409
2.034
6

6

.948

,948

.462

.462

207
.967
1.000
'998
.904
1.000

.998
,996
,968
l,ooo
,904
,949

6

0.948 0.46

,975
,994
1.000
.999
1.000
.949

Consumers' Perceptions of Short-Term Gain Ethics According to Nationality or Region
Using ANOVA and Post Hoc/Scheffe' Comparisons (TV=186)
Perceptions of short-term gain
ethics and nationality
U.S.

Mean

Latin America
Caribbean
Europe
Asia
Africa
Other

138
16
12
2
11
3
4

U.S.
Caribbean
Europe
Asia
Africa
Other

16
138
12
2
11
3
4

U.S.
Latin America
Europe
Asia
Africa
Other

12
138
16
2
11
3
4

Latin America

Caribbean

Europe
U.S.
Latin America
Caribbean
Asia
Africa
Other
*p significant at < .05

2
138
16
12
11
3
4

Mean
difference

df

F

Scheffe's
sig.p

Continued- Consumers' Perceptions of Short-Term Gain Ethics According to Nationality or
Region Using ANOVA and Post Hoc/Sche#i Comparisons (N=186)

Perceptions of short-term ethics
and nationality
Asia
U.S.
Latin America
Caribbean
Europe
Africa
Other
Africa
U.S.
Latin America
Caribbean
Europe
Asia
Other
Other
U.S.
Latin America
Caribbean
Europe
Asia
Africa
*p significant at < .05

Mean

Mean
difference

11
138
16
12
2
3
4

5.73
6.52
6.00
9.00
8.00
3.67
5.25

3
138
16
12
2
4

3.67
6.52
6.00
9.00
8.00
5.73
5.25

5'333
4.333
2.061
1.583

4
138
16
12
2
11
3

5.25
6.52
6.00
9.00
8.00
5.73
3.67

1.272
.750
3.750
2.750
.477
1.583

11

F

Scheffe's
sig.p

6

3.477

.003*

.980
1.000
,106
.958
.941
1.000

6

3.477

.003*

.072
.689

df

,794
.273
3'273
2.273
2.061
1.583

2.855
2.333

6

3.477

.003*

.982
.999
.298
.940
1.000
.993

For comparison of consumers' perception of ethics according to their place of
residence, the null hypothesis tested in this ANOVA with a four-level independent

variable is stated as follows:

H~ : p 1 = 1-1 2 = p 3 = p4, where each of the group means is assumed to be
equal.
The ANOVA test indicated through Levene's statistic that the variances among
the four places of residence were significant (p < .05) in both subscales. The assumption
of homogeneity of variance was violated for the perceptions of long-term gain ethics

F(3,182) = 3.389, p < .05; and the perceptions of short-term gain ethics F(3,182) = 2.708,
p < .05. In order to compensate for the violation of this assumption and prevent any bias

of the F-ratio, the adjusted F statistic provided through Welch's alternative was adopted
for this analysis. The Welch statistic for the perceptions of short-term gain ethics
produced a non-significant F(3,69.150) = .305,p >.05. Thus, it was concluded that HI
was partially not supported for the consumers' place of residence since "there were no
significant effects of consumers' place of residence on their perceptions of short-term
gain ethics." The Welch statistic for theperceptions of long-term gain ethics resulted in a

significant adjusted F(3, 79.164) = 3.783, p < .05. In contrast, this finding supported H1
in reference to "significant effects of consumers' place of residence on their perceptions
of long-term gain ethics." Furthermore, a post hoc Scheffi test was performed for the
significant F-ratio of the perceptions of long-term gain ethics to identify the highest
significant differences among consumers' place of residence. The post hoc test indicated
the highest significant effects onperceptions of long-term gain ethics were shown with
consumers from the city of Kenner (M = 27.77) and those from another city of the New
Orleans Metropolitan area (M = 25.80), as well as between consumers from the city of
Kenner (M = 27.77) and those from the city of New Orleans (M = 25.37). Tables 38 and
39 demonstrate the significant differences of consumers' perceptions of long-term gain
ethics and short-term gain ethics according to their place of residence using ANOVA

and Post HocIScheff6 Comparisons:
Table 3 8
Consumers' Perceptions of Long-Term Gain Ethics According to Place of
Residence Using ANOVA and Post Hoc/Scheffe' Comparisons (N=186)

Perceptions of ethics and place
of residence

Mean

Mean
difference

'

Scheffk's
sig.p

Long-term gain ethics

75

25.37

Metairie

32

26.41

1.033

Kenner
Another City
oftheMetro
Area

22

27.77

2.399

57

25.25

,128

32
75
22

26.41
25.37
27.77

1.033
1.366

57

25.25

1.161

,698

22

27.77

75
32

25.37
26.41

2.399
1.366

.I70
.738

57

25.25

2.527

57

25.25

New Orleans

75

25.37

Metairie

32

26.41

.I28
1.161

Kenner

22

27.77

2.527

New Orleans

Metairie
New Orleans
Kenner
Another City
of the Metro
Area
Kenner
New Orleans
Metairie
Another City
of the Metro
Area
Another City
of Metro
Area

,743

3 2.225 .087

.I70
,199

3 2.225

3 2.225

.087

.087

.738

.I58

3 2.225

.087

,999
,698

.I58

p significant at < .05

Table 39

Consumers' Perceptions of Short-Term Gain Ethics According to Place of Residence Using
ANOVA and Post Hoc/Schef&Comparisons (N=186)
Perceptions of ethics and place
of residence

Mean

Mean
difference

6.63
6.38

,252

'

Scheffk's
sig.p

Short-telm gain ethics
New Orleans
Metairie

75
32

3

.342

,795

.973

Kenner
Another City
of the Metro
Area
Metairie

22

6.91

,282

57

6.35

,276

32

6.38
6.63
6.91

,252
,534

6.35

.024

1.000

22
75
32

6.91
6.63
6.38

.282

.975
398

57

6.35

.558

75
32
22

6.63
6.38
6.91

,276
.241
.558

New Orleans 75
Kenner
22
Another City
of t h e ~ e t r o 57
Area
Kenner
New Orleans
Metairie
Another City
of the Metro
Area

'534

Another City
of Metro
Area
New Orleans
Metairie
Kenner
Note. p significant at < .05

3

3

.342

.342

,795

.795

.898

353

3

,342

.795

.942

1.000
253

For comparison of consumers' time in residence and consumers' perceptions of
ethics, the null hypothesis tested in this ANOVA with a three-level independent variable

is stated as follows:

H~ 1-1 1 = 1-1 2 = 1-1 3, where each of the group means is assumed to be equal.
The ANOVA test indicated through Levene's statistic that the variances for
consumers' time in residence were non-significant 0,> .05) in both subscales. The
homogeneity of variance criterion was satisfied for the long-term gain ethics 0,= .924)
and short-term gain ethics 0, = .3 16).
The perceptions of long-term gain ethics between and within consumers' time in
residence showed a non-significant effect, F(2, 183) = .503,p >.05; hence retaining the

null hypothesis. The perceptions of short-term gain ethics between and within

consumers' time in residence showed a significant effect, F(2, 183) = 4 . 3 4 8 , ~< .05);
hence, rejecting the null hypothesis. The ANOVA results confirmed the following two
findings: HI in reference to the consumers' time in residence was partially supported
since "there were no significant effects of consumers' time in residence on consumers'
perceptions of long-term gain ethics, but significant effects of consumers' time in
residence on theirperceptions of short-term gain ethics. " A post hoc comparison Scheffk
method was performed, and the highest significant difference observed in perceptions of
short-term gain ethics was shown between consumers with less than 3 years of residency
(M = 7.64) and consumers with 3 to 5 years of residency (M = 6.00);between consumers
with less than 3 years of residency (M = 7.64) and consumers with more than 5 years of
residency (M = 25.57). Table 40 demonstrates these differences in consumers'
perceptions of long-term gain ethics andshort-term gain ethics according to their time in
residence using ANOVA and Post HocIScheff6 Comparisons.
Table 40
Consumers' Perceptions of Long-Term Gain Ethics And Short-Term Gain Ethics
According to Time In Residence Using ANOVA and Post Hoc/Scheff&Comparisons
(hT=186)

Perceptions of long-term ethics and
time in residence
Less than 3 years
3 to 5 years
More than 5 years
3 to 5 years

Less than 3 years
More than 5 years
More than 5
years
Less than 3 years
3 to 5 years

Mean

Mean
difference

@

p

Scheffk
sig.p

Perceptions of short-term ethics and
time in residence
Less than 3 years
3 to 5 years
More than 5 years

33 26.03
31 26.42
122 25.57

1.63636
1.26751

Less than 3 years
More than 5 years

31 26.42
33 26.03
122 25.57

1.63636
,36885

33
31

1.26751
.36885

3 to 5 years

4.348

.014*

.030*
,756

More than 5
years
Less than 3 years
3 to 5 years
Note. *p significant at < .05

26.03
26.42

.033*
,756

For the significant differences of consumers' race and consumers' perception of
ethics, the null hypothesis tested in this ANOVA with a three-level independent variable
is stated as follows:

H~ : P 1 = P 2 = P 3, where each of the group means is assumed to be equal.
The ANOVA test indicated through Levene's statistic that the variances among
the three race groups were non-significant (p < .05) in both subscales. The homogeneity
of variance criterion was satisfied for the long-term gain ethics (p = ,242) and short-term
gain ethics (p = .183); hence retaining the null hypothesis. Further evaluation showed
there was no support to HI in reference to consumers' race significantly affecting
consumers' perceptions of long-term gain ethics, but a non-significant effect, F(2, 183) =

2.132, p > .05. There was no support to HI as well in reference to consumers' race
significantly affecting consumers' perceptions of short-term gain ethics, but a non-

~ .05). Thus, it can be stated, "there were no significant
significant, F(2, 183) = 1 . 0 4 4 , >

effects of consumers' race on their perceptions of long-term and short-term gain ethics."
Table 41 reports the most relevant results for conslrmers ' race and consumers'

perceptions of long-term gain ethics and short-terrv gain ethics using ANOVA and Post
HocIScheff6 Comparisons.

Table 41

Consumers' Perceptions ofLong-Term Gain Ethics And Short-Term Gain Ethics According
to Race Using ANOVA and Post Hoc/Scheffk Comparisons (N=186)
Perceptions of long-term gain
ethics and race
White

Mean

Mean
difference @

62
BlacWAfrican 62
American.
Other
62

25.65
25,06
26.67

1.032

62
62
62

25.06
25.65
26.67

,581
1.613

62
White
62
BlacWAfrican 62
American
Perceptions of short-term ethics and
race

26.67
25.65
25.06

BlacWAfrican Am.
White
Other
Other

White

.581

26.67

.081

62
62
62

25.06
25.65
26.67

.516
.597

62
White
62
BlackIAfrican 62
American
Note. p significant at < .05

26.67
25.65
25,06

Other

,764
,128

2

.516
.414

1.613

25.65
25.06

White
Other

2 2.132 .I22

1.032

62
BlacWAffican 62
American
Other
62

Black/African Am.

Scheffk
sig.p

.516

1.044

,354

,081
.597

,414

For significant differences of consumers' education and consumers' perceptions
ofmarketing ethics, the null hypothesis tested in this ANOVA with a six-level

independent variable is stated as follows:
H ~ : p 1 = p 2 =p 3 = p 4 = p 5 = p 6 , w h e r e e a c h ~ f t h e g r o u ~ m e a n s i s

assumed to be equal.
The ANOVA test indicated through Levene's statistic that the variances for
consumers' education were non-significant (p > .05) in both subscales. The homogeneity
of variance criterion was satisfied for the long-term gain ethics (p = .062) and short-term
gain ethics ( p = .188).

The perceptions of long-term gain ethics between and within consumers'
education showed a significant effect, F(5, 180) = 3 . 8 1 9 , ~< .05; hence, rejecting the null

hypothesis. The perceptions of short-term gain ethics between and within consumers'
~ .05);hence, retaining
education showed a non-significant effect, F(5, 180) = 1 . 7 0 7 , >

the null hypothesis for the short-term gain ethics. The aforementioned ANOVA results
confirmed the following two findings: HI was partially supported in reference to the
consumers' education since "there were significant differences between consumers'
education for the perceptions of long-term gain ethics while there were no significant

effects for the perceptions of short-term gain ethics". A post hoc comparison Scheffi
method indicated the significant effects on consumers' perceptions of long-term gain
ethics were among consumers with no high school diploma (M = 2 1.63) and those with a

bachelor degree (M = 26.56), as well as between consumers with no high school diploma
(M = 21.63) and those with a master degree (M = 28.17). Table 42 and 43 demonstrate

the results of consumers'perceptions of long-term gain ethics and short-term gain ethics
according to their education by using ANOVA and Post HocIScheffi Comparisons.
Table 42

Consumers' Perceptions of Long-Term Gain Ethics According to Education Using
AN0 VA and Post Hoc/Schefi Comparisons (N=186)
Perceptions of long-term gain ethics
and education

Mean

Mean
difference 4 ° F

P

Scheffk
sig. p

No H.S. Diploma
H.S. Diploma
Associate
Bachelor
Master
Doctorate
H.S. Diploma
No H.S.
Diploma
Associate
Bachelor
Master
Doctorate
Associate
No H.S.
Diploma
H.S. Diploma
Bachelor
Master
Doctorate
Bachelor
No H.S.
Diploma
H.S. Diploma
Associate
Master
Doctorate
Master
No H.S.
Diploma
H.S. Diploma
Associate
Bachelor
Doctorate
Doctorate
No H.S.
Diploma

11

21.64

6.530

5

3.819 .003*

,636

H.S. Diploma
Associate
Bachelor
Master
Note. *p significant at < .05

62
32
59
18

25.42
25.16
26.56
28.17

2.747
3.010
1.607
1.917

1.OOO
.999
1.000
,985

Table 43

Consumers' Perceptions of Short-Term Gain Ethics According to Education Using
ANOVA and Post Hoc/Scheffe' Comparisons (N=186)
Perceptions of short-term ethics and
education
No H.S. Diploma
H.S. Diploma
Associate
Bachelor
Master
Doctorate
H.S. Diploma

No H'S'
Diploma
Associate
Bachelor
Master
Doctorate
Associate
No H.S.
Diploma
H.S. Diploma
Bachelor
Master
Doctorate
Bachelor
No H.S.
Diploma
H.S. Diploma
Associate
Master
Doctorate
Master
No H.S.
Diploma
H.S. Diploma
Associate
Bachelor
Doctorate

Mean

Mean
difference df

11
62
32
59
18
4
62

21.64
25.42
25.16
26.56
28.17
26.25
25.42

,0748
,685
1.125
1.369
,409

11

21.64

,0748

32
59
18
4

25.16
26.56
28.17
26.25

,610
1.050
1.294
,484

5

Scheff6
sig.p

1.707 .I35

1.000
.986
.859
,835
1.000

5

1.707 .I35

.936
,367
.577
1.000

Doctorate
No H.S.
Diploma
H.S. Diploma
Associate
Bachelor
Master
Note. p significant at < .05

4

26.25

11

21.64

,409

62
32
59
18

25.42
25.16
26.56
28.17

,484
1.094
1.534
1.778

1.000
5

1.707 ,135

1.000
,983

.919
,889

For the significant differences of consumers' income and consumers' perception
of ethics, the null hypothesis was tested in this ANOVA with an eleven-level independent
variable, and is stated as follows:

H~ : p 1 = p 2 = p 3 = .. . p 11,where each of the group means is assumed to be equal.
The ANOVA test indicated through Levene's statistic that the variances among
the eleven income categories were non-significant (p > .05) in both subscales. The
homogeneity of variance criterion was satisfied for the long-term gain ethics (p = .658)
and short-term gain ethics O, = .468). The perceptions of long-term gain ethics between
and within income categories showed a non-significant effect, F(10, 175) = 1 . 1 9 1 , ~>
.05. The perceptions of short-term gain ethics between and within income categories also
were non-significant, F(10, 175) = 1.131, p > .05). Thus, it can be stated, HI in reference
to consumers' income was not supported since "there were no significant effects of
consumers' income on their perceptions of long-term and short-term gain ethics." The
following tables 44 and 45 describe the ANOVA results for consumers' income and the
perceptions of marketing ethics.
Table 44
Consumers 'Perceptions o f l o n g - ~ e r mGain Ethics According to Income Using
ANOVA and Post Hoc/Scheffe' Comparisons (N=186)

Perceptions of long-term gain ethics
and income
Less than 10,000
10,000 to
19,999
20,000 to
29,999
30,000 to
39,999
40,000 to
49,999
50,000 to
59,999
60,000 to
69,999
70,000 to
79,999
80,000 to
89,999
90,000 to
99,999
More than
100,000
10,000 to 19,999
Less than
10,000
20,000 to
29,999
30,000 to
39,999
40,000 to
49,999
50,000 to
59,999
60,000 to
69,999
70,000 to
79,999
80,000 to
89,999
90,000 to
99,999
More than
100,000
20,000 to 29,999
Less than
10,000
10,000 to
19,999

Mean

Mean
difference d f

Scheffk
sig.p

More than
100,000
Note. p significant at < .05

30

26.37

1.644

,999

Table 44

Continued - Consumers' Perceptions of Long-Term Gain Ethics According to Income
Using ANOVA and Post Hoc/Scheffe' Comparisons (N=186)
Perceptions of long-term gain ethics
and income

30,000 to 39,999

More than
100,000

40,000 to 49,999
Less than
10,000

Mean
26

25.19

30

26.37

25

26.88

13

23.46

Mean
difference

1.174

3.418

d f F

P

Scheffi
Sig. p

Less than
10,000
10,000 to 19,999
20,000 to 29,999
30,000 to 39,999
40,000 to 49,999
60,000 to 69,999
70,000 to 79,999
80,000 to 89,999
90,000 to 99,999
More than
30
100,000
Note. p significant at < .05

26.37

1.OOO

.233

Table 44
Continued - ConsumerslPerceptions of Long-Term Gain Ethics According to Income Using
ANOVA and Post Hoc/Scheffe' Comparisons (N=186)
Perceptions of long-term ethics and
income

Mean

Mean
difference @

Less than
10,000
10,000 to 19,999
20,000 to 29,999
30,000 to 39,999
40,000 to 49,999
50,000 to 59,999
70,000 to 79,999
80,000 to 89,999
90,000 to 99,999
More than
100,000
70,000 to 79,999
Less than
10,000

13

23.46

3.038

Scheffk
sig.p

More than
100,000

More than
100,000
Note. p significant at < .05

30

26.37

.I33

30

26.37

,992

1.OOO

Table 44

Continued - Consumers' Perceptions of Long-Term Gain Ethics According to Income
Using ANOVA and Post Hoc/Scheffe' Comparisons (N=186)
Perceptions of long-term gain ethics
and income

More than 100,000

Less than
10,000
10,000 to 19,999
20,000 to 29,999
30,000 to 39,999
40,000 to 49,999
50,000 to 59,999
60,000 to 69,999
70,000 to 79,999
80,000 to 89,999
More than
30
100.000
30

Mean

Mean
difference

26.37

2.300

26.37

@

Scheffk
sig.p

90,000 to 99,999
Note. p significant at < .05

6

28.67

2.300

,999

Table 45
Consumers' Perceptions of Short-Term Gain Ethics According to Income Using
ANOVA and Post Hoc/Scheffe' Comparisons (N=186)
Perceptions of short-term gain ethics
and income

Mean

Mean
difference

26.37

1.662

26.37

1.575

23.46

.517

Less than 10,000
10,000 to 19,999
20,000 to 29,999
30,000 to 39,999
40,000 to 49,999
50,000 to 59,999
60,000 to 69,999
70,000 to 79,999
80,000 to 89,999
90,000 to 99,999
More than
30
100.000
Less than
10,000
20,000 to 29,999
30,000 to 39,999
40,000 to 49,999
50,000 to 59,999
60,000 to 69,999
70,000 to 79,999
80,000 to 89,999
90,000 to 99,999
More than
30
100.000
Less than
10,000

13

@

Scheffe
sig. p

Note. p significant at < .05

Table 45

Continued - Consumers' Perceptions of Short-Term Gain Ethics According to Income
Using ANOVA and Post Hoc/Sche#d Comparisons (N=186)
Perceptions of short-term gain ethics
and income
30,000 to 39,999

26
Less than 10,000 13
10,000 to 19,999 16
20,000 to 29,999 18
40,000 to 49,999 25
50,000 to 59,999 20
60,000 to 69,999 14
70,000 to 79,999 10
80,000 to 89,999 8
90,000 to 99,999 6
More than
100,000

40,000 to 49,999
Less than 10,000
10,000 to 19,999
20,000 to 29,999
30,000 to 39,999
50,000 to 59,999
60,000 to 69,999
70,000 to 79,999
80,000 to 89,999
90,000 to 99,999
More than
100,000
50,000 to 59,999
Less than 10,000
10,000 to 19,999
20,000 to 29,999
30,000 to 39,999
40,000 to 49,999
60,000 to 69,999
70,000 to 79,999

Mean

Mean
difference

25.19
23.46
24.63
24.72
26.88
26.60
26.00
26.50
25.38
28.67

.654
,567
,137
,688
,658
.808
.208
.I92
1.808

LIJ

Scheffk
sig.p
1.000
1.OOO
1.000
1.OOO
1.000

10 1.131 .342
1.000
1.000
.989

More
than
1nn nnn
Note. p significant at 4.05

30

26.37

,350

1.000

' V Y , " " Y

Table 45

Continued - Consumers' Perceptions of Short-Term Gain Ethics According to Income
Using ANOVA and Post Hoc/Sche@ Comparisons (N=186)
Perceptions of short-term ethics and
income

30,000 to 39,999

Mean

Mean
difference

26

25.19

Less than
10,000

13

23.46

,654

More than
100,000

30

26.37

1.008

More than
100,000

30

26.37

,320

20

26.60

13

23.46

50,000 to 59,999
Less than
10,000

1.312

df

Schefft5
sig.p

,994

Note. p significant at < .05

Table 45
Continued - Consumers' Perceptions of Shovt-Term Gain Ethics According to
Income Using ANOVA and Post Hoc/Scheffe' Comparisons (1V=186)
N

Mean

Mean
difference

Less than
10,000

13

23.46

2.462

More than
100,000

30

26.37

,800

30

26.37

Perceptions of short-term gain
ethics and income

More than
100,000

Less than
13
10,000
10,000 to 19,999
20,000 to 29,999
30,000 to 39,999
40,000 to 49,999
50,000 to 59,999
60,000 to 69,999
70,000 to 79,999
80,000 to 89,999
90,000 to 99,999
Note. p < .05

23.46

1.662

df

Scheffi
sig.p

1.OOO

Effect size in hypothesis 1. Partial eta squared analyses obtained through SPSS

were used to estimate the effect size of significant differences found in ANOVA
computations for hypothesis 1. The formula is expressed as follows:
r12pU SSeffect / (SSeffect Ll OSSerror)
Where,
SSeffect = the sums of squares for whatever effect is of interest
SSerror = the sums of squares for whatever error term is associated with that effect.
For the significant differences between consumers' nationality and consumers'
perceptions of short-term gain ethics, the measure of the effect size r12pwas ,104, which

means 10.4% of the between subjects variance is accounted for by nationality. (Based on
Cohen's (1988) benchmarks (.01 small effect, .06 medium effect, and .14 large effect),
the magnitude of the effect size for the perceptions of short-term gain ethics within the
related one-Way ANOVA would be considered a medium to large effect.
For the significant differences between consumers' place of residence and
consumers' perceptions of long-term gain ethics, the r12pwas ,035, which means 3.5% of
the between subjects variance is accounted for by place of residence. Based on Cohen's
(1988) rule of thumb (.01 small effect, .06 medium effect, and .14 large effect), the
magnitude of the effect size found in perceptions of long-term gain ethics within the
related one-way ANOVA would be considered a small to medium effect. Table 4describes the partial eta squared results.
For the significant differences between consumers' time in residence and
consumers' perceptions ofshort-term gain ethics, the r12pwas .045, which means 4.5% of
the between subjects variance is accounted for by time in residence. Based on Cohen's

(1988) rule of thumb (.01 small effect, .06 medium effect, and .14 large effect), the
magnitude of the effect size found for the perceptions of short-term gain ethics within the
one-Way ANOVA would be considered close to a medium effect.
For the significant differences between consumers' education and consumers'

perceptions of long-term gain ethics, the r12pwas .096, which means 9.6% of the between
subjects variance herein is accounted for by consumers' education. Based on Cohen's
(1988) rule of thumb (.01 small effect, .06 medium effect, and .14 large effect), the
magnitude of the effect size for the perceptions of long-term gain ethics within the oneWay ANOVA would be considered a medium to large effect. Table 46 below presents
the aforementioned partial eta squared results.
Table 46

Effect Size Partial Eta Squaredfor Significant Effects of Demographic
Characteristics on Perceptions of Marketing Ethics in Hypothesis 1
SSefffect

SStotal
(corrected
total)

Partial eta
squared
( 9 ~ )

F

P

Nationality and
short-term gain
ethics

120.273

1152.306

,104

3.477

.003*

Place of residence
and long-term
gain ethics

128.546

3634.237

,035

2.225

,087

Time in residence
and short-term
gain ethics

52.268

1152.306

,045

4.348

.014*

Education and
long-term gain
ethics

348.583

3634.237

,096

3.819

.003*

Effect

Note. *p < .05

Research Hypothesis 2

H2: There are significant differences between consumers' cultural dimensions
(collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and long-term
orientation), and consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
Hypothesis 2 was created to partly answer the first research question stated as
follows: Are there significant differences between consumers' demographic
characteristics, or consumers' cultural dimensions, or consumers' sentiments of the
marketing mix, and consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics (long-term gain ethics
and short-term gain ethics)?
Independent sample t-tests. Independent sample t-tests were conducted to

determine whether there were significant differences (p < or = .05) in consumers '
perceptions ofmarketing ethics according to the five cultural dimensions. First,
categorical variables were created to rank the consumers' cultural dimensions from low
to high by using the midpoint of the score range for each dimension of the CVSCALE as
shown below in Table 47.
Table 47
Cut-off Score Cultural Dimension Categories
Constructs

No. of items

Score range

Low
category

High category

Cultural Dimensions
Collectivism

6

6 - 30

6 - 18

19 - 30

Uncertainty
avoidance

5

5-25

5 - 15

16 - 2 5

Masculinity

4

4 - 20

4 - 12

13 -20

Power distance

5

5-25

5-15

16 - 2 5

Long-term
orientation

6

6-30

6 - 18

19 - 30

In order to identify whether there were any significant differences in the
dependent variable consumers 'perceptions of ethics, according to the consumers'
cultural dimensions, the null hypothesis tested in each respective independent sample ttest with a two-level independent variables was stated as follows:
OO :

1 = 0°2, where each of the group means was assumed to be equal.

First, for significant differences in consumers' perceptions of long-term gain
ethics, according to the consumer's collectivism classification, a two-tailed probability
was selected as a result of the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test
was significant (i.e.p < .05) where,p = .039 is smaller than .05, which by that rejects the
assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the equal variances not assumed, the t-test
statistic (t = -1.881 101.65682 = -2.864) with a two-tailed value o f p = .005 smaller than
.05 led to the conclusion that there were significant differences in the perception of longterm gain ethics between consumers from the low collectivism and high collectivism
groups. Based on the latter results, the assumption of significant difference in H2 for the
perception of long-term gain ethics according to the collectivism classification was
supported t(155) = - 2 . 8 6 4 , ~< .05. On average low collectivism consumer respondents ( M
= 24.74, SE = .53) had

lower scores than high collectivism consumer respondents (M=

26.63, SE = .39) for the perceptions of long-term gain ethics.
For significant differences in consumers 'perceptions of short-term gain ethics,
according to the consumer's collectivism classification, a two-tailed probability was

selected as a result of the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test was
non-significant (i.e. p > .05), hence considering the difference between the variances as
zero. A p value of .I53 sustains the assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the
equal variances assumed, the t-test for equality of means accounts for a t-test statistic (t =
,422141.36827 = 1.146) with a two-tailed value o f p = .I53 greater than .05; hence
retaining the null hypothesis to confirm there were no significant differences in
perceptions of short-term gain ethics between consumers from the low collectivism and
high collectivism groups. On average, low collectivism consumer respondents (M= 6.77,
SE = 2.33) had slightly higher scores than high collectivism consumer respondents (M=
6.35, SE = 2.62) for the perceptions of short-term gain ethics. Thus, the assumption of
significant differences in H2 for the perceptions of short-term gain ethics according to
collectivism classification was not supported t(184) = 1.146,p > .05. The significant and
non-significant difference results in consumers' perception of ethics according to their
collectivism classification are demonstrated below.
Table 48
Independent t-test of Collectivism and Perceptions of Ethics
Perceptions
Mean
N
t-value
of ethics &
Mean
difference
collectivism
Long-term
Gain Ethics
Low
collectivism

82

24.75

High
collectivism

104

26.63

Short-term
Gain Ethics

df

p-value

Low
collectivism

82

6.77

High
collectivism

104

6.35

For significant differences in consumers' perceptions of long-term gain ethics,
according to the consumer's uncertainty avoidance classification, a two-tailed probability
was selected as a result of the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test
was non-significant (i.e. p > .05), hence considering the difference between the variances
as zero. A p value of .611 sustains the assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the
equal variances assumed, the t-test for equality of means accounts for a t-test statistic (t =

-2.025731 1.18742 = -1.706) with a two-tailed value o f p = .09 greater than .05; hence
confirming there were no significant differences in the perception of long-term gain

ethics between consumers from the low uncertainty avoidance and high uncertainty
avoidance groups. Based on the aforementioned results, the assumption of significant
differences in H2 for the perception of long-term gain ethics according to the uncertainty

avoidance classification was not supported t(184) = -1.706, p > .05. However, on average
low uncertainty avoidance consumer respondents (M= 23.93, SE = .99) had lower scores
than high uncertainty avoidance consumer respondents (M= 25.96, SE = .34) for the

perceptions of long-term gain ethics.
For the significant differences in consumers' perceptions of short-term gain

ethics, according to the consumer's uncertainty avoidance classification, a two-tailed
probability was selected as a result of the non-directional characteristic of the effect.
Levene's test was significant (i.e. p < .05) where, p

= .007

is smaller than .05, which by

that rejects the assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the equal variances not

assumed, the t-test statistic (t = -2.029241 SO200 = -4.042) with a two-tailed value o f p =

.001 smaller than .05 led to the conclusion that there were significant differences in the
perception of short-term gain ethics between consumers from the low uncertainty
avoidance and high uncertainty avoidance groups. Based on the latter results, the
assumption of significant differences in H2 for the perception of short-term gain ethics
according to the uncertainty avoidance classification was supported t(19) = -4.042, p <

.05. Low uncertainty avoidance consumer respondents ( M = 4.67, SE = .46) had lower
scores than high uncertainty avoidance consumer respondents ( M = 6.70, SE = .19) for
the perceptions of short-term gain ethics. The significant and non-significant difference
results in consumers' perception of ethics according to their uncertainty avoidance
classification are demonstrated below.
Table 49

Independent t-test of Uncertainty Avoidance and Perceptions of Ethics
Perceptions
Mean
of ethics &
Mean
t-value
N
uncertainty
difference
df
avoidance
Long-term
gain ethics
Low
uncertainty
avoidance

15

23.93
-2.03

High
uncertainty
avoidance

171

25.96

15

4.67

Short-term
gain ethics
Low
uncertainty
avoidance

p-value

-1.706

184

.090

High
uncertainty
avoidance

171

6.70

For significant differences in consumers' perceptions of long-term gain ethics,
according to the consumer's masculinity classification, a two-tailed probability was
selected as a result of the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test was
non-significant (i.e. p > .05), hence considering the difference between the variances as
zero. A p value of .534 sustains the assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the
equal variances assumed, the t-test for equality of means accounts for a t-test statistic (t =

,896051.65024 = 1.378) with a two-tailed value of p

= .I70

greater than .05; hence

confirming there were no significant differences in the perception of long-term gain

ethics between consumers from the low masculinity and high masculinity groups. Based
on the aforementioned results, the assumption of significant differences in H2 for the

perception of long-term gain ethics according to the masculinity classification was not
supported t(184)= 1.378, p > .05. However, on average low masculinity consumer
respondents ( M = 26.21, SE = .45) had higher scores than high masculinity consumer
respondents (M= 25.31, SE = .47) for theperceptions of long-term gain ethics.
For significant differences in consumers 'perceptions of short-term gain ethics,
according to the consumer's masculinity classification, a two-tailed probability was
selected as a result of the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test was
non-significant (i.e. p > .05), hence considering the difference between the variances as
zero. A p value of .775 sustains the assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the
equal variances assumed, the t-test for equality of means accounts for a t-test statistic (t =

,470931.36639 = 1.285) with a two-tailed value o f p = .200 greater than .05; hence
retaining the null hypothesis to confirm there were no significant differences in
perceptions of short-term gain ethics between consumers from the low masculinity and

high masculinity groups. On average, low masculinity consumer respondents ( M = 6.75,

SE = .25) had slightly higher scores than high masculinity consumer respondents (M=
6.28, SE = .26) for the perceptions of short-term gain ethics. Thus, the assumption of
significant differences in H2 for the perceptions of short-term gain ethics according to
the masculinity classification was not supported t(184) = 1 . 2 8 5 , ~> .05. The nonsignificant difference results in consumers' perception of ethics according to their

masculinity classification are presented below.
Table 50

Independent t-test of Masculinity and Perceptions of Ethics
Perceptions
Mean
of ethics &
N
Mean
t-value
difference
masculinitv
Long-term
gain ethics
Low
masculinity

100

26.21

High
masculinity

86

25.31

Low
masculinity

100

6.75

High
masculinity

86

6.28

Short-term
gain ethics

df

p-value

For significant differences in consumers' perceptions of long-term gain ethics,
according to the consumer's power distance classification, a two-tailed probability was
selected as a result of the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test was
non-significant (i.e. p > .05), hence considering the difference between the variances as
zero. A p value of .276 sustains the assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the
equal variances assumed, the t-test for equality of means accounts for a t-test statistic (t =
-.20524/ .77280 = -.266) with a two-tailed value o f p = .791 greater than .05; hence
confirming there were no significant differences in the perception of long-term gain
ethics between consumers from the low power distance and high power distance groups.
Based on the aforementioned results, the assumption of significant differences in H2 for
the perception of long-term gain ethics according to power distance classification was not
supported t(184) = -.266,p > ,051.However, on average lowpower distance consumer
respondents (M= 25.75, SE = .39) had lower scores than high power distance consumer
respondents (M= 25.95, SE = .55) for the perceptions of long-term gain ethics.
For significant differences in consumers 'perceptions ofshort-term gain ethics,
according to the consumer'spower distance classification, a two-tailed probability was
selected as a result of the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test was
non-significant (i.e. p > .05), hence considering the difference between the variances as
zero. A p value of .I52 sustains the assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the
equal variances assumed, the t-test for equality of means accounts for a t-test statistic (t =
.78305/.43140 = 1.815) with a two-tailed value o f p = .071 greater than .05; hence
retaining the null hypothesis to confirm there were no significant differences in
perceptions of short-term gain ethics between consumers from the low power distance

and high power distance groups. On average, low power distance consumer respondents

( M = 6.71, SE = .20) had higher scores than high power distance consumer respondents
( M = 5.93, SE = .41) for the perceptions of short-term gain ethics. Thus, the assumption
of significant differences in H2 for the perceptions of short-term gain ethics according to
the power distance classification was not supported t(184)= 1 . 8 1 5 , ~> .05. The nonsignificant difference results in consumers' perception of ethics according to theirpower
distance classification are presented below.

Table 5 1
Indeuendent t-test o f Power Distance and Perceutions ofEthics
Perceptions
Mean
of ethics &
N
Mean
t-value
power
Difference
distance
Long-term
gain ethics

Low power
distance
High power
distance

143

43

df

p-value

25.75

25.95

Short-term
gain ethics
Low power
distance
High power
distance

143

43

6.71

5.93

For significant differences in consumers' perceptions of long-term gain ethics,
according to the consumer's long-term orientation classification, a two-tailed probability
was selected as a result of the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test

was non-significant (i.e. p > .05) where, p

= .236 is

greater than .05, which by that

sustains the assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the equal variances assumed,
the t-test statistic t = -2.594791.88485 = -3.339, with a two-tailed value o f p = ,001
smaller than .05 led to the conclusion that there were significant differences in the
perception of long-term gain ethics between consumers horn low long-term orientation
and high long-term orientation groups. Rased on the latter results, the assumption of
significant difference in H2 for the perception of long-term gain ethics according to the
long-term orientation classification was supported t(184) = - 3 . 3 3 9 , ~< .05. On average
low long-term orientation consumer respondents (M= 23.29, SE = .91) had lower scores
than high long-term orientation consumer respondents (M= 26.24, SE = .34) for the
perceptions of long-term gain ethics.
For significant differences in consumers 'perceptions of short-term gain ethics,
according to the consumer's long-term orientation classification, a two-tailed probability
was selected as a result of the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test
was non-significant (i.e. p > .05), hence considering the difference between the variances
as zero. A p value of .I35 sustains the assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the
equal variances assumed, the t-test for equality of means accounts for a t-test statistic (t =
.416371 .51221 = -.813) with a two-tailed value o f p = .417 greater than .05; hence
retaining the null hypothesis to confirm there were no significant differences in
perceptions of short-term gain ethics between consumers from the low long-term
orientation and high long-term orientation groups. On average, low long-term orientation
consumer respondents (M= 6.17, SE = .42) had lower scores than high long-term
orientation consumer respondents (M= 6.59, SE = .20) for the perceptions of short-term

gain ethics. Thus, the assumption of significant differences in H2 for theperceptions of
short-term gain ethics according to the long-term orientation classification was not
supported t(184) = -313, p > .05. The significant and non-significant difference results in
consumers' perception of ethics according to their long-term orientation classification are
presented below.
Table 52
Independent t-test of Long-Term Orientation and Perceptions of Ethics
Perceptions
of ethics &
Mean
N
df
Mean
t-value
long-term
difference
orientation
Long-term
gain ethics
Low
long-term
orientation
High
long-term
orientation

28

p-value

23.29

158

26.24

28

6.18

-2.95

-3.339

184

.001*

.42

-.813

184

.417

Short-term
gain ethics
Low
long-term
orientation
High
long-term
orientation

158

6.59

Effect size in hypothesis 2. In order to estimate the likely effect size correlation for
the significant differences found through independent sample t-tests in hypothesis 2, the t

statistic is converted into a Pearson correlation coefficient r-value (Field, 2005). The
formula is expressed as follows:

For the significant differences in consumers 'perceptions of long-term gain ethics
according to consumers' low collectivism and high collectivism, the Pearson r correlation
provided an effect r of 0.22, which based on Cohen's (1988) guidelines 0.10 is a small
effect, 0.30 is a medium effect, and 0.50 is a large effect. The magnitude of the effect size
in consumers 'perceptions of long-term gain ethics according to consumers' collectivism
classification would be considered a small effect as the value is still below the threshold
for a medium effect.
For the significant differences in consumers 'perceptions of short-term gain ethics
according to consumers' low uncertainty avoidance and high uncertainty avoidance, the
Pearson r correlation provided an effect r of 0.68, which is determined by Cohen's (1988)
aforementioned benchmarks. The magnitude of the effect size in consumers 'perceptions
of short-term gain ethics according to consumers' uncertainty avoidance classification
would be considered a large effect as the value is above the 0.50 threshold for a large
effect.
For the significant differences in consumers 'perceptions of long-term gain ethics
according to consumers' low long-term orientation and high long-term orientation, the
Pearson r correlation provided an effect r of 0.24, which is determined by Cohen's (1988)
aforementioned benchmarks. The magnitude of the effect size in consumers 'perceptions
of long-term gain ethics according to consumers' long-term orientation classification
would be considered a small effect as the value is below the 0.30 threshold for a medium

effect. Table 53 outlines the effect size results where significant differences were found
in hypothesis 2.
Table 53
Effect Size in Consumers' Perceptions of Marketing Ethics According to SigniJicant
Differences in Hypothesis 2
Effect

Effect size (r)

Collectivism and
long-term gain
ethics

-2.864

Uncertaintv
avoidance and
short-term gain
ethics

-4.042

Long-term
orientation and
long-term gain
ethics

-3.339

155

184

.22 (small)

.005*

.68 (large)

.001*

.24 (small)

,001*

Note. *p 1.05

Research Hypothesis 3

H3: There are significant differences between consumers' sentiments about the
marketing mix (product,price, promotion, andplace), and consumers' perceptions of
marketing ethics.
Hypothesis 3 was created to partly answer the first research question stated as
follows: Are there significant differences between consumers' demographic
characteristics, or consumers' cultural dimensions, or consumers' sentiments of the
marketing mix, and consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics (long-term gain ethics
and short-term gain ethics)?
Independent sample t-tests. Independent sample t-tests were conducted to
determine whether there were significant differences (p < or = .05) in consumers '

perceptions of marketing ethics according to the four marketing mix elements. First,

categorical variables were created to categorize the consumer respondents in two groups:
consumers with low product sentiments and consumers with high product sentiments of
each the marketing mix element (product, price, promotion, andplace). With the ICSM
scale containing a total of twenty items, and each sub-construct accounting for four
respective items, the midpoint of its score range of 5 to 20 was used for this classification
as shown below in Table 54.
Table 54
Score Dimension Marketing Mix Elements

Variable

No. of items

Score range

Low category

High category

5
5
5
5

5-20
5-20
5 - 20
5 - 20

5 - 12.50
5 - 12.50
5 - 12.50
5 - 12.50

12.51 - 20
12.51 - 20
12.51 - 20
12.5 - 20

Marketing mix
Product
Price
Promotion
Place

In order to identify whether there were any significant differences in the
dependent variable consumers 'perceptions of ethics, according to the consumers'
sentiments of the marketing mix classification, the null hypothesis tested in each
respective independent sample t-test with a two-level independent variable was stated as
follows:

O O : O n 1 = 0°2, where each of the group means was assumed to be equal.
For significant differences in consumers 'perceptions of long-term gain ethics,
according to the product classification, a two-tailed probability was selected as a result of
the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test was non-significant (i.e. p >

.05), hence considering the difference between the variances as zero. A p value of .665
sustains the assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the equal variances assumed,
the t-test for equality of means accounts for a t-test statistic (t = -2.1093 11.64065 = 3.292 with a two-tailed value o f p = .001 smaller than .05; hence confirming there were
significant differences in perceptions of long-term gain ethics between consumers with
low product sentiments and high product sentiments. On average, consumer respondents
with lowproduct sentiments (M= 24.58, SE = .49) had lower scores than consumer
respondents with high product sentiments (M= 26.69, SE = .42) for the perceptions of
long-term gain ethics. Thus, the assumption of significant differences in H3 for the
perceptions of long-term gain ethics according to product classification was supported
t(184) = - 3 . 2 9 2 , ~< .05.
For significant differences in consumers' perceptions of short-term gain ethics,
according to the product classification, a two-tailed probability was selected as a result of
the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test was non-significant (i.e. p >
.05) where,p = .905 is greater than .05, which by that sustains the assumption of
homogeneity of variance. With the equal variances assumed, the t-test statistic (t = 1.651371.35069 = - 4.709) with a two-tailed value o f p = .000 smaller than .05 led to the
conclusion that there were significant differences in the perception of short-term gain
ethics between consumers with low product sentiments and high product sentiments.
Based on the latter results, the assumption of significant differences in H3 for the
perception of short-term gain ethics according to the consumers' product sentiment
classification was supported t(184) = - 4 . 7 0 9 , ~< .05. Consumer respondents with low
product sentiments (M= 5.58, SE = .27) had lower scores than consumer respondents

with high product sentiments ( M = 7.23, SE = .23) for the perceptions of short-term gain
ethics. The significant difference results in consumers' perceptions of ethics according to
the product sentiment classification are demonstrated below.
Table 55
Indevendent t-test of Product and Perce~tionsof Ethics
Perceptions
Mean
N
Mean
t-value
of ethics &
difference
~roduct
Long-term
gain ethics

df

p-value

Low
product
High
product
Short-term
gain ethics
Low
product
High
product

107

7.23

For significant differences in consumers 'perceptions of long-term gain ethics,
according to the price classification, a two-tailed probability was selected as a result of
the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test was significant (i.e. p < .05),
hence considering a difference between the variances. A p value of .032 rejects the
assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the equal variances not assumed, the t-test
for equality of means accounts for a t-test statistic (t = -1.382461.73150 = - 1.890 with a
two-tailed value o f p = .071 greater than .05; hence confirming there were not any
significant differences in perceptions of long-term gain ethics between consumers with

low price sentiments and high price sentiments. On average, consumer respondents with
low price sentiments (M= 24.68, SE = .35) had lower scores than consumer respondents

with high price sentiments (M= 27.07, SE = .64) for the perceptions of long-term gain
ethics. Thus, the assumption of significant differences in H3 for the perceptions of longterm gain ethics according to price classification was not supported t(23) = - 1.890, p

>.05.
For significant differences in consumers' perceptions of short-term gain ethics,
according to the price classification, a two-tailed probability was selected as a result of
the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test was non-significant (i.e. p >

.05) where, p

= .447

is greater than .05, which by that sustains the assumption of

homogeneity of variance. With the equal variances assumed, the t-test statistic (t = -

1.086551.6691 1 = 1.624) with a two-tailed value o f p = ,106 greater than .05 led to the
conclusion that there were not significant differences in the perception of short-term gain
ethics between consumers with low price sentiments and high price sentiments. Based on

the latter results, the assumption of significant differences in H3 for the perception of
short-term gain ethics according to the consumers' price sentiment classification was not

supported t(184) = 1.624, p > .05. Consumer respondents with low price sentiments (M =

6.62, SE = .19) had higher scores than consumer respondents with high price sentiments
(M= 5.53, SE = .72) for the perceptions of short-term gain ethics. The non-significant
difference results in consumers' perceptions of ethics according to the price sentiment
classification are demonstrated below.

Independent t-test ofPrice and Perce~tionsofEthics
Perceptions
Mean
of ethics &
N
Mean
t-value
difference
price
Long-term
gain ethics
Low price

171

25.68

High price

15

27.07

171

6.62

df

p-value

-1.38

-1.890

23

.071

1.09

1.624

184

.lo6

Short-term
gain ethics
Low price
High price

15

5.53

For significant differences in consumers 'perceptions of long-term gain ethics,
according to the promotion classification, a two-tailed probability was selected as a result
of the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test was non-significant (i.e. p
> .05),hence considering the difference between the variances as zero. A p value of .399

sustains the assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the equal variances assumed,
the t-test for equality of means accounts for a t-test statistic (t

= -.61538/.79922= -.770

with a two-tailed value o f p = .442greater than .05;hence confirming there were not
significant differences in perceptions of long-term gain ethics between consumers with
lowpromotion sentiments and high promotion sentiments. On average, consumer
respondents with low promotion sentiments (M= 25.67,SE = .34)had lower scores than
consumer respondents with high promotion sentiments (M= 26.28,SE = 26) for the
perceptions of long-term gain ethics. Thus, the assumption of significant differences in

H3 for the perceptions of long-term gain ethics according to promotion classification was
not supported t(184) = -.770,p > .05.
For significant differences in consumers' perceptions of short-term gain ethics,
according to the promotion classification, a two-tailed probability was selected as a result
of the non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test was non-significant (i.e. p
> .05) where, p = .23 1 is greater than .05, which by that sustains the assumption of

homogeneity of variance. With the equal variances assumed, the t-test statistic ( t = -

1.500261.43698 = - 3.433) with a two-tailed value o f p = .001 smaller than .05 led to the
conclusion that there were significant differences in the perception of short-term gain

ethics between consumers with low promotion sentiments and high promotion
sentiments. Based on the latter results, the assumption of significant differences in H3 for
the perception of short-term gain ethics according to the consumers' promotion sentiment
classification was supported t(184) = - 3 . 4 3 3 , ~< .05. Consumer respondents with low

promotion sentiments ( M = 6.22, SE = .21) had lower scores than consumer respondents
with high promotion sentiments ( M = 7.72, SE = .34) for theperceptions of short-term

gain ethics. The non-significant and significant difference results in consumers'
perceptions of ethics according to the promotion sentiment classification are
demonstrated below.
Table 57

Independent t-test of Promotion and Perceptions of Ethics
Perceptions
Mean
Mean
of ethics &
N
..
pp

Long-term
gain ethics
Low

147

25.67

promotion

-.62
High
promotion

39

26.28

Low
promotion

147

6.22

High
promotion

39

7.72

-.770

184

,442

Short-term
gain ethics

For significant differences in consumers 'perceptions of long-term gain ethics,
according to place classification, a two-tailed probability was selected as a result of the
non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test was non-significant (i.e. p >

.05), hence considering the difference between the variances as zero. A p value of .202
sustains the assumption of homogeneity of variance. With the equal variances assumed,
the t-test for equality of means accounts for a t-test statistic (t = -3.273841.97978
I

=-

3.341 with a two-tailed value o f p = .001 smaller than .05; hence confirming there were
significant differences in perceptions of long-term gain ethics between consumers with

I

low place sentiments and high place sentiments. On average, consumer respondents with
lowplace sentiments (M= 22.91, SE = 1.07) had lower scores than consumer respondents
with high place sentiments (M= 26.18, SE = .33) for theperceptions of long-term gain
ethics. Thus, the assumption of significant differences in H3 for the perceptions of longterm gain ethics according toplace classification was supported t(184)= - 3.341, p <.05.
For significant differences in consumers' perceptions of short-term gain ethics,
according toplace classification, a two-tailed probability was selected as a result of the

non-directional characteristic of the effect. Levene's test was non-significant (i.e. p > .05)
where, p = .I10 is greater than .05, which by that sustains the assumption of homogeneity
of variance. With the equal variances assumed, the t-test statistic (t = -.I9124 / .56802 = .337) with a two-tailed value o f p = ,737 greater than .05 led to the conclusion that there
were not significant differences in the perception of short-term gain ethics between
consumers with low place sentiments and high place sentiments. Based on the latter
results, the assumption of significant differences in H3 for the perception of short-term
gain ethics according to the consumers' place sentiment classification was not supported
t(184) = -.337,p > .05. Consumer respondents with lowplace sentiments (M= 6.36, SE =
.46) had slightly lower scores than consumer respondents with high place sentiments (M
= 6.55, SE = .20) for the perceptions

ofshort-term gain ethics. The significant and non-

significant difference results in consumers' perceptions of ethics according to the place
sentiment classification are demonstrated below.
Table 58
Independent t-test of Place and Perceptions of Ethics
Perceptions
Mean
N
t-value
of ethics &
Mean
difference
nlace
Long-term
gain ethics
Low place
High place

22

df

p-value

22.91

164

26.18

22

6.36

-3.27

-3.341

184

.001

-.19

-.337

184

,737

Short-term
gain ethics
Low place
High place

164

6.55

Effect size in hypothesis 3. In order to estimate the likely effect size correlation for

the significant differences found through independent sample t-tests conducted in
hypothesis 3, the t statistic is converted into a Pearson correlation coefficient r-value
(Field, 2005). The formula is expressed as follows:

r=d

, t2

t 2+ d f

For the significant differences in consumers 'perceptions of long-term gain ethics
according to consumers' low product sentiments and high product sentiments, the
Pearson r correlation provided an effect r of 0.24, which is determined by Cohen's (1988)
guidelines of 0.10 considered a small effect, 0.30 a medium effect, and 0.50 a large
effect. The magnitude of the effect size in consumers 'perceptions of long-term gain
ethics according to consumers' product classification is considered to be a small effect as
the value is below the threshold for a medium effect.
For the significant differences in consumers 'perceptions of short-term gain ethics
according to consumers' low product sentiments and high product sentiments, the
Pearson r correlation provided an effect r of 0.33, which is determined by Cohen's (1988)
aforementioned benchmarks. The magnitude of the effect size in consumers 'perceptions
of short-term gain ethics according to consumers' product classification is considered to
be a medium effect as the value is above the 0.30 threshold for a medium effect.
For the significant differences in consumers 'perceptions of short-term gain ethics
according to consumers' low promotion sentiments and high promotion sentiments, the
Pearson r correlation provided an effect r of 0.24, which is determined by Cohen's (1988)
aforementioned benchmarks. The magnitude of the effect size in consumers 'perceptions

of short-term gain ethics according to consumers' promotion classification is considered
to be a small effect as the value is below the 0.30 threshold for a medium effect.
For the significant differences in consumers 'perceptions of long-term gain ethics
according to consumers' low place sentiments and high place sentiments, the Pearson v
correlation provided an effect r of 0.24, which is determined by Cohen's (1988)
aforementioned benchmarks. The magnitude of the effect size in consumers 'perceptions

of long-term gain ethics according to consumers' place classification is considered to be
a small effect as the value is below the 0.30 threshold for a medium effect. Table 59
outlines the effect size results where significant differences were found in hypothesis 3.
Table 59

Effect Size in Consumers' Perceptions of Marketing Ethics According to SigniJicant
Differences in Hypothesis 3
Effect

t

df

Effect size (r)

Product and longterm gain ethics

.24 (small)

Product and short.
term gain ethics

.33 (medium)

Promotion and
short-term gain
ethics
Place and longterm gain ethics

Note. *p < .05

-3.433

184

.24 (small)

.24 (small)

P

.001*

Research Hypothesis 4a

H4a: Consumers' demographic characteristics (gender, age, nationality, place of
residence, time in residence, race, education, and income) significantly affect consumers'
perceptions of marketing ethics.

Hypothesis 4a was conceived to address the second and final research question of
the study as follows: Do consumers' demographic characteristics, consumers' cultural
dimensions, and consumers' sentiments about the marketing mix significantly affect
consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics?

In order to test Hypothesis 4a and partially answer research question 2, multiple
regression analyses using a hierarchical (enter) method were performed to determine
whether there were significant explanatory (correlational) relationships between
demographic characteristics (gender, age, nationality, place of residence, time in

residence, race, education, and income) and consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics
(long-term gain ethics and short-term gain ethics).
Eta correlation tests. First, eta correlation tests were used to determine the
correlation between the categorical (nominal) demographic variables (gender, nationality,

place of residence, and race), and respectively with both dependent sub-variables longterm gain ethics and short-term gain ethics. For this process, dummy variables were
utilized for gender, nationality, place of vesidence, and race. The resulting eta correlation
results did not indicate any significant eta correlations for none of the aforementioned
demographic variables vis-8-vis the long-term gain ethics sub-variable. However,
significant eta correlations resulted from the demographic variable nationality vis-8-vis

the short-term gain ethics sub-variable F(5, 177)= 3.023,~
< .05.Table 60 shows the
results of eta correlations obtained through the means procedure in SPSS.

Table 60
Eta Correlations between Categorical Demographic Variables and Perceptions of
market in^ Ethics
Eta (h)

Eta squared
(h2)

P

.030
.I83
.I88
.151

,001
.033
,035
.023

,162
.765
2.225
2.132

.688
.634
,087
.I22

.I15
.347
.075
.lo6

.013
.I20
,006
.011

2.472
3.023
.342
1.044

.I18

Long-term gain ethics
Gender
Nationality
Place of residence
Race
Short-term gain ethics
Gender
Nationality
Place of residence
Race
Note: * p < .05

.003*

.795
,354

Based on the above findings, a Pearson r correlation analysis was then conducted
with the inclusion of the significant categorical demographic variable nationality, the
ordinal demographic variables (age, time in residence, education, and income), and the
dependent variable perceptions of marketing ethics (long-term gain ethics and short-term
gain ethics). A statistical evaluation from Pearson r correlation results helped to limit
irrelevant independent variables in the regression process, and to determine the order in
which to enter these variables for the model.
Multiple regression of consumers' demographics and perceptions of longterm gain ethics. The first analysis of the Pearson r correlation results indicated only the
variables education and income had a positive correlation with the perceptions of long-

term gain ethics. As a result, the resulting order for the perceptions of long-term gain
ethics multiple regression analysis was as follows: education (r = .253,p
income ( r = .178,p

= ,015). Table

= .000), and

61 below demonstrates resnlts of significant and non-

significant Pearson r correlations with the 6-item long-term gain ethics subscale.
Table 6 1

Pearson r Correlations with Perceptions oflong-Term Gain Ethics for Hypothesis 4a
Analysis
Variables
Pearson r
D-value
Education
Income
Asia

us
Age
Caribbean
Canada
Africa
Mexico
Time in residence
Other
Europe
Latin America
Note. (-) means inverse correlation

.006

.941

The perceptions of long-term gain ethics regression analysis conducted in order to
test hypothesis 4a was processed through an "enter blockwise/hierarchical method" using
the significant Pearson r correlations in the order of significance shown above. A median
value computed for income was entered with education in the regression test. Two
different models resulted from the hierarchical multiple regression analysis, testing for
any significant affect relationship between the significant variables of consumers'
demographics (education and income) and the perceptions of long-term gain ethics.

Each model had significant F values reflecting the significance of the regression
model as a whole. Model 1 was selected as the best explanatory model to predict
consumers' perceptions of long-term gain ethics. Model 1 showed the greatest
contribution, and produced education as the single predictor with values of (F= 12.584, p
= .000), and the

highest ~ d j u s t e dR~ explaining between 5.9 % and 6.4 % of the variance.

With Durbin-Watson's statistical value at 1.938 the assumption of independent errors was
met. In regard to the latter, Field (2005) suggests a "value less than 1 or greater than 3
should definitely raise alarm bells" (p.189).
The Variance Inflation Factor (VLF) as a predictor of strong linear relationships
with other predictors may be a concern of multicollinearity if over 10, while tolerance
should be greater than .10 (Field, 2005). The VLF for the model stands at 1.293 with a
tolerance level of .774, thus confirming there was no multicollinearity in the data.
Evaluation of education as the significant predictor of the model indicated a
significant explanatory relationship between education andperceptions of long-term gain

ethics (t = 3.547, p

= ,000,

P = .253). The variable education had a positive relationship

with perceptions of long-term gain ethics. The model was defined in the following
equation:

Perceptions of long-term gain ethics = bo + bl education + e
= 22.897

(constant) + (.928 education) + e

Based on the model parameters, the unstandardized coefficients for the predictors
indicated to what degree these predictors affect consumers' perceptions of long-term gain

ethics if all other predictors are held constant. In further explanatory terms, for every unit
increase in consumers' education, a gain of ,928 is predicted on the measure of

perceptions of long-term gain ethics. According to the aforementioned finding, H4a was
partially supported in predicting the outcome perceptions of long-term gain ethics,
whereas "consumers' education significantly affects positivelyperceptions of long-term
gain ethics." Table 62 below presents the standard multiple regression results for H4 in
reference to the outcome sub-variable perceptions of long-term gain ethics.
Table 62
Standard Multiple Regression Analysis of Consumers' Demographic Variables and
Perceptions of Long-Term Gain Ethics
Variables

F

Model 1

12.584

d f P

1

SE

B

p

t

P

,000

(Constant)

22.897

,876

Education

,928

.262

,253

26.143

.OOO*

3.547

.OOO*

R~

Adjusted
R~

,064

,059

*Significant at p < .05
Multiple regression of consumers' demographics and perceptions of shortterm gain ethics. The second analysis of the Pearson r correlation results indicated the
variables nationality/Caribbean, income, and education were significant and had a
positive correlation with the perceptions of short-term gain ethics. The variables time and
nationality/Afvica were also found to be significant with an inverse correlational
relationship with the perceptions of short-term gain ethics. As a result, the resulting order
of significance for the consumers ' demographics and the perceptions of short-term gain
ethics multiple regression analysis was as follows: nationality/Caribbean (r = , 2 6 0 , ~=
.000), income (r
.164, p

= .196, p = .007), time

= .025), and nationality/Africa

in residence (r = -.183, p

(r = -. 147,p

= .012), education

= ,045). Table

63 below

(r =

demonstrates results of significant and non-significant Pearson r correlations with the 2item short-term gain ethics subscale.
Table 63
Pearson r Correlations with Perceptions of Short-Term Gain Ethics for Hypothesis 4a
Analysis
Variables
Pearson r
o-value
Caribbean
Income
Time in residence
Education
Africa
Mexico
Asia
Latin America
Europe
Age
Canada
Other
U.S.
-.007
,923
Note. (-) means inverse correlation

The perceptions of short-term gain ethics regression analysis conducted in order
to test hypothesis 4a was processed through an "enter blockwise/hierarchical method"
using the significant Pearson r correlations in the order of significance shown above. Five
different models resulted from the hierarchical multiple regression analysis, testing for
any significant affect relationships between the significant variables of consumers'
demographics (nationality/Caribbean, income, time in residence, education, and
nationality/Africa) and the perceptions of short-term gain ethics.
Each model had significant F values reflecting the significance of the regression
model as a whole. Model 5 was selected as the best explanatory model to predict
consumers' perceptions of short-term gain ethics. Model 5 showed the greatest

contribution to the regression model, and maintained in the same order of significance all
aforementioned demographic variables. Overall, Model 5 had significant values of (F=
6 . 1 8 1 , ~= .000), and the highest ~ d j u s t e explaining
d~~
between 12.3 % and 14.7 % of
the variance. With Durbin-Watson's statistical value at 1.958 the assumption of
independent errors was met. The VIF for the model ranged from 1.0 18 to 1.415 with a
tolerance level ranging from .707 to ,983; thus, confirming there was no multicollinearity
in the data (Field, 2005).
Evaluation of significant predictors in model 5 indicated significant explanatory
relationships between the following variables and perceptions of short-term gain ethics:
nationality/Caribbean (t = 3 . 0 8 3 , ~= .002, P = .220); income (t = 2 . 5 5 8 , ~= .011, P
= .206); and, time

in residence (t = - 2 . 1 6 2 , ~= .032, P = -.160). The variables

nationality/Cavibbean and income had a positive relationship with perceptions of shortterm gain ethics while time in residence had an inverse relationship. The selected model
was defined in the following equation:
Perceptions of short-term gain ethics = bo + bl Caribbean
residence

+ b2 income + b3 time in

+e
= 6.839 (constant) + (2.227

Caribbean) + (1.690

income) + (-.304 time in residence) + e
Based on the model parameters, the unstandardized coefficients for the predictors
indicated to what degree these predictors affect consumers' perceptions of long-term gain
ethics if all other predictors are held constant. In further explanatory terms, for every unit
increase in consumers' nationality/Caribbean, a gain of 2.227 is predicted on the measure
ofpevceptions of short-term gain ethics; for every unit increase in consumers' income, a

gain of 1.690 is predicted on the measure ofperceptions of short-term gain ethics; and,
for every unit increase in the consumers' time in residence, a decrease of .304 is
predicted on the measure ofperceptions of short-term gain ethics.
According to the aforementioned finding, H4a was partially supported in
predicting the outcome perceptions of short-term gain ethics, whereas "consumers with
nationalitylCaribbean and consumers' income significantly affect positively perceptions
of short-term gain ethics, and consumers' time in residence significantly affect negatively
perceptions of short-term gain ethics. Table 64 below presents the standard multiple

regression results for H4a in reference to the outcome sub-variableperceptions of shortterm gain ethics.

Table 64
Standard Multiple Regression Analysis of Consumers' Demographics Variables and
Perceptions o f Short-Term Gain Ethics
Variables

F

d

Model 5

6.181

5

f

P

B

SE

6.839

,828

Caribbean

2.227

,722

Income

1.690

.OOO

Note. *p < .05

t

P

,000

(Constant)

Time in
residence

P

8.263

,000"

,220

3.083

.002*

,206

2.558

.011*

R*

Adjusted
R~

,147

.123

Effect size in hypothesis 4a. ohe en's f formula was used to obtain the effect size

indexes for the non-hierarchical multiple regression of hypothesis 4a. The formula is

R2

z

defined as:

=

i3F

Where, R' is the squared multiple correlation. Interpretation of the calculated effect sizes
was grounded within Cohen's (1988) magnitude of effect range of .02 (small), .15
(medium), and .35 (large). For the significant effects of a consumer's education on the
2
perceptions of long-term gain ethics, the squared multiple correlation was R = ,064
leading to a Cohen's f

2

= .07, which

suggests a small practical significance. For the

significant effects of Caribbean consumers and consumers ' income and time in residence
on the perceptions of short-term gain ethics, an R~of ,147 andf

= .17

suggests a

moderate effect. Table 65 presents the relevant values of the effect size within the context
of a multiple regression.
Table 65
Cohen's Effect Size in Hypothesis 4a

Outcome

Predictors

N

R~

Education

186

.064

.07

186

.I47

.17

f2

Long-term gain
ethics
Short-term gain
ethics
Caribbean
Income
Time in
residence

Research Hypothesis 4b:

H4b: Consumers' cultural dimensions (collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity,
power distance, and long-term orientation) significantly affect consumers' perceptions of
marketing ethics.
Hypothesis 4b was conceived to partially address the second and final research
question of the study as follows: Do consumers' demographic characteristics, consumers'
cultural dimensions, and consumers' sentiments about the marketing mix significantly
affect consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics?

In order to test Hypothesis 4b, one separate query was conducted through SPSS
for each sub-variable of the outcome perceptions of marketing ethics (long-term gain
ethics and short-term gain ethics).
Multiple regression of cultural dimensions and perceptions of long-term gain
ethics. First, the five subscales of the CVSCALE were entered in a forced entry (Enter)

method for a standard multiple regression to predict the value ofperceptions of long-term
gain ethics based on the cultural dimensions acting as predictors. One model with all five
predictors was produced for the said query. The Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) as a
predictor of strong linear relationships with other predictors was examined. The VIF may
be a concern of multicollinearity if over 10, while tolerance should be greater than .10
(Field, 2005). VIF for the model ranged from 1.075 to 1.2 13 and the tolerance ranged
from .824 to ,930. These results were well within the recommended guidelines,
suggesting multicollinearity was not an issue. Durbin-Watson statistical value was at
1.882, which as per Field (2005) met the assumption of independent errors.

The proportion of variance accounted by the regression model was ( R =.
~ 133) and
(Adjusted R~ = .log), meaning the independent variables overall explain between 10.9%
and 13.3% of the variance in long-term gain ethics. The model reported a significant
ANOVA F value contributing to the significance of the regression model as a whole, F(5,
180) = 5.531, p < .05; hence making the regression model a good fit of the data. The

model was defined in the following equation:
Perceptions of long-term gain ethics = bo + bl long-term orientation f b2 collectivism
=

17.124 (constant) + (.186 long-term orientation)

+ (.134 collectivism)
Based on the model parameters, long-term orientation and collectivism as
predictors showed significant explanatory relationships with the outcome sub-variable
perceptions of long-term gain ethics. The standardized beta coefficients for long-term
orientation (B = .255) and collectivism (B = .178) indicated their relative importance in

explaining consumers' perceptions of long-term gain ethics. The unstandardized
coefficients for the predictors long-term orientation (B = .186) and collectivism (B =
.134) indicated to what degree these predictors affect consumers' perceptions of longterm gain ethics if all other predictors are held constant.
Long-term orientation was the most important predictor in the model with its

positive relationship with perceptions of long-term gain ethics, whereas for every unit
increase in consumers' long-term orientation, a gain o f . 186 is predicted on the measure
ofperceptions of long-term gain ethics. Collectivism as the second most important

predictor in the model had a positive relationship with perceptions of long-term gain

ethics, which means for every unit increase in consumers' collectivism, a gain of .I34 is
predicted on the measure ofperceptions of long-term gain ethics.
According to the findings, H4b was partially supported in predicting the outcome

perceptions of long-term gain ethics, whereas "consumers' long-term orientation and/or
consumers' collectivism significantly affect positively perceptions of long-term gain

ethics." In other terms, the higher a consumer's cultural trait of long-term orientation
and/or collectivism is, the higher will be the perception of long-term gain ethics. Table 66
below presents the standard multiple regression results for H 4 b in reference to the
outcome sub-variable perceptions of long-term gain ethics.
Table 66

Standard Multiple Regression Analysis of Consumers' Cultural Dimensions and
Perceptions of Long-Term Gain Ethics
Variables

Model

F

df

P

5.531

5

,000

(Constant)

B

17.124

SE

2.604

p

t

6.575

P

R2

Adjusted
R2

,133

,109

.OOO*

Long-term
orientation
subscale
Collectivism
subscale

"Significant at p < .05

Multiple regression of cultural dimensions and perceptions of short-term
gain ethics. Second, the five subscales of the CVSCALE were entered in a forced entry
(Enter) method for a standard multiple regression to predict the value ofperceptions of

short-term gain ethics based on the cultural dimensions acting as predictors. One model

with all five predictors was produced for the said query. The Variance Inflation Factor
(VIF) as a predictor of strong linear relationships with other predictors was examined.
The VIF may be a concern of multicollinearity if over 10, while tolerance should be
greater than .10 (Field, 2005). VIF for the model also ranged from 1.075 to 1.213 with
tolerance ranging from ,824 to .930, well within the recommended guidelines for no
multicollinearity. Durbin-Watson statistical value was at 1.881, which as per Field (2005)
met the assumption of independent errors.
The proportion of variance accounted by the regression model was (R'

= .116)

and (Adjusted R~ = .092), meaning the independent variables overall explain between
9.2% and 11.6% of the variance in short-term gain ethics. The model reported a
significant ANOVA F value contributing to the significance of the regression model as a
whole, F(5, 180) = 4.746, p < .05; hence making the regression model a good fit of the
data. The model was defined in the following equation:
Perceptions of short-term gain ethics = bo + bl uncertainty avoidance + b2 collectivism
= 4.736

(constant) + (.201 uncertainty avoidance) +

(-.076 collectivism)
Based on the model parameters, uncertainty avoidance and collectivism as
predictors showed significant explanatory relationships with the outcome sub-variable
perceptions of short-term gain ethics. The predictor uncertainty avoidance showed the

strongest weight in the model = .325, followed by collectivism P = -.181. The
unstandardized coefficients for the predictors uncertainty avoidance (B = .201) and
collectivism (B = -.076) indicated to what degree these predictors affect consumers'

perceptions of short-term gain ethics if all other predictors are held constant. Uncertainty

avoidance, the most important predictor in the model, had a significant positive

relationship with perceptions of short-term gain ethics, meaning for every unit increase in
consumers' uncertainty avoidance, a gain of .201 is predicted on the measure of
perceptions of short-term gain ethics. Collectivism, the second significant predictor in the

model, had a significant inverse relationship with perceptions of short-term gain ethics;
thus, for every unit increase in consumers' collectivism, it is predicted there would be a
decrease of ,076 on the measure ofperceptions of short-term gain ethics.
According to the above findings, H4b was partially supported in predicting the
outcome perceptions of short-term gain ethics, whereas "consumers' uncertainty
avoidance is primarily predicted to significantly affect positively perceptions oj'shortterm gain ethics, and, high consumers' collectivism is predicted to significantly affect

negatively perceptions of short-term gain ethics." Table 67 below presents the standard
multiple regression results for H 4 b in reference to the outcome sub-variable perceptions
of short-term gain ethics.

Table 67
Standard Multiple Regression Analysis of Consumers' Cultural Dimensions and
Perceptions of Short-Term Gain Ethics
Variables
Model

F

df

P

4.746

5

,000

B

SE

(Constant)

4.736

1.481

Uncertainty
avoidance
subscale
Collectivism
subscale

"076

'032

P

t

3.199

,181

2.379

P

.002*

.018*

R2

Adjusted
R2

,116

,092

Effect size in hypothesis 4b. ~ o h e n 'fs 'formula was used to obtain the effect size
indexes for the non-hierarchical multiple regression of hypothesis 4b. The formula is

R2

2

defined as:

=

Where, R' is the squared multiple correlation. Interpretation of the calculated effect sizes
was grounded within Cohen's (1988) magnitude of effect range of .02 (small), .15
(medium), and .35 (large). For the significant effects of a consumer's long-term
orientation andlor collectivism on the perceptions of long-term gain ethics, the squared
2
2
multiple correlation was R = .I33 leading to a Cohen's f = .15, which suggests a

I

moderate practical significance. For the significant effects of uncertainty avoidance and
collectivism on the perceptions of short-term gain ethics, an R' o f . 116 and f

'= .13

suggests a near moderate effect. Table 68 presents the relevant values of the effect size
within the context of a multiple regression.

-(

Table 68
Cohen's Effect Size in Hypothesis 4b
Outcome

Predictors

N

R'

186

,116

f2

Long-term gain
ethics
Long-term
orientation
Collectivism
Short-term gain
ethics
Uncertainty
avoidance
I

Collectivism

.13

Research Hypothesis 4c:
Hbc: Consumers'

sentiments about the marketing mix (product, price, promotion,

andplace) significantly affect consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
Hypothesis 4c was conceived to partially address the second and final research
question of the study as follows: Do consumers' demographic characteristics, consumers'
cultural dimensions, and consumers' sentiments about the marketing mix significantly
affect consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics?
Multiple regression of marketing mix elements and perceptions of long-term
gain ethics. In order to test Hypothesis 4c, one respective query was conducted through

SPSS for each sub-variable of the outcome perceptions of marketing ethics (long-term
gain ethics and short-term gain ethics). First, the four subscales of the ICSMscale were
entered in a forced entry (Enter) method for a standard multiple regression to predict the
value ofperceptions of long-term gain ethics based on the marketing mix elements acting
as predictors. The resulting model contained all four predictors. The Variance Inflation
Factor (VIF) as a predictor of strong linear relationships with other predictors may be a
concern of multicollinearity if over 10, while tolerance should be greater than .10 (Field,
2005). VIF for the model ranged from 1.094 to 1.362 and the tolerance ranged from ,734
to ,914, thus meeting the recommended guidelines for no multicollinearity. DurbinWatson statistical value was at 1.944, which as per Field (2005) met the assumption of
independent errors. The proportion of variance accounted by the regression model was R2
= ,113 with

an Adjusted R2 = .094, which means the independent variables overall

explain between 9.4% and 11.3% of the variance in perceptions of long-term gain ethics.
The model reported a significant ANOVA F value contributing to the significance of the

regression model as a whole, F(4, 181) = 5.792, p < .05; hence, making the regression
model a good fit of the data. The model showed one significant predictor, and was
defined in an equation as follows:
Perceptions of long-term gain ethics = bo + b, place
= 17.795 (constant)

+ (.272place)

Based on the model parameters, place as predictor in the model showed the only
significant explanatory relationship with the outcome sub-variable perceptions of longterm gain ethics. Place showed the strongest weight in the model P = .220. The
unstandardized coefficient (B = ,272) for the predictor place indicated to what degree it
affects perceptions of long-term gain ethics if all other predictors are held constant. Place
had a positive relationship with perceptions of long-term gain ethics, which statistically
means for every unit increase of consumers' sentiments about place, a gain of .272 is
predicted on the measure ofperceptions of long-term gain ethics.
According to the latter findings, H4c was partially supported in predicting the
outcome perceptions of long-term gain ethics, whereas only "consumers' sentiments
aboutplace significantly affect positively perceptions of long-term gain ethics." The
latter fmding can also be explained as, the higher a consumer's sentiment about
place/distribution, the higher will be the consumer'sperceptions of long-teum gain ethics.
The standard multiple regression results for H4c in reference to the outcome sub-variable
perceptions of long-term gain ethics are presented in Table 69.
Table 69
Standard Multiple Regression Analysis of Consumers' Sentiments Towards
Marketing Mix and Perceptions of Long-Term Gain Ethics
Variables

F

d f P

B

SE

0

f

P

R~

Adjusted
R~

Model

5.792

(Constant)
Place
subscale

4

,113

,000
17.795

1.823

,272

,101

,220

9.762

.OOO*

2.698

.008*

,094

Multiple regression of marketing mix elements and perceptions of short-term
gain ethics. Second, similar to the prior SPSS query, the four subscales of the ICSMscale

were entered in a forced entry (Enter) method for a standard multiple regression to
predict the value of the outcome sub-variable perceptions of short-term gain ethics. The
assumption of no multicollinearity was also checked through the Variance Inflation
Factor (VIF). According to Field (2005), VIF is a predictor of strong linear relationships
with other predictors, and may be a concern of multicollinearity if over 10, while
tolerance should be greater than .lo. VIF for the model ranged from 1.094 to 1.362 and
the tolerance ranged from .734 to .914, thus meeting the recommended guidelines for no
multicollinearity. Durbin-Watson statistical value was at 1.986, which as per Field (2005)
met the assumption of independent errors. The proportion of variance accounted by the
regression model was R2 = .I83 with an Adjusted R2 = ,165, meaning the independent
variables overall explain between 16.5% and 18.3% of the variance in perceptions of
short-term gain ethics. The model reported a significant ANOVA F value contributing to
the significance of the regression model as a whole, F(4, 181) = 10.114, p < .05; hence,
making the regression model a good fit of the data. The model indicated two significant
predictors, and was defined in the following equation:
Perceptions of short-term gain ethics = bo + bl pvoduct

+ b2 promotion

= 2.060

(constant) + (.23 1 product) + (.204

promotion)
Based on the model's regression coefficients, product andpromotion showed
significant explanatory relationships with the outcome sub-variable perceptions of shortterm gain ethics. The respective standardized beta coefficients forproduct @ = .287) and
promotion @ = .265) had the highest weights in the model. The unstandardized
coefficient values (B = .23 1) for the predictor product and (B = .204) for the predictor
promotion indicated to what degree both predictors affect perceptions of short-term gain
ethics if all other predictors are held constant. Product primarily had the most significant
positive relationship with perceptions of short-term gain ethics, which statistically means
for every unit increase of consumers' sentiments about product, a gain of .23 1 is
predicted on the measure ofperceptions of short-term gain ethics. To a lesser extent,
promotion had a significant positive relationship with perceptions of short-term gain
ethics, which means for every unit increase of consumers' sentiments about promotion, a
gain of .204 is predicted on the measure ofperceptions of short-tern gain ethics.
The above findings suggest, H4c was partially supported in predicting the
outcome perceptions of short-term gain ethics, whereas "consumers ' sentiments about
product andlor consumers' sentiments about promotion significantly affect positively
perceptions of short-term gain ethics." In other terms, the higher a consumer's sentiment
about product andlorpromotion is, the higher will be the consumer's perceptions of
short-term gain ethics. The standard multiple regression results for H4c in reference to the
outcome sub-variable perceptions of short-term gain ethics are presented below in Table
70.

Table 70
Standard Multiple Regression Analysis of Consumers' Sentiments Towards
Marketing Mix and Perceptions of Short-Term Gain Ethics
Variables

Model

F

df

P

10.114

4

,000

(Constant)
Product
subscale
Promotion
subscale

B

SE

2.060

.986

,204

,055

P

,265

t

P

2.090

.038*

3.729

.OOO*

R2

AGusted
R2

.I83

,165

"Significant at p < .05

Effect size hypothesis 4c. ohe en's f 'formula was used to obtain the effect size
indexes for the non-hierarchical multiple regression of hypothesis 4c. The formula is
2

defined as:

R2

=C

X

Where, R' is the squared multiple correlation. Interpretation of the calculated effect sizes
was grounded within Cohen's (1988) magnitude of effect range of .02 (small), .15
(medium), and .35 (large). For the significant effects of the variableplace on the

2

perceptions of long-term gain ethics, the squared multiple correlation was R = .113;
thus, leading to a ohe en's f = .13 that suggests a near moderate practical significance.
For the significant effects of the variables product and promotion on the perceptions of
short-term gain ethics, an R' of .I83 and a f 'of .22 suggests a moderate effect. Table 71
presents the relevant values of the effect size within the context of a multiple regression.
Table 71
Cohen's Effect Size in Hypothesis 4c
Outcome
Predictors
Long-term gain ethics

N

R~

f2

Short-term gain ethics
Product

186

.I83

.22

Promotion

Research Hypothesis 4d

H4d Consumers' demographic characteristics (gender, age, nationality, place of
residence, time in residence, race, education, and income), consumers' cultural
dimensions (collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and longterm orientation), and consumers' sentiments about the marketing mix (product, price,
promotion, andplace) significantly affect consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
Hypothesis 4d was conceived to address the second and final research question of
the study as follows: Do consumers' demographic characteristics, consumers' cultural
dimensions, and consumers' sentiments about the marketing mix significantly affect
consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics?
Hypothesis 4d allowed the evaluation of all independent variables as potential
significant predictors into a multiple regression analysis. In order to test Hypothesis 4d, a
multiple regression analysis using a hierarchical (enter) method was performed to
determine whether there were significant explanatory (correlational) relationships
between demographic characteristics (gender, age, nationality, place of residence, time in
residence, race, education, and income), consumers' cultural dimensions (collectivism,
uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and long-term orientation), and
consumers' sentiments towards the marketing mix (product, price, promotion, andplace)

vis-a-vis the two clusters that make up the consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics
(long-term gain ethics and short-term gain ethics).
Eta correlation tests. First, eta correlation tests were used to determine the
correlation between the categorical (nominal) demographic variables (gender, nationality,
place of residence, and race), and both dependent sub-variables long-term gain ethics
and short-term gain ethics. For this process, dummy variables were utilized for gender,
nationality, place of residence, and race. The resulting eta correlation results did not
indicate any significant eta correlations for none of the aforementioned demographic
variables vis-8-vis the long-term gain ethics sub-variable. However, significant eta
correlations resulted from the demographic variable nationality vis-A-vis the short-term
gain ethics sub-variable F(5, 177) = 3 . 0 2 3 , ~< .05. Table 72 shows the results of eta
correlations obtained through the means procedure in SPSS.

Table 72
Eta Correlations between Categorical Demographic Variables and Perceptions of
Marketinp Ethics
Eta squared
(h2)
Long-term gain ethics
Gender
Nationality

.030
,183

.OO 1
,033

,162
,765

,688
,634

Place of residence
Race

,188
,151

,035
,023

2.225
2.132

,087
,122

Gender
Nationality

,115
,347

,013
,120

2.472
3.023

,118
.003*

Place of residence
Race

,075
,106

,006
,011

,342
1.044

.795
,354

Short-term gain ethics

Note: * p < .05

Based on the above findings, in continuous preparation of the standard multiple
regression for H4d, a Pearson r correlation analysis was then conducted with the
significant categorical demographic variable nationality, the ordinal demographic
variables (age, time in residence, education, and income), the consumers' cultural
dimensions variables, the consumers' marketing mix variables, and the dependent
variable perceptions of marketing ethics (long-term gain ethics and short-term gain

ethics). A statistical evaluation from Pearson r correlation results helped to limit
irrelevant independent variables in the regression process, and to determine the order in
which to enter these variables for the model.
Multiple regression with perceptions of long-term gain ethics in hypothesis

4d. The first analysis of the Pearson r correlation results showed, other than a significant
inverse correlation for the variable masculinity, all other significant variables had a
positive correlation with long-term gain ethics. The resulting order for the long-term gain

ethics regression was as follows: place (r = ,294,p

= .000), long-term

, 2 6 3 , ~= .000), education (r = .253,p

=

~ .004),price (r = .206,p
(r = , 2 1 2 , =

= .005), uncertainty

.003), income (r = .178, p

.000),product (r = .225,p

= .015), and masculinity

orientation (r =

= .002), collectivism

avoidance (r = .181,p

(r = -.149, p

= .042). Table

=

73 below

demonstrates results of significant Pearson r correlations with the 6-item long-term gain

ethics subscale.
Table 73

Pearson r Correlations with Long-Term Gain Ethics for Hypothesis 4dAnalysis
Variables
Pearson r
p-value
Place
.294
.OOO
Long-term orientation
.263
,000
Education
.253
,000

Product
Collectivism
Price
Uncertainty avoidance
Income
Masculinity
Note. (-) means inverse correlation

.225
.212
.206
.I81
.I78
-.I49

.002
,004
.005
,013
.015
.042

The perceptions of long-term gain ethics regression analysis in hypothesis 4d was
conducted with an "enter blockwise/hierarchical method" using the resulting Pearson r
order shown above. While the median was used for education and income, all other
variables were ordinal and entered as such in the regression test. Nine different models
resulted from the hierarchical multiple regression testing for any significant affect
relationship between selected variables from consumers' demographic profile, cultural
dimensions, sentiments of marketing mix, and their perceptions of long-term gain ethics.
Each model had significant F values reflecting the significance of the regression
model as a whole. Model 7 produced a total of six predictors, had values of (F= 7 . 3 5 5 , ~
=

.000), and the highest ~ d j u s t e explaining
d~~
between 19.3% and 22.4% of the

variance. With Durbin-Watson's statistical value at 1.929 the assumption of independent
errors was met. A VIF for the model ranging from 1.06 1 to 1.388 with a tolerance level
from .720 to .942 confirmed there was no multicollinearity in the data (Field (2005). By

1

that, model 7 was selected as the best explanatory model to predict consumers'
perceptions of long-term gain ethics.
Analysis of each individual predictor indicated three significant explanatory
relationships, respectively between long-term orientation andperceptions of long-term
gain ethics (t = 2.786, p = .006, p = ,190); between education andperceptions of longterm gain ethics (t = 2.453, p = ,015, P = ,173); and between collectivism andperceptions

of long-term gain ethics (t = 2.353, p

= ,020,

= .173). All

three aforemcntioned

variables had a positive relationship with perceptions of long-term gain ethics. The model
was defined in the following equation:
Long-term gain ethics = bo + bl long-term orientation 4-b2 education + b3 collectivism
= 10.188 (constant) + (.I39

long-term orientation) + (.636

education) + (. 130 collectivism) + e
Based on the model parameters, the unstandardized coefficients for the predictors
indicated to what degree these predictors affect consumers' perceptions of long-term gain
ethics if all other predictors are held constant. In further explanatory terms, for every unit
increase in consumers' long-term orientation, a gain of .I39 is predicted on the measure
ofperceptions of long-term gain ethics; for every unit increase in consumers' level of
education a gain of .636 is predicted on the measure ofperceptions of long-term gain
ethics; for every unit increase in consumers' collectivism a gain of .I30 is predicted on
the measure ofperceptions of long-term gain ethics. According to the aforementioned
findings, H4d was partially supported in predicting the outcome perceptions of long-term
gain ethics, whereas "consumers' long-term orientation, education, and collectivism
significantly affect positively perceptions of long-term gain ethics." Table 74 below
presents the standard multiple regression results for H4 in reference to the outcome subvariable perceptions of long-term gain ethics.
Table 74
Multiple Regression of All Signijcant Variables and Perceptions of Long-Term Gain
Ethics
Variables

F

d f P

B

SE

P

t

P

R2

Adjusted
R*

Model 7

7.335

7

,000

,224
10.188

2.373

Education

,636

,259

Collectivism
subscale

,130

,055

(Constant)

4.292

.OOO*

,173

2.453

.015*

,173

2.353

.020*

,193

Long-term
orientation
subscale

Note. *p < .05
Multiple regression with perceptions of short-term gain ethics in hypothesis

4d. A Pearson r correlation analysis with the perceptions of short-term gain ethics
resulted in a significant inverse correlation for the variables masculinity, time in
residence, and nationality/Africa while all other significant variables had a positive
correlation with short-term gain ethics. The resulting order for the short-term gain ethics
regression was as follows::product (r = ,332,p
uncertainty avoidance (r = .271, p
income (r = .196,p

= .000),promotion

(r = .328, p

= .000),

= .000), nationality/Caribbean (r = .260, p = .000),

= .007), time in residence (r = -.183,p = .012),place ( r = . 1 7 4 , ~=

.018), education (r = , 1 6 4 , =
~ .025), masculinity ( r = -.152,p = .039), and
nationality/Afiica (r = -. 147,p = ,045). Table 75 below demonstrates results o f
significant Pearson r correlations with the 2-item short-term gain ethics subscale.
Table 75
Pearson r Correlations with Short-Term Gain Ethics for Hypothesis 4d Analysis
Variables
Pearson r
p-value
Product
.332
.OOO
Promotion
,328
.OOO
Uncertainty avoidance
.271
.OOO
Nationalitylcarribean
,260
.OOO
Income
,196
.007
Time in residence
-.183
.012
Place
.I74
.018

Education
Masculinity
NationalityIAfrica
Note. (-) signifies inverse correlation

-.147

.045

The perceptions of short-term gain ethics multiple regression analysis for testing
hypothesis 4d was also conducted using the 'enter blockwise/hierarchical method based
on the Pearson r reported above. Nine different models resulted from the hierarchical
multiple regression searching for any significant affect relationship between selected
variables from consumers' demographic profile, consumers' cultural dimensions,
consumers' sentiments of marketing mix, and their perceptions of short-term gain ethics.
Each model had significant F values reflecting the significance of the regression
model as a whole. The Model 9 containing all ten variables entered into the regression
had values (F = 7.309, p

= .000). With

the highest ~ d j u s t e dR~ combined with the highest

R square, it explained between 25.4% and 29.5% of the variance. With Durbin-Watson's
statistical value at 2.056 the assumption of independent errors were satisfied. VIF for the
model ranging from 1.032 to 1.565, and a tolerance level from .639 to .969, confirmed
the absence of multicollinearity (Field (2005). By that, model 9 appeared to be the best
explanatory model to predict consumers' perceptions of short-term gain ethics within this
regression context.
Analysis of the individual predictors indicated their significant contributions to
the model in sequence. Hence, significant relationships were respectively shown between
promotion and perceptions of short-term gain ethics (t = 3.254, p = ,001, P = .224);
between uncertainty avoidance andperceptions of short-term gain ethics (t = 3.193, p
= .002, /?= .21l);

between product and perceptions of short-term gain ethics ( t = 2.605, p

= ,010,

p

-

.194) and; between income andperceptions of short-term gain ethics (t =

2 . 2 3 0 , ~= .027, /I = .168), and; between nationality/Caribbean andperceptions of short= ,034, /I = .144). All these variables had a positive
term gain ethics (t = 2 . 1 3 8 , ~

relationship with the outcome sub-variable perceptions of short-term gain ethics. The
model was defined in the following equation:
Perceptions of short-term gain ethics = bo + b, promotion
b3 product

+ b2 uncertainty avoidance +

+ b4 income + b5 nationaliwaribbean + e
= 3 2 4 (constant)

+ (.173promotion) + (.130

uncertainty avoidance) + (. 156product) + (1.380
income) + (1.457 nationality/Caribbean)+ e
Based on the model parameters, the unstandardized coefficients for the predictors
indicated to what degree these significant predictors affect consumers' perceptions of
short-term gain ethics if all other predictors are held constant. By that it can be said for
every unit increase from any of the above-mentioned significant predictors, a gain
quantified by the related unstandardized coefficient value (b) is predicted on the measure
ofperceptions of short-term gain ethics. According to the aforementioned findings, H4d
was partially supported in predicting the outcome perceptions of short-term gain ethics,
whereas "consumers' sentiments toward promotion andlor product, consumers'
uncertainty avoidance trait, consumers' income, and consumers from the Caribbean were
shown to significantly affect positively perceptions of short-term gain ethics. Table 76
below presents the standard multiple regression results for H4 in reference to these
predictors' effects on the outcome sub-variable perceptions of short-term gain ethics.

Multiple Regression of All Signijcant Variables and Perceptions of Short-Term Gain
Ethics
Variables

F

Model 9

7.309

d f P
10

B

SE

P

t

P

,000

(Constant)

,824

1.704

Income

1.380

,000

Nationality1
Caribbean

1.457

,681

,484

.629

,168

2.230

.027*

,144

2.138

.034*

R2

Adjusted
R~

,295

,254

Promotion
subscale
Uncertainty
avoidance
subscale
Product
subscale

Note. *p < .05

Post-Hoc Statistical Power

In addition of the a priori sample size, previously estimated for the current
research with Green's (1991) formula 8k + 50, a post-hoc statistical power for multiple
regression analyses was also conducted for each specific construct (consumer
demographic characteristics, cultural dimensions, and marketing mix) tested under

hypothesis 4. The power analysis sought to confirm appropriateness of the sample size
used in the regression analyses. In the field of statistic, "the power of a statistical test is
the probability that its null hypothesis (Ho) will be rejected given that it is in fact false.. .
significant tests that lack statistical power are of limited use" (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, &
Buchner, 2007, p. 175).
For the consumers' demographic characteristics and the consumers' perceptions
of long-term gain ethics, a post-hoc statistical power calculated for the resulting two-

predictor regression model, using the output values of the applicable computed
regression, was satisfactory. With an observed R2 of .064, a probability level of K = .05,
and a total sample size N = 186, the statistical power was 1.0. Additionally, a power
analysis also conducted with all eight potential predictors under the construct consumers'
demographic characteristics produced a value of .99 (Soper, 2014). The aforementioned
results proved to be sufficient based on the minimal power level of .95 ([beta] = .05)
established as a rule of confidence (Cashen & Geiger, 2004). It can be then reaffirmed
that the sample size N = 186 utilized for the multiple regression, of consumers'
sentiments of the marketing mix and the perceptions of long-term gain ethics is adequate;
thus excluding any concomitant assumption of Type I and Type I1 errors.
For the consumers' demographic characteristics and the consumers' perceptions
of long-term gain ethics, a post-hoc statistical power analysis of the resulting fivepredictor regression model, using the output values of the applicable computed
regression, was satisfactory. With an observed R2 of ,147, a probability level of K = .05,
and a total sample size N = 186, a statistical power of 1.0 was produced. Additionally, a
power analysis with all eight potential predictors under the construct consumers'
demographic characteristics also resulted in a value of 1.0 (Soper, 2014). The
aforementioned results proved to be sufficient based on the minimal power level of .95
([beta] = .05) established as a rule of confidence (Cashen & Geiger, 2004). It can be then
reaffirmed that the sample size N = 186 utilized for the multiple regression, of
consumers' sentiments towards the marketing mix and the perceptions of long-term gain
ethics is adequate; hence excluding any concomitant assumption of Type I and Type I1
errors.

For the consumers' cultural dimensions and the consumers' perceptions of longterm gain ethics, a post-hoc statistical power inclusive of all five potential predictors
under the construct consumers' cultural dimensions was calculated using the output
values of the applicable computed regression. With an observed R2o f . 133, a probability
level of cc = .05, and a total sample size N = 186, a resulting value of 0.99 was achieved
for the statistical power (Soper, 2014). Additionally, the resulting two-predictor
regression model produced a statistical power of 1.0. Both aforementioned results
confirm adequacy of the sample size when evaluated with the minimal power level of .95
([beta] = .05) established as a rule of confidence (Cashen & Geiger, 2004). It can be then
reaffirmed that the sample size N = 186 utilized for the multiple regression of consumers'
cultural dimensions and consumers' perceptions of long-term gain ethics is adequate;
hence excluding any related assumption of Type I and Type I1 errors.
For the consumers' cultural dimensions and the perceptions of short-term gain
ethics, a post-hoc statistical power inclusive of all five potential predictors under the
construct consumers' cultural dimensions was calculated using the output values of the
applicable computed regression. With an observed R2 of .116, a probability level of
cc = .05, and a total sample size N = 186, a resulting value of 0.98 was achieved for the

statistical power (Soper, 2014). Additionally, the resulting two-predictor regression
model produced a statistical power of 1.0. Both aforementioned results proved to be
sufficient based on the minimal power level of .95 ([beta] = .05) established as a rule of
confidence (Cashen & Geiger, 2004). It can be then reaffirmed that the sample size N =
186 utilized for the multiple regression, of consumers' cultural dimensions and

consumers' perceptions of short-term gain ethics is adequate, and excludes any related
assumption of Type I and Type I1 errors.
For the consumers' sentiments of the marketing mix and the consumers'
perceptions of long-term gain ethics, a post-hoc statistical power inclusive of all four
potential predictors under the construct consumers' sentiments of the marketing mix was
calculated using the output values of the applicable regression analysis. With an observed
R2 o f . 113, a probability level of K = .05, and a total sample size N = 186, a resulting

value of 0.98 was achieved for the statistical power (Soper, 2014). Additionally, the
resulting regression model produced a statistical power of 1.O. The reported results
proved to be sufficient based on the minimal power level of .95 ([beta] = .05) established
as a rule of confidence (Cashen & Geiger, 2004). It can be then reaffirmed that the
sample size N = 186 utilized for the multiple regression, of consumers' sentiments of the
marketing mix and consumers' perceptions of long-term gain ethics is adequate; thus,
excluding any related assumption of Type I and Type I1 errors.
For the consumers' sentiments of the marketing mix and the consumers'
perceptions of short-term gain ethics, a post-hoc statistical power inclusive of all four
potential predictors under the construct consumers' sentiments of the marketing mix was
calculated using the output values of the applicable regression analysis. With an observed

R2 of .183, a probability level of K = .05, and a total sample size N = 186, a resulting
value of 0.99 was achieved for the statistical power (Soper, 2014). Additionally, the
resulting two-predictor regression model produced a statistical power of 1.O. The results
proves to be sufficient based on the minimal power level of .95 ([beta] = .05) as a
suggested rule for confidence (Cashen & Geiger, 2004). It can be then reaffirmed that the

sample size N = 186 utilized for the multiple regression, of consumers' sentiments of the
marketing mix and the perceptions of short-term gain ethics is adequate; hence voiding
any related assumption of Type I and Type I1 errors. The related statistical power results
are presented below in Table 77.
Table 77

Post- Hoc Statistical Power of Multiple Regression Analyses
N

K

P

R~

Statistical
power

186

.05

>.05

.064

1.O

Consumers'
demographics &
perceptions of short-term
gain ethics

186

.05

>.05

,147

Consumers' cultural
dimensions & perceptions
of long-term ethics

186

.05

>.05

,133

186

.05

>.05

,116

186

.05

>.05

.I 13

186

.05

>.05

,183

Multiple regression
Consumers'
demographics &
perceptions of long-term
gain ethics

Consumers' cultural
dimensions & perceptions
of short-term ethics
Consumers' sentiments of
marketing mix &
perceptions of long-term
ethics
Consumers' sentiments of
marketing mix &
perceptions of short-term
ethics

1.O

CHAPTER V DISCUSSION
Summary
The study's findings reported in Chapter IV have partially coincided with existing
empirical assertions from the literature in the domain of consumers' cognitive and affect
feelings toward businesses and marketing ethics in general. Research questions of this
exploratory study targeted a concrete and objective clarification of: (1) hypothetical
significant differences between consumers' demographic characteristics, consumers'
cultural dimensions, consumers sentiments of the marketing mix and their perceptions of
marketing ethics, and; (2) the influence of consumers' demographic characteristics,
consumers' culture, and consumers' sentiments of the marketing mix toward their
perceptions of marketing ethics. Chapter V engages in the endeavor of interpreting these
pertinent fmdings, the study' s limitations and practical implications, conclusions, and
recommendations for future studies.
Interpretations
Descriptive Characteristics of Sample
The final data-producing sample (N = 186) of consumers surveyed within the
New Orleans Metropolitan area was collected from a sample of males (47.8%) and
females (52.2%) respondents.
The gender participation rate is a reasonable distribution between both sexes.
Moreover, there was not any significant gap in the gender participation rate between the
three race groups, namely White, Black, and Other. The age group 18 to 25, containing
the younger respondents, turned out the highest participation rate, and that of the next
three age groups (26-35,36-45, and 46-55) respectively reached 22.5%, 20.5%, and

20.4%. Participation rate of the oldest age groups, 56-65 (7.5%) and over 65 (3.3%) was
quite low compared to the younger age groups. While the sites of data distribution and
collection may have played a role in the gap between younger and older respondents, the
metropolitan area may also be one additional factor.

In reference to consumer respondents' provenance, those from the United States
had the highest rate of participation (74.2%), which demonstrates a huge margin.
Consumer respondents from Mexico and Canada had the lowest participation rate (0.5%),
and there was not any collection from consumers with a Middle East background. A
comparison analysis using the respondents' profile and the 2010 Census Data indicates
the percentage of 74.2% of American respondents reflects the likely composition of the
population estimates. Distribution results seem favorable to the study's objective as a
resulting 40.4% of respondents lived in the city of New Orleans, and the remaining
59.6% in other surrounding areas of the New Orleans Metropolitan area. The New
Orleans city should be the primary zone of concentration where consumers would be
expected to have the strongest cultural characteristics of the New Orleans Metropolitan
area. As earlier mentioned, consumers that have been residing in the area for less than
three years were considered as either adapted resident consumers or were adapting to the
milieu, and those over five years were classified as resident consumers. The majority of
the sample, 65.6% of respondents, lived in the New Orleans Metropolitan area for more
than 5 years, and a percentage of 17.7% lived less than 3 years. The latter suggests a
practical mix of consumer respondents in a population supposedly considered as diverse.
Coherent to the research design, the number of usable respondent surveys was
settled at 186 in order to reach a convenient sample of 33.3% for each of the three race

groups considered in the study: White, BlacklAfrican American, and Other. The final
sampling of race can be considered to be a good index of generalizability of consumers'
perceptions according to race. In regard to education, consumer respondents with a
doctorate degree had the lowest participation rate of 2.2%, and next to them were those
without a high school diploma at 5.9%. The highest turnout of 33.3% was associated with
consumers with a high school diploma. A non-normally-distributed data resulted for the
household income variable, which is fairly common for a pluralistic environment.
Household earnings of $100,000 or more, accounted for 16.1% of the sample. Consumer
respondents with household earnings of $50,000 or more amounted to 47.3% of the
sample, 45.7% for those within the range of $10,000 to 49,999, and 7% for those with
less than $10,000. This income breakdown somehow demonstrates consumer
respondents' purchasing power, and if income has any speculative effect on these
consumers' perceptions.

Frequency Distribution Data
Firstly, the frequency distribution data results for the cultural value dimensions
enable an overview of consumers' perceptions on the most relevant cultural indicators. In
reference to the individualism trait, consumers' proclivity toward coNectivism conveys
that the level of this cultural value was much stronger than that typically associated to the
mainstream U.S. culture. This sense of collectivism delineates an apparent particularity of
the milieu, which was evidenced through the question, "individuals shouldsticlc to the
group even through d8culties ", whereas respectively, 25.8% of respondents strongly
agree, and 38.2% agree somewhat.

The surveyed consumers exhibited high uncertainty avoidance, which means they
do not like uncertainty and ambiguity; hence, an indication that they would be more
adamant to change conventional behaviors and ideas. The strong support for high
uncertainty avoidance characteristics among consumer respondents suggest transitioning
to new products or new marketing strategies that do not embrace the rules and behaviors
in place may be challenging and problematic. In reference to the masculinity trait, it was
shown to be moderate to high, another characteristic that may influence perceptions at
preserving old traditions considered to be sacred to the environment's cultural heritage.
For example, 3 1.7% strongly agree and 29.0% agree somewhat, that "there are some jobs
that a man can always do better than a woman". This endorsement of the latter question
may be influenced by a possible allusion to jobs that would require physical strength. In
spite of all speculation, the level of masculinity for consumers in the New Orleans
Metropolitan area do not differ much from Hofstede's findings about typical American
behavioral patterns (The Hofstede Centre, 2014).
There was a high mark of disagreement onpower distance characteristics, and
this is not surprising based on the environment's deep culture of socialization. A review
of questions pertinent to the power distance cultural value seems to confirm a consistent
pattern favorable to the rejection ofpower distance by the majority of consumers. The
average percentage expressing strong unfavorable support for power distance was
recorded at 34.94 %, and next to that was 32.9% for those that disagree somewhat. The
long-term orientation cultural value was shown to be duly existent in the New Orleans
Metropolitan area. The question "working hard for success in the future" was viewed as
'extremely important' and 'important' for an approximate 87.6 % of consumer

respondents. This sort of value may be an indication of lower tolerance for unethical
practices in business activities.
Secondly, frequency distribution data for the marketing mix demonstrate
consumers have mixed feelings toward the variable product. For example, 54.8% of
consumer respondents agree somewhat and 25.8% strongly agree on the question, "I am
satisjed with most of the products I buy. " On another viewpoint, 32.8 % agree

somewhat and 6.5% strongly agree on the question, "Mostproducts I buy wear out too
quickly."

In reference to price, the majority of consumer respondents 78.5% perceive to
some degree that business could charge lower price and still be profitable (New
verbiage). This finding suggests that consumers in the New Orleans Metropolitan area
not only feel items are overpriced, but it also implies a lack of trust in standards of price
fairness. Huangfu and Zhu (2012) surveyed a Chinese sample that perceived price rises
based on cost increases as fair, but as unfair any price rise based on increase of demand.
An earlier research by Hermann (2007) within a German setting found "price perceptions
directly influence satisfaction judgments as well as indirectly through perceptions of
price fairness" (p.49). These outcomes should encourage business to frame pricing
strategy and marketing practices on standards of fairness.
Some negative sentiments towards advertising were shown, but surprisingly many
consumers also claim to enjoy advertising --Ienjoy most ads -where 8.6% strongly
agreeing and 30.6% agreeing somewhat. On the contrary, for the variable 'most
advertising makes,false claims, 19.9% of consumer respondents strongly agreeing and

39.2% strongly disagreeing. These results appear to indicate ambivalence towards

advertising activities, or perhaps while consumers enjoy some ads they also are not
unaware of ads that are devoid of ethics. It is also probable that this controversial
consumer's perception may stem from the fact that traditional advertising has faded
away. This new behavioral perception may be induced by the typical consumer's innate
sense of humor caught up with new advertising techniques full of hyperboles.
Overall, the level of agreement recorded for the variable place reflects the
a

respondents' favorable sentiments about distribution area. This marketing mix element
has earned favorable ratings among consumers surveyed within different settings
(Peterson & Ekici, 2007). This positive trend may be due to retailers' actions at
revamping their distributionlplace with sustainable strategies that can attract an educated
consumer base. Gangadharaiah, Ramesh, Nagaraju & Hanumanthappa (2013) using
various demographic and psychographic variables for analysis, revealed how urban
consumers opted for organized retailers because of quality, service, location, and
ambiance.

Psychometric Characteristics
The exploratory factor analysis (EFA) for the 26-item CVSCALE with its subconstructs (collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and longterm orientation) resulted in the retention of all items used to survey respondents. The
reliability analysis demonstrated acceptable levels of alpha coefficients with values of .84
for collectivism, .91 for uncertainty avoidance, .80 for masculinity, .86 for power
avoidance, and .94 for long-term orientation. A comparative evaluation of the CVSCALE
with prior studies indicates the aforementioned alphas compare well in terms of
robustness with alpha values found within Yoo et al. (2001) validation study. Similarly,

factor analysis of the current study produced a coherent structure. Psychometric
characteristics of the current study ranging from .79 to .94 were found to be consistent
with Yoo et al. (2001) strong reliability and validity results, which were drawn from
analyzing: (1) samples composed of American, and Korean adults where reliability
results ranged from .79 to .91 for Americans and from .78 to .89 for Koreans; (2) samples
of Poles and Brazilians respectively showing alphas of .85 and .76 for collectivism; .76
and .70 for uncertainty avoidance; .84 and .79 for power distance; .71 and .71 for
masculinity; and .78 and .72 for long-term orientation. The table below presents a
comparison of reliability estimates' of the CVSCALE.
Table 78
Comparison of Reliability Estimates of the CVSCALE
Study

Coefficient alpha

Current study Antoine
(2014)

New Orleans Metro Area
Consumers (N= 186)

Cultural dimensions

Collectivism
Uncertainty avoidance
Power distance
Masculinity
Long-term orientation
Yoo et a1.(2011)

Yoo et a1.(2011)

Americans
(N=2 13)
.85

Koreans (N=220)

.88
.9 1
.84

.79
.79
.84

Collectivism
Uncertainty avoidance
Power distance
Masculinity

.79

.78

Long-term orientation

Poles
(N=3 00)
.85

.89

Brazilians (N=149)
.76

Collectivism

.76
.84

.70
.79

.71
.78

.7 1
.72

Uncertainty avoidance
Power distance
Masculinity
Long-term orientation

The exploratory factor analysis of the 20-item ICSM scale (Gaski, 1986,2008)
supported the four-factor structure of the scale, but failed to sustain all original variables
for a firm reliability and validity while using a cross-cultural sample from the New
Orleans Metro area. The scale with its marketing mix sub-constructs (product, price,

promotion, and place) ended with four items being discarded in furtherance of sound
statistical procedures. After deletion of the four variable items PROD39, PRI40, PRI41,
and PROM048 for threatening the convergent and discriminant validity of the scale,
reliability estimates stood at .72 for product, .86 for price, .74 for promotion, and .72 for
place. These values were well above the .70, recommended by Nunnally and Bemstein
(1994). When compared to extensive validation data of the scale by Gaski (2008)
whereas a spectrum of adequate annual correlation coefficients for the scale's constructs
are reported, the values overall are within close range. Gaski (2008) coefficient values
ranged from .749 to .791 (product), ,750 to 3 0 4 (price), ,729 to .780 (promotion), and
309 to ,837 (place). Previous findings from Chan and Cui (2004), after purification, were
0.678 for product, 0.559 for price, 0.753 for advertising, and 0.698 for retailing. The most
recent trial by Bums, Gupta, and Bums (2013) resulted in reliabilities of 0.675 for
product, 0.755 for price, 0.809 promotionladvertising, and 0.790 placelretailing. The
table below presents a comparison of reliability estimates of the ICSM scale from some
studies.

Table 79
Compavison of Reliability Estimates of the ICSM Scale
Study
Coefficient alpha
New Orleans Metro Area
Current studv Antoine
(20 12)
Consumers (N= 186)
.72
.86
.74
.72
Burns, Gupta, &Burns
(20 13)

Gaski (2008)

Jesuit & State University
Students in U.S. (N=233)
575
.755
,809
.790

Cultural dimensions

Product
Price
Promotion
PlaceIDistribution

Product
Price
Promotion
PlacelRetailing

U.S. Consumers12 1 annual data
collections
Product
Price
Promotion
Place/Selling

Chan & Cui (2004)

Urban Consumers in China (N=
793)
,678
.559
,753
.698

Product
Price
Promotion
PlacelRetailing

The exploratory factor analysis of the 9-item adapted PRESOR scale used within
the current study led to elimination of one item, and ended with respectively 6 items for
the long-term gain ethics and 2 items for the short-term gain ethics. Nevertheless, a twofactor structure was similarly produced, and each sub-construct carried acceptable
Cronbach's alpha values, thus .882 for long-term gain ethics, and ,771 for short-term gain
ethics.

Research Hypothesis 1

HI is stated as follows: There are significant differences between consumers'
demographic characteristics (gender, age, nationality, place ofresidence, time in
residence, race, education, and income), and consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
First, an independent sample t-test did not find any support in reference to the
assumption of significant differences between the consumer's gender and perceptions of

long-term gain ethics and short-term gain ethics. On average males' perceptions of longterm gain ethics were slightly higher than those of females, but the difference was not
significant. Similarly, on average, males' perceptions of short-term gain ethics were
slightly higher than those of females, but the difference was not significant. The sample
means between male and female did not reflect any questionable standard error gap,
which suggested the existence of similar low means across pairs of sample of the
population.
The non-significant finding aligns with some previous studies conducted in
different cultural contexts that also found no significant differences in perceptions of
gender. For example, Ergeneli and Arikan (2002) with a sample of Turkish salespeople;
Kum-Lung and Teck-Chai (2010) with a sample derived from Malaysia; and, Tsaliltis
and Lassar (2009) with their sample from Turkey and Egypt. Therefore, gender
differences in perceptions of marketing ethics have not been apart from controversies.
Green and Antoine (201 1) reiterated this dissension evidenced in Ford and Richardson's
(1994) review of the empirical literature, where the reported findings indicated almost a
split between females being more ethical than males and no significant differences found
between genders. Roxas and Stoneback (2004) analyzing a clustered sample that
included various countries, found males overall to be significantly less ethical than

females while a filtered analysis from the same sample identified females in China as less
likely to behave ethically. Lund (2008) surveyed 360 U.S marketing professionals and
found females with significantly higher ethical judgments than men. Oumlil and
Balloum (2009) found with a sample of business managers from Morocco and U.S. that
females had a higher ethical judgment than their male counterparts. And,
Hadjicharalambous and Walsh (2012) found female subjects exhibiting a higher ethical
sensitivity.
For the assumption of significant differences between consumers' age and
consumers' perceptions of long-tern gain ethics and short-term gain ethics, HI was not
supported. Stevenson and Bodkin (1998), within their cross-cultural research, also found
age not to be correlated to ethical perceptions toward sales practices. Marques and
Azevedo-Pereira (2009) reported no significant differences in ethical judgment between
older and younger Portuguese. The current finding and the aforementioned ones could
have been a reaffirmation of the non-correlation of age and perceptions of ethics, but
contradictory results found within other studies suggest otherwise.
Yamamura and Stedham (201 I), investigating business ethics in Japan, confirmed
a significant and positive relationship between age and ethical judgment. This finding is
not isolated, and can be afforded further significance due to similar correlations shown
between age and ethicality through other studies (Borkowski & Ugras, 1998; Conroy,
Emerson, & Pons, 2009; Elango, Kundu & Paudel, 2010; Karcher, 1996; Peterson,
Rhoads & Vaught, 200 1; Sidani, Zbib, Rawwas & Moussawer, 2009; and, Wimalasiri,
200 1). More importantly, their findings are also supported by Kohlberg's model of
cognitive moral development, which posits on the foremost notion that one's judgment is

linked to one's stage of moral development. Moreover, a brief analysis of the study's
sample of respondents and their respective age group was helpful to this particular
debate. In fact, while there were no significant differences found through quantitative
analysis, the profile of consumer respondents still indicated a positive correlation in
perceptions of ethics between the age group of 18 to 25 making up 25.8% of the total
respondents, and the age groups of 56-65 and over 65 making both 10.8%. Based on the
study's finding and prior ones about age in this particular context, it is more rational to
consider the age effect on ethical perceptions as continuing to vary within such research.

HI was partially supported in reference to consumers' nationalities or regions.
While "there were no significant differences between consumers' nationalities or regions
and consumers' perceptions of long-term gain ethics, but there were significant
differences between consumers' nationalities or regions and consumers' perceptions of

short-term gain ethics. " A related post hoc comparison Scheffk procedure proved the
highest significant difference in perceptions of short-term gain ethics to occur among
consumers from the Caribbean (M = 9.00), and these perceptions were almost
significantly higher than those among consumers from the U.S. (M = 6.52) and Africa (M
= 3.67).

A review of the perceptions of short-term gain ethics questions: "The most
important concernfor a j r m is making a projt even if it means bending or breaking the
rules"; and, "efficiency is much more important to afirm than whether or not t h e j r m is
seen as ethical" could be an indication of the gap in perception of business ethics
between consumers from the Caribbean region and the U.S. However, the low number of
respondents from the Caribbean may also affect the results. Regardless of the latter,

Beekun, Hamdy,Westerman, and HassabElnaby (2008) study using philosophical
attributes to assess the potential impact of one's nationality on hislher individual's ethical
decision, found a significant effect. Additionally, perceptual differences between
individuals from different nationalities were apparent in other cross-cultural research
(Burnaz, Atakan, Topcu & Singhapakdi, 2009; Flaming, Agacer & Uddin, 2010).

HI found support in reference to "significant effects of consumers' place of
residence on the perceptions of long-term gain ethics, but not for the perceptions of
short-term gain ethics. In regard to the perceptions of long-term gain ethics according to
place of residence, there were significant differences between consumers residing in

Kenner and those in provenance of surrounding areas of the New Orleans Metropolitan
area. There were also significant differences between consumers from Kenner and those
from the city of New Orleans. The explanatory argument herein would be that the
composition of the city of Kenner's population varies from the population of other areas
of the New Orleans Metropolitan area. That observation is supported by the 2010 Census
data, which reported Kenner's population with a higher concentration of Hispanics at
22.4% compared to Metairie 3.2% and New Orleans 5.2%. As earlier mentioned in this
study, cultural particularities of a consumer's place set market demands such as
competition, type of products, and prices, which in fact should influence to a certain
extent the consumers' perceptions of ethics.

HI in reference to the consumers' time in residence was partially supported since
"there were no significant differences between consumers' time in residence for the
perceptions of long-term gain ethics, but significant differences between consumers' time
in residence for the perceptions of short-term gain ethics. " The post-hoc analysis

demonstrates the highest significant difference observed in perceptions ofshort-term gain

ethics was between consumers with less than 3 years of residency (M = 7.64) and
consumers with 3 to 5 years of residency (M = 6.00); between consumers with less than 3
years of residency (M = 7.64) and consumers with more than 5 years of residency (M =
25.57). In general, the significant differences were even higher between consumers with
more than 5 years of residence versus all other consumers. Perhaps, these differences
may have a link with societal factors, and traditional business behaviors influencing
consumers' views as they really settled in the milieu. Unfortunately, the literature lacks
empirical evidence in this area, and the current finding should be generalizable only to
the New Orleans Metropolitan area. Recommendations for the improvement of consumer
satisfaction in this area would be similar to that of Ganesan (1994) suggesting the
application of marketing tools based on a consumer time horizons.

An ANOVA did not show support for HI in reference to the demographic
variable race since "there were no significant differences between consumers' race for
the perceptions of long-term and short-term gain ethics." A related post-hoc analysis
reveals the three race groups -White, Black, and Other - have slightly varying mean
scores, which indicate there is not a relative importance according to their perceptions of
marketing ethics. This sort of finding is not isolated in the literature as
Hadjicharalambous and Walsh (2012) found ethical sensitivity to vary among four
ethnicity /race groups surveyed in the U.S., but no significant differences were detected.
The non-significant effects of race on perceptions of ethics is an interesting one reflecting
how in the New Orleans Metropolitan milieu race does not matter much within
consumers' perceptions for ethical issues. There are two aspects deserving of attention.

The first one is the likelihood for different race groups within one environment to hold
behavioral perceptions more like one or more subgroups due to their shared culture,
history, and convictions. The second may be the outcome of ethical reasoning not
dependent on race contrary to implied predictions from premises behind in-group and
identification theories (Coleman, 20 11).

HI was partially supported in reference to the consumers' education since "there
were significant differences between consumers' education for the perceptions of longterm gain ethics, but there were no significant differences for the perceptions of shortterm gain ethics". A post hoc comparison Scheffk method indicated the significant
differences on consumers' perceptions of long-term gain ethics were among consumers
with no high school diploma (M = 21.63) and those with a bachelor degree (M = 26.56),
as well as between consumers with no high school diploma (M = 21.63) and those with a
master degree (M = 28.17). A propensity towards an increasing means pattern was
observed as the level of education increases. The means respectively decreased from the
masters' level to the doctorate level, and from the high school diploma to the associate
level. In spite of the latter, it can be concluded that there was a positive correlation for
the perceptions of long-term gain ethics in regard to the 'no high school diploma' level
versus all other educational levels. Some previously studies have also reported similar
links between respondents' education and ethical views. Wimalasiri (2001) found moral
judgment of a sample of management students and practitioners to be influenced by
education. Kum-Lung and Teck-Chai (2010) also reported significant differences found
in business ethics across varying educational levels.

HI in reference to consumers' income was not supported through an ANOVA
since, "there were not any significant effects of consumers' income on their perceptions
of long-term and short-term gain ethics." This finding contrasted with that of Fullerton,
Kerch, & Dodge (1996) investigating consumer ethics in the American marketplace,
where one's income group determined whether potentially unethical behaviors would be
unacceptable or not. The above findings from hypothesis I have partially answered the
first research question. The table below presents a summary of these results that have
been confirmed through hypothesis I.
Table 80
Hypothesis 1 Summary of Results
Hypothesis 1

There are significant differences
between consumers'
demographic characteristics
(gender, age, nationality, place
of residence, time in residence,
race, education, and income),
and consumers' perceptions of
marketing ethics.
Perceptions of long-term gain
ethics

-

i

d

-

Perceptions of short-term gain
ethics

Note: (-) means rejected, and 4 supported

Research Hypothesis 2

H2: There are significant differences between consumers' cultural dimensions
(collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and long-term
orientation), and consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.

Hypothesis 2 was partially supported since there were significant differences in
perceptions of long-term gain ethics between consumers from the low collectivism and
high collectivism groups, but no significant differences detected for the perceptions of
short-term gain ethics. On average low collectivism consumer respondents had lower

scores than high collectivism consumer respondents for the perceptions of long-term gain
ethics. The higher the collectivism, the higher is the ethical sensitivity for long-term gain

ethics. This notable difference is not without merit, and it appears to reflect what would
be expected from that within-the-U.S. cross-cultural milieu influenced by consumers with
lower individualist cultures. Swaidan (2012) studying consumer ethics, with seven
hundred sixty one African American consumers, also observed similar findings where
there were significant differences in ethics between consumers scoring high and low on
collectivism. Similar to the current finding, those scoring high on collectivism had less

tolerance for questionable activities.
There were no significant differences in the perception of long-term gain ethics
between consumers from the low uncertainty avoidance and high uncertainty avoidance
groups. Therefore, the assumption of significant differences in H2 for the perception of
short-term gain ethics according to the uncertainty avoidance classification was

supported. While differences shown herein are confined to perceptions of short-term gain
ethics, the finding about uncertainty avoidance's influence is not alone in the literature.

Hewett, Money, & Sharma (2006) used Hofstede's dimensions to measure national
culture differences between the United States and Latin America, and the results favored
uncertainty avoidance as the principal element of national culture's influence on buyerseller relationship. Although the influence of uncertainty avoidance on consumer

behavior has somehow been neglected in past rescarch (Lee, Garbarino & Lerman, 2007),
this divide shown in the current study adds weight to its value in influencing overall
consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
H2 for the perception of long-term gain ethics and short-term gain ethics

according to the masculinity classification was not supported; hence, there were no
significant differences observed within consumers' masculinity. The latter finding does
not help supporting Vitell's (1993) prediction that one with a high masculine culture
would be less likely to perceive ethical issues in business practices.
The assumption of significant differences in H2 for the perception of long-term

gain ethics and the perceptions of short-term gain ethics according to power distance
classification was not supported. That finding can be an indication of ethical sensitivity
where consumers in the New Orleans Metropolitan area, regardless of power inequalities,
would react if their values, beliefs, and financial security were threatened. Perhaps, the

U.S. being considered as a low power distance society in Hofstede's power distance
index may also give some credence to that consumer perception.
The assumption of significant difference in HZ for the perception of long-term

gain ethics according to the long-term orientation classification was supported, but the
perceptions of short-term gain ethics according to the long-term orientation classification
was not supported. The confirmed assumption of consumers' perceptions according to
their low and high long-term orientation culture, suggest in general how consumers
living in the New Orleans Metropolitan area have different cultural backgrounds, and
remain influenced by their respective culture. In general, the U.S. is considered to be a
low long-term orientation culture (The Hofstede Centre, 2014; Hsu & Burns, 2012),

which is somehow consistent with the finding since consumers with low long-term
orientation scored higher than those with high long-term orientation. The table below
depicts a summary of the results for hypothesis 2.
TabIe 8 1
Hypothesis 2 Summary of Results

There are significant
differences between
consumers' cultural
dimensions (collectivism,
uncertainty avoidance,
masculinity, power
distance, and long-term
orientation), and
consumers' perceptions of
marketing ethics.

Perceptions of longtern gain ethics
Perceptions of shortterm gain ethics

Partially
Supported

Partially
Supported

4

Rejected

Rejected

Partially
Supported

4
4

Note: (-) means rejected, and -\/ supported

Research Hypothesis 3

H3: There are significant differences between consumers' sentiments about the
marketing mix (product, price, promotion, andplace), and consumers' perceptions of
marketing ethics.
The assumption of significant differences in H3 for the perceptions of long-term
gain ethics and short-term gain ethics according to product classification was supported.
On average, consumer respondents with low product sentiments had lower scores ( M =

24.58, SE = .49) than consumer respondents with high product sentiments (M= 26.69, SE

= .42) for theperceptions of

long-term gain ethics; and lowproduct sentiments (M=

5.58, SE = .27) versus high product sentiments (M=7.23, SE = .23) for theperceptions
of short-term gain ethics. In general, consumers with low sentiments toward product had
lower perceptions of marketing ethics.

H3 for the perceptions of long-term gain ethics and the perception of short-term
gain ethics according to price classification was rejected; hence there were not any
significant differences between consumers with low sentiments and high sentiments
towards the price element. This finding appears to show a consensus among consumers
on their perception level about pricing. It is unknown what may have caused this lack of
difference, but during economic crises consumers have been known to modify their
behaviors while exercising a degree of caution towards prices.
The assumption of significant differences in H3 for the perceptions of long-term

gain ethics according to promotion classification was rejected, but supported for the
perception of short-term gain ethics. Consumer respondents with low promotion
sentiments (M=6.22, SE = .21) had lower scores than consumer respondents with high

promotion sentiments (M=7.72, SE = .34) for the perceptions of short-term gain ethics.
In other terms, consumers with low and high sentiments toward promotion are divided
over factors that influence the perceptions of short-term gain ethics. The question "the
most important concern for a firm is making a profit, even if it means bending or
breaking the rules" somehow reflects the attitude of unethical marketers behind deceptive
advertising. The other question related to the perceptions of short-term gain ethics
question, "efficiency is much more important to a firm than whether or not the firm is
seen as ethical" can also be interpreted as the driving notion behind advertising that lacks

transparency. Today, the channels of advertisement communication have expanded to
unconventional means such as Twitter, Facebook, and so on; thus introducing as well the
issue of consumer privacy invasion that may lead to unfavorable perceptions of
marketing ethics.

H3 for the perceptions of long-term gain ethics according to place classification
was supported, but rejected for the perception of short-term gain ethics. The results show
averagely consumer respondents with lowplace sentiments ( M = 22.91, SE = 1.07) had
lower scores than consumer respondents with high place sentiments ( M = 26.18, SE =
.33) for the perceptions of long-term gain ethics. Within that difference, there were more

consumers with high sentiments toward place had perceptions of long-term gain ethics.
For example, more consumers with high sentiments toward place perceive business has a
responsibility beyond making a profit, and a firm's first priority should be fairness to the
customer. The table below presents a summary of the results for H3.
Table 82
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Research Hypothesis 4a
Four sub-hypotheses (4a, 4b, 4c, and 4d) were created to address the second and
final research question of the study as follows: Do consumers' demographic
characteristics, consumers' cultural dimensions, and consumers' sentiments about the
marketing mix significantly affect consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics?
H4a was stated as follows: Consumers' demographic characteristics (gender, age,
nationality, place of residence, time in residence, race, education, and income)
significantly affect consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
The sub-hypothesis 4a was partially supported in predicting the outcome
perceptions of long-term gain ethics, whereas "consumers' education was a significant
explanatory, and significantly affects positively perceptions of long-term gain ethics."
This finding is also strengthened by HI results, where there were significant effects of
consumers' education on consumers' perceptions of long-term gain ethics. Additionally,
the literature contains other meaningful empirical arguments that support well this
positive relationship between education and ethicality (Lau, 2012; Swaidan et al., 2003;
Wurthmann, 20 13).
H4a was partially supported in predicting the outcome perceptions of short-term
gain ethics, whereas "consumers with nationalityiCaribbean significantly affect
positivelyperceptions of short-term gain ethics. " From the point of view of
nationality/Caribbean consumer as a significant predictor of ethical perceptions, the
latter finding somehow corresponds to Simga-Mugan, Daly, Onkal, and Kavut's (2005)

study that found a link between the nationality of the decision-maker and ethical
sensitivity. As earlier explained, nationality should be a relevant attribute to ethical
behaviors; therefore, the low number of consumer respondents originating from the
Caribbean region imposes some limitations on the interpretation of the outcome.

H4a was partially supported in predicting the outcome perceptions ofshort-term
gain ethics, whereas "consumers' income significantly affects positively perceptions of
short-term gain ethics. Corresponding results of the variable income as significant

predictor of consumers' perceptions of short-term gain ethics is scarce in the literature.
One study, investigating the relationship between ethics and income among individuals of
different religions, contends that income has a positive effect on the ethics for two
religious groups that were participants, but insignificant for the non-religious (Kit-Chun,
& Hung (2005)). The latter suggests an upward effect on ethics by income may be due to

other beliefs and value factors. Moreover, interpretations of such significance may be
contextually linked. Frequency distribution data on the variable income indicates 7% of
consumer respondents in the New Orleans Metropolitan area had household earnings of
less than $10,000 annually, and 8.6% earned between $10,000 and $19,999.
Notwithstanding existing income disparities, the New Orleans Metropolitan area's
traditional values are also known to be deep-seated. This strong value attachment may
have some influence in bringing income at the fore as a significant predictor.
H4a was partially supported in predicting the outcome perceptions of short-term
gain ethics, whereas "consumers' time in residence significantly affects negatively
perceptions of short-term gain ethics. The current finding of 'time in residence' as a
"

predictor negatively affecting perceptions of short-term gain ethics may be an indication

of consumers' disappointment about the decline of ethics in business. Therefore, there is
also a lack of research on possible effects of time in residence on consumers' perceptions
of ethics, and until this is remedied its generalizability may be strictly bound to the New
Orleans Metro area.
Table 83

Hv~othesis4a Remession Model Summan, Results

Consumers'
demographic
characteristics (gender,
age, nationality,place
Partially
of residence, time in
residence, race,
supported
education, and income)
significantly affect
consumers' perceptions
of marketing ethics.

Partially
supported

Partially
supported

Partially
supported

4

4

4 (-1

Perceptions of longterm gain ethics
Perceptions of shortterm gain ethics

Note: (-) means rejected, .\I (-) means affect negatively, and I/ affect positively
Research Hypothesis 4b

H4b: Consumers' cultural dimensions (collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity,
power distance, and long-term orientation) significantly affect consumers' perceptions of
marketing ethics.
H4b was partially supported in predicting the outcome perceptions of long-term

gain ethics, whereas "consumers' long-term orientation andlor consumers' collectivism
significantly affect positively perceptions of long-term gain ethics." In other terms, the

higher a consumer's cultural trait of long-term orientation andlor collectivism is, the
higher will be the perception of long-term gain ethics. H4b was also partially supported
in predicting the outcome perceptions of short-term gain ethics, whereas "consumers'

uncertainty avoidance is primarily predicted to significantly affect positively perceptions
of short-term gain ethics, and, high consumers' collectivism is predicted to significantly
affect negatively perceptions of short-term gain ethics."
These aforementioned findings are very near to those of Kim and Kim's (2010)
who used a sample of Korean public practitioners, and found collectivism,
Confucianism/long-term orientation, and uncertainty avoidance to have positively
affected corporate social responsibility attitudes. It should be reminded that, "social
responsibility involves the ethics held in common, and it directly relates to the significant
role of practitioners in helping organizations to be more socially responsible" (Kim &
Kim, 2010, p. 486).
Table 84

Hypothesis 4b Regression Model Summary Results

H4b: Consumers' cultural

dimensions (collectivism,
uncertainty avoidance,
masculinity, power distance,
and long-term orientation)
significantly affect
consumers' perceptions of
marketing ethics.

Perceptions of long-term gain
ethics
Perceptions of short-term
gain ethics

Partially
supported

4

Supported

Partially
supported

Note: (-) means rejected, .\I (-) means affect negatively, and .\I affect positively

Research Hypothesis 4c
H4c: Consumers' sentiments about the marketing mix (product, price, promotion, and
place) significantly affect consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.

H4c was partially supported, whereas "consumers ' sentiments aboutplace
significantly affect positively perceptions of long-term gain ethics"; and, "consumers '
sentiments aboutproduct andor consumers' sentiments about promotion significantly
affect positively perceptions of short-term gain ethics." Overall, these particular findings
combine to show the relevance of these marketing variables -place, product, and
promotion - and their predictive power in influencingperceptions of marketing ethics.
The latter finding can also be explained as, the higher a consumer's sentiment is for any
of these aforementioned predictors, the higher will be the consumer's perceptions of
long-term gain ethics or short-term gain ethics.
The variableplace/distribution as a significant predictor positively affecting
consumers' perceptions of short-term gain ethics signifies the higher the consumer'
sentiments toward place, the higher will be such perceptions. This finding contradicts
what was earlier reported from H3 testing, where the perceptions of long-term gain ethics
according to place classification was supported, but rejected for the perceptions of shortterm gain ethics. For the variable product, it is worth reminding that product is a complex
attribute among the other marketing mix elements. A review of previous research
indicated the variable product was often identified as a predictor of consumer evaluation
of quality andor consumer perceptions, but this predictive ability was often driven by
consumer ethnocentrism (Bandyopadhyay, 2014; Bandyopadhyay, Wongtada & Rice,

201 1). The consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics according to promotion have not

also been favorable to marketing ethics. The related results in this research can be
explained as the higher the consumers' sentiments toward promotion, the higher their
perceptions ofshort-term gain ethics. An earlier study by Treise et al. (1994)

investigating consumers' perceptions of advertising led to results unfavorable to
marketing ethics because of advertising that frequently violated broad ethical norms.
Overall, place, product, and promotion are confirmed to have a significant predictive
ability for consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics. However, one drawback relates to
the fact that the literature was found to lack empirical research that revolved around the
marketing mix elements in a similar context.
Table 85
Hypothesis 4c Regression Model Summary Results

Consumers' sentiments
about the marketing mix
(product, price,
promotion, and place)
significantly affect
consumers' perceptions
of marketing ethics.

Partially
supported

Partially
supported

Perceptions of long-term
gain ethics
Perceptions of short-term
gain ethics

4
4

Note: (-) means rejected, and .\I means affect positively

Research Hypothesis 4d

Partially
supported

4

H 4 d Consumers' demographic characteristics (gender, age, nationality, place of
residence, time in residence, race, education, and income), consumers' cultural
dimensions (collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, power distance, and longterm orientation), and consumers' sentiments about the marketing mix (product,price,
promotion, andplace) significantly affect consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
Findings for testing H4d resulted in the hypothesis being partially supported in
predicting the outcome perceptions of long-term gain ethics, whereas "consumers' longterm orientation, education, and collectivism significantly affect positively perceptions of
long-term gain ethics." The strongest explanatory relationship was shown with the

predictor long-term orientation. H4d was also partially supported in predicting the
outcome perceptions of short-term gain ethics, whereas "consumers' sentiments toward
promotion andlor product, consumers' uncertainty avoidance trait, consumers' income,

and consumers from the Caribbean were shown to significantly affect positively
perceptions of short-term gain ethics.

Partially joining the foregoing results were those of Yoo and Donthu (2002)
achieved with the use of the CVSCALE. Their study found marketing education,
collectivism, long-term orientation, and uncertainty avoidance, positively affect the level
of marketing ethics students. In a study that surveyed consumers in Greece, uncertainty
avoidance was one of the cultural drivers found to be important in forming idealistic

attitudes, which in fact are premised on using moral absolutes during ethical decisions
and affect perceptions (Leonidou, Leonidou & Kvasova, 2013). The predictors
collectivism and long-term orientation have also been shown as relevant positive

predictors in the literature within additional studies seeking to attain ethics-related goals
and outcomes (Nelson, 2004; Parboteeah, Addae & Cullen, 2012) andlor areas that
positively affect ethical perceptions (Kim & Kim, 2010). Evaluation of the

comprehensive multiple regression models for H4d reveals the variables time in

residence as a predictor in H4a, and place as a predictor in H4c, have not proved to be
continuing significant predictors. Therefore, hypothesis 4d confirms the "sustained
predictive ability" of the variables - long-term orientation, education, collectivism,

promotion, product, and uncertainty avoidance, nationality/Caribbean, and income - for
consumers 'perceptions of marketing ethics. The table below presents the summary
results of H4d.
Table 86

Hypothesis 4d Regression Model Summary Results
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Practical Implications
Similar to all studies, practical implications emerged during the research process.
While all scales performed to a satisfactory level, implications with the ICSM in
achieving acceptable reliability coefficient estimates suggest, in spite of reaching

discriminant and convergent validity, that consistent reliability of the scale in other
contexts may require item purification. Peterson and Ekici (2007) during refinement and
enhancement of the ICSM scale to survey a sample of Turkish consumers experienced
similar implications where the scale needed item purification.
The PRESOR instrument used for the measurement ofperceptions of marketing
ethics has produced resulting coefficient values that appear to be consistent with those
from prior studies. Therefore, these coefficient values do not quite make the case to date
for a reliable comparison to existing studies since the scale was distinctively adapted to
fit the context of this research. Going from an original 16-item scale by Kraft and Jauch
(1992) to a 13-item scale by Singhapakdi et al. (1996), the scale was herein converted to
a 9-item adapted scale in order to focus on the construct ethics from a consumer's
perspective.
Conclusion
The sample characteristics and frequency data provide an objective interpretation
of consumers' attributes and contextual perceptions. The assessment of demographic
variables of consumer respondents was utterly vital for a clear understanding of core
descriptive characteristics specific to the New Orleans Metropolitan area. The testing of
related hypotheses provides a framework for inferences on how some demographic
variables interact in context to play a role in consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
Although the level of ethical sensitivity may vary according to the ethical issue under
scrutiny and situational and cultural factors, there is evidence herein that demographic
variables such as nationality, place of residence, time in residence, and education

produced significant differences among consumers while affecting their ethical
perceptions.
Cultural dimensions that are likely to be drivers of consumers' feelings and
behaviors, and consumers' sentiments toward dominant marketing variables, are
evaluated within relevance and context. The emergence of some significant differences
within or inter-consumer groups comparisons creates a path for thoughtful
interpretations. Some significant differences found in consumers' perceptions of

marketing ethics according to their collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, and long-term
orientation classifications - low and high - might be an indication of a potential inner
cultural clash. Based on Hofstede's scores, the U.S. culture is known to reflect high
individualism, low to moderate uncertainty avoidance, low power distance, high
masculinity, and short-term orientation (The Hofstede Centre, 2014). The respective
significant differences, observed among consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics
according to theirproduct, promotion, andplace sentiment classification, illustrate an
omnipresent affiliation between marketing and consumers. And lastly, the confirmation
of education, nationality/Caribbean, income, time in residence, collectivism, uncertainty

avoidance, place, product, promotion, and long-term orientation as significant predictors
of individual perceptions of marketing ethics in an idiosyncratic context, appears to bring
further relevance to the literature.
The instruments' psychometric characteristics, in this research, have either upheld
satisfactory reliability and validity performance or proposed new insights for future
studies. Blodgett, Bakir and Rose (2008), using Hofstede's scale for an individual level
of analysis, experienced a lack of sufficient construct validity. The outcome of cultural

value dimensions measured in the current study, adds to the evidence that Hofstede's
cultural dimensions are better suited at the individual level of analysis when applied
through Yoo et al. (2001) individual cultural values scale. The ICSM scale has shown
satisfactory reliability estimates after item purification. While the causes of the latter
effect are not herein confirmed, consumers' sentiments towards marketing have been
linked to dominant cultural value dimensions of the consumers' society. Singhapakdi et
al. (1996b) contended the PRESOR scale "may be linked to other relevant variables such
as perceptions of an ethical problem, ethical judgments and intentions" (p. 1138). By
using the PRESOR within a different context and a different sample, this study helps to
broaden the scale's generalizability in capturing the role of ethics in business settings.
In terms of theoretical coherence, Hunt and Vitell's (1986, 1993) theory of ethics

remained fitted, particularly in the domain of one's deontological evaluations, and, the
authors of the theory regarded Hofstede's classification of cultural values as a primary
tool for the examination of cultural differences in ethical decision making process (Vitell
& Encarnacibn, 2006). Adding to the latter was the consumer demography and

McCarthy's marketing Four Ps concepts to direct the focus on specific consumers'
characteristics and consumers' affect toward prime elements of the marketing mix. The
entire framework postulated notions that were tested to demonstrate significant
differences between groups, and how consumers' demographic characteristics,
consumers' cultural dimensions, and consumers' sentiments about the marketing mix
significantly affect consumers' perceptions of marketing ethics.
This research has successfhlly met its objective. First, it has provided sufficient
empirical evidence to understand and identify through HI, H2, and H3 results, the

significant differences between dominant variables under scrutiny. Second, it has fully
confirmed through H4a, H4b, H4c, and H4d results, the predictors affecting consumers'
perceptions of marketing ethics and in which direction they do occur. As earlier
mentioned, cross-cultural research also imply some realistic generalizability due to their
capacity at bringing to light commonalities and dissimilarities prevalent among human
cultures (Llesami, 2009). This research adds value to the extant literature, not only in
presenting a unique cross-cultural quantitative analysis, but by also bringing to the fore
subcultural or intra-national differences within national boundaries, something significant
to the marketing concept and its ethical performance. In regard to whether the
perceptions of marketing ethics will improve, it is fair to say that the prospect is
ambiguous since 30 years of Gallup Polls show that Americans perceive a decline in the
honesty and ethics of U.S. business executives (Stevens, 2013) even as organizations
perceive ethics to be important to business. It seems irrefutable that the 21" century
marketing demands a genuine focus on consumer orientation. The message to unethical
marketers is that they ought to set aside their archaic behaviors and their recalcitrant
culture. The best consumers can do to compel needed changes within marketing is to
shape their consumption behaviors.

Limitations
The study has its limitations. Research supports that macro-economic conditions
(e.g. inflation, savings rates) have a negative effect on satisfaction of prices and product
quality (Gangimair-Wooliscroft & Lawson, 2012; Peterson & Ekici, 2007); meaning the
ICSM scale performance may be slightly contingent to situational changes. As a further
matter, the results related to the ICSM do not accommodate all comparative purposes

since a consumer's index calculation was not pursued compared to some other studies
(Chan & Cui, 2004; Chan et al., 1990; Cui, Hon-Kwong, Tsang-Sing & Joy, 2012; Gaski
& Etzel, 1986,2005; Peterson & Ekici, 2007). The said index has also been exempted in

otlier studies (Bums, Gupta & Bums, 2013; Kanta, Mohan & Srivalli, 2013), but the
decision herein to exclude it rested on the notion that it would be only supplemental but
not vital to the exploratory goal of the research.
It is also worth mentioning the finding in HI related to consumers'
nationality/region could have had a stronger weight in regard to the significant
differences between groups, and how in general they perceive long-term gain ethics
regardless of their nationality. However, the sampling difference in a pool characterized
by a high number of U.S. nationals and a very low one for Caribbean natives, should
warrant a degree of caution in interpreting the resulting effect. This research is
exploratory, and primarily designed to examine how consumers within a cross-cultural
national boundary perceive marketing ethics. As Stevens (2013) contends, "perception
can be subjective" (p. 368); which means the context of the study confines it to certain
limitations; hence, generalizability of findings is limited.

Recommendations
Future research can replicate the study and explore differences in ethical
perceptions of marketing ethics between consumers living in other U.S. multicultural
environments to determine the within and between-areas difference in a national context.
Moreover, investigating consumers within comparable contexts through a three-group
taxonomy of consumers, such as active, moderately active, and non-active consumers
should further add value to such research framework. Based on research insights, it is

also important to retain that in spite of females' tendency to exhibit higher ethical
perceptions of ethics, gender perceptual differences in this area are still not settled in the
literature. Although no significant differences were found between males and females in
this current study, in the interest of consistent findings the usage of larger samples in
future cross-cultural research are strongly recommended. The unpromising aspect is that,
in general gender-related empirical evidence seems to imply there may not be a "practical
significance" (Roxas and Stoneback, 2004, p. 162) between males and females when it
comes to ethics and perceptual differences.
The results demonstrating the cultural value uncertainty avoidance as a driver of
perceptions of short-tevm ethics within the U.S. national culture warrant marketers'

attention. The U.S. is overall rated as a low to moderate uncertainty avoidance milieu
(The Hofstede Centre, 2014). Still, establishing orderly structure of marketing
information in some settings may help to minimize the sense of ambiguity and
unpredictability among some consumers. The cultural value dimensions long-term
orientation and collectivism were also found to be predictors significantly affecting

positively long-term gain ethics. Marketers can benefit from these results by drafting
marketing strategies that take into account specific cultural characteristics, which may be
highly fostered through traditional values that are meaningful to consumers.
Appropriateness of marketing strategies can be significant in ameliorating consumer
satisfaction since it translates to a "congruence of market offerings of a set of products
and its corresponding consumer perception among its target segment" (Shahhosseini &
Ardahaey, 201 1, p. 23 1).

In any pluralistic society, nationality as a demographic variable is likely to be a
complex attribute for determining ethical sensitivity due to an inner conflict between the
quasi-dominance of one's mother culture and the influence of situational events and
constraints within the adopted milieu. By that, the process of acculturation also deserves
the attention of marketing practitioners and researchers. The rationale is that resident

adapting consumers of a milieu will experience both, acculturation of the host culture and
preservation of the culture of origin. Ogden, Ogden, and Schau (2004) illustrate the
dynamics taking place in plain terms, "people undergoing acculturation are in a constant
state of flux, the behaviors exhibited by people adapting to a consumer environment are
not always easy to explain" (p. 15). Understanding how to respond to the needs and
wants of such consumers can trigger auxiliary gains in perceptions of ethics that are
favorable to marketing. Longitudinal studies appear to be the most suitable to track
perceptions of ethics of acculturating consumers over time.
Implications that emerged during the exploratory factor analysis of the ICSM
provide a basis for recommending a revision of the scale to boost its performance within
cross-cultural contexts. Lastly, similar to the researcher's approach, it would be
constructive to calculate and report any practical significance from such empirical
investigations; thus, contributing to an extended meta-analytic data for future research.
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APPENDIX A
Survey Instrument

QUESTIONNAIRE

PART A. Demographic Profile
Please use a dark pencil to complete the questionnaire, and mark (X) the
circle that matches your profile.
1.
What is your gender?
Male
0
Female
0

2.

What is your age?
18-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-55
Over 65

0
0
0
0
0

0

3.

What is your nationality of origin or region?
United States of America
0
Latin America
0
Caribbean
0
Mexico
0
Canada
0
Europe
0
Asia
0
Africa
0
Middle East
0
Other
0
Please specifv:

4.

What is your place of residence?
New Orleans
0
Metairie
0
Kenner
0
Another City in the New Orleans
0
Metropolitan Area

5.

How long (years) have you
Less than 3 years
3 to 5 years
More than 5 years

lived in your city of residence?
0
0
0

6.

What is your race?
White
BlackIAfrican-American
Other
specify

0
0

0

7.

What is your highest level of education?
No High School Diploma
0
High School Diploma
0
Associate Degree
0
Bachelor Degree
0
Master Degree
0
Doctorate Degree
0

8.

What is your household income?
Less than $10,000
0
$10,000 to $19,999
0
$20.000 to $29.999
0
$30,000 to $39,999
0
$40,000 to $49,999
0
$50,000 to $59,999
0
$60,000 to $69,999
0
$70,000 to $79,999
0
$80,000 to $89,999
0
$90.000 to $99.999
0
More than $100,000
0

Please

PART B. Individual Cultural Values
Please mark (X) the circle
that best matches your
opinion:

10

11

12

l3

14

15

16

l7

l8

19

20

Individuals should
sacrifice self-interest for
the group that they
belong to.
Individuals should stick
to the group even
through difficulties.
Grouv welfare is more
important than
individual rewards.
Group success is more
imvortant than
individual success.
Individuals should
pursue their goals after
considering the welfare
of the ProuD.
Group loyalty should be
encouraged even if
individual goals suffer.
It is important to have
instructions spelled out
in detail so that I always
know what I am
exoected to do.
It is important to closely
follow instructions and
procedures.
Rules/regulations are
important because they
inform me of what is
expected of me.
Standardized work
procedures are helpful.
Instivctions for
operations are
important.
It is more important for
men to have a
professional career than
it is for women.

Agree
Somewhat

Neither
Agree
Nor
Disagree
-

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Strongly
Agree

Disagree Strongly
Somewhat Disagree

0

0

0

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Men usually solve
problem with logical
analysis; women
usually solve problems
with intuition.
Solving difficult
problems usually
requires an active
forcible approach which
is typical of men.
There are some jobs
that a man can always
do better than a woman.
People in higher
positions should make
most decisions without
consulting people in
lower positions.
People in higher
positions should not ask
the opinions of people
in lower positions too
frequentG.
People in higher
positions should avoid
social interaction with
people in lower
positions.
People in higher
positions should not
delegate important tasks
to people in lower
positions.
Peoole in lower
positions should not
disagree with decisions
made by people in
higher positions.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Please mark (X) the circle
that best matches your
opinion
Careful management of
29 money. (thrift).
.
Going on resolutely in
30 spite of opposition
persistence.
Personal steadiness and
stability.

Extremely

Unimportant Unimportant

Extremely
Important Important

0

32 Long-term planning.
33

Neither

Giving up today's fun
for success in the future.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Working hard for
34 success in the future.
Note. The Individual Cultural Values Scale. From "The Effects of Marketing Education and
Individual Cultural Values on Marketing Ethics of Students," by B. Yoo and N. Donthu, 2002,
Journal of Marketing Education, 24, p. 102. Adopted with permission of the authors.

PART C. Consumers' Sentiments
Please mark (X) the circle
that best matches your
opinion

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Somewhat

Neither
Agree, Nor
Disagree

Disagree
Somewhat

Strongly
Disagree

I am satisfied with most
35 of the oroducts I buv.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

The companies that make
productsl buy do not
38 care enough about how
well they perform.*

0

0

0

0

0

The quality of products I
39 buy has consistently
improved over the years.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Most products I buy wear
out too quickly.*
Too many of the products
37 1 buy are defective in
some wav.*

36

40

Most products I buy are
overpriced.*

Businesses could charge
41 lower price and still be
profitable.*
Most prices are
reasonable considering
42 the high cost of doing
business.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

43 Most prices are fair.

0

In general, I am satisfied
44 with the prices I pay.

0

Most advertising is very
annoying.*

0

Most advertising makes
46 false claims.*

0

If most advertising were
47 eliminated, consumers
would be better off.*

0

0

48 I enjoy most ads.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

45

Most advertising is
intended to deceive rather
49 than to inform
Most retail stores serve
50 their customers well.
Because of the way
retailers treat me, most of
51
my shopping is
unpleasant.*
I find most retail sales
52people to be very helpful.
When I need assistance in
53 a store, I am usually not
able to get it.*

0

0

0

Most retailers provide
0
adequate service.
Note. The Index of Consumer Sentiments Toward Marketing Scale. From "The Index of
Consumer Sentiment Toward Marketing: Validation, Updated Results, and Demographic
Analysis, " by J. F. Gaski, 2008, Journal of Consumer Policy, 31, pp. 213-214. Adopted with
permission of the author.
54

PART D. Perceptions of Ethics
'lease mark 0()the
Strongly
circle that best matches
Agree
your opinion Being ethical is the
55 most important
0
thing a firm can do.
A firm's first
priority should be
0
56 fairness to the
customer.
The overall
effectiveness of a
business can be
57 determined to a
0
great extent by the
degree to which it is
ethical.
The ethics of a firm
is important
58
to its long-term
success.
Business has a
responsibility
0
59 beyond making a
nrofit
Ethics are critical to
60 the survival of a
0
If the customers are
61 unhappy nothing
else matters
The most important
concern for
a firm is making a
62
profit, even if it
means bending or
breaking the rules.
Efficiency is much
more important to a
63 firm than whether
or not the firm is
seen as ethical.

0

Agree
Somewhat

Neither
Agree, Nor
Disagree

Disagree
Somewhat

Strongly
Disagree

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Note. The Perceived Role of Ethics and Social Responsibility (PRESOR) Scale. From " The
perceived role of ethics and social responsibility: A scale development" by A. Singhapakdi, S.
J. Vitell, K. C. Rallapalli, and K. L. Kraft, 1996, Journal of Business Ethics, 15(1l), 11311140. Adapted with permission of the authors.

APPENDIX B
Permissions for Use of Yoo, Donthu, & Lenartowic's (2001) Individual
Cultural Values Scale (CVSCALE)

From: Ghensy Antoine
Sent: Thu 4/16/2009 3:24 PM
To: Naveen Donthu
Subject: RE: FW: Permission to use Yoo, Donthu,&Lenartowic'sfive-dimensionscale to measure
individual cult

Many thanks again.
Best regards,
Ghensy
From: Naveen Donthu
]
Sent: Thu 4/16/2009 1:29 PM
To: Ghensy Antoine
Subject: RE: FW: Permission to use Yoo, Donthu,&Lenartowic'sfive-dimension scale to measure
individual cult

that is fine.

>>> On 4/16/2009 at 1057 AM, "Ghensy Antoine"

wrote:

Dr. Donthu
In

1 the inti;
~ ~ asd follc
d

?

publica

I UMI, nc)t Lynn I
Jniversit

S~UUIU

lture revisions and editions of my dissertation,
"TI
sted per,mission extends
incrua~ngnon-exclusive world rights In all languages, and to the prospective publication of my
di:
1 by UMII."

l apologize
Thanks aa;

error, and if you 1jvould plc?ase cor)firm you

~tfor the IRB reqluiremeni

From: Ghensy Antoine
Sent: Tue 4/7/2009 10:13 AM
To: Naveen Donthu
Subject: RE: Permission to use Yoo, Donthu, & Lenartowic'sfive-dimensionscale to measure
individual cultural values ...

Dear Dr. Donthu.
Many thanks for your prompt response and authorization.
Best regards,
Ghensy

From: Naveen Donthu [mailto
]
Sent: Tue 4/7/2009 12:21 AM
To: Ghensy Antoine
Subject: Re: Permission to use Yoo, Donthu, & Lenartowic'sfive-dimensionscale to measure
individual cultural values ...

permission is granted.

naveen donthu
katherine s. bernhardt research professor
interim chair, department of marketing j mack robinson college of business georgia state
university
35 broad st, suite 1335
atlanta, ga 30303 usa
phone:

email:
web: www.qsu.edu/-mktnnd or www.donthu.com
>>> "Ghensy Antoine"
Ghensy Antoine

Email:

> 04/06/09 3:24 PM >>>

April 6,2009
Naveen Donthu
35 Broad St, suite 1335
Georgia State University
Atlanta, GA 30303
Work phone:

Dear Dr. Donthu,
My name is Ghensy Antoine, and I am working on a doctoral dissertation at Lynn University, Boca
Raton, FL entitled "A Cross-Cultural Study on Consumers' Sentiments of the Marketing Mix
Variables and Consumers' Perceptions toward Marketing Ethics." I called earlier today and left
you a voice mail regarding a request to obtain your permission of the following for this research:
(1) The Yoo, Donthu, & Lenartowicz's Five-Dimensional Likert-Type Scale (26 items)
developed to measure cultural values at the individual level.
(2)

A few excerpts from your published studies that will be cited according to APA guidelines

The requested permission extends to any future revisions and editions of my dissertation,
including non-exclusive world rights in all languages, and to the prospective publication of my
dissertation by Lynn University. These rights will in no way restrict republication of the material in
any other form by you or by others authorized by you. Your signing of this letter will confirm that
you own the copyright to the above-described material1 or can give full authorization on behalf of
all copyright owners. Otherwise, please advise if I will need to obtain individual authorization from
your other colleagues.
Your support to this research will be greatly appreciated, and should there be any other questions
please feel free to reach me at anytime using the contact information provided above. Thank you
very much, and I look forward to your reply.

Sincerely,
Ghensy Antoine
PERMISSION GRANTED FOR THE
USE REQUESTED ABOVE:

Naveen Donthu
Date:

APPENDIX C
Permissions for Use of Gaski and Etzel's (1986) Index of Consumer
Sentiment toward Marketing (ICSM) Scale
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John F. GasW.
~rrodstePmfrtsor of Marketing at the UnhnrsltysfNotre Dame
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.Dear Mr. G&,
Thanb for our mnveregsrdlng the request to w the Index of Conlumer Sentiments toward Marketmg
I1CSM)" rcalefw my doctoral dfnertatton at Lynn Unhnmity mtltkd "A CrarCuftunt Study on Cansumera'
Gentimenta of ths MarXetlng Mlx Vsrtsbh end Consumers' ParcepHona toward Marketfng EUllw." In
addition. Iwould tlke a h your permission m use excerpts from same of your prior studkr that will be dted as they
are vew useful to the research ob)enive.
The t'eauerted oermlssbnextends to am future Wlont and editions of mv dlsrertanon, Indudlng mn-exdu*
world rights kr illlanguags, and to the &s(recthrr pub~~estio"
of my diuertatlon by UMI. mew r~ghtsWI In no
wsv restrict ntrublkatlon of the materlal In am other form bv YOU or bv others authorized by you. Your rtgnlngof
thl; letter will glso confirm that you own the cipy~I$t to t h e a i i & l l b e d material.
If these arrangemane mrrt with your approval, please sign thk letter where h d i M e d below and return Itto me
by emall. Ithank you agaln for your~ooperetlon,and look bmsrd to your mntlnvws wntrlbutlon to the lidd of
marketing research.

PERMISUONORANTEDFOR WE
ESTEO ABOVE:

USE RE
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APPENDIX D
Permission for Use of Singhapakdi, Vitell, Rallapalli, & Kraft's (1996)
Perceived Role of Ethics and Social Responsibility (PRESOR) Scale

- - - - - Original Message-----

From: Singhapakdi, Anusorn [mailto:a
]
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2012 11:20 AM
To: 'Ghensy Antoine'
Cc:
Subject: RE: Authorization request for the use of PRESOR scale ...
Dear Ghensy,
Yes, you have my permission to use the scale. Good luck with your
research.
Anusorn Singhapakdi, Ph.D.
Professor of Marketing and Chair
Department of Marketing
College of Business & Public Administration Old Dominion University
2123 Constant Hall
Norfolk, VA 23529-0220, USA
Direct:
E-Mail:
http://www.odu.edu/-asinghap

- - - - - Original Message----From: Ghensy Antoine [mailto:
Sent: Monday, lune 18, 2012 6:47 AM
To: Singhapakdi, Anusorn
Cc:
Subject: Authorization request for the use of PRESOR scale...
Ghensy Antoine
Day Phone:
Email:
Dear Dr. Singhapakdi:
My name is Ghensy Antoine, and I am working on a doctoral dissertation at
Lynn University, Boca Raton, FL entitled "A Cross-Cultural Study on
Consumers' Sentiments of the Marketing Mix Variables and Consumers'
Perceptions toward Marketing Ethics." I received a prior authorization
from Dr. Vitell in April 2009 for the said study for the use of the
Marketing Ethics Scale (Vitell,Rallapalli, and Singhapakdi (1993).
However, due to some personal difficulties, the project was delayed, and
as I resumed my work I later found out the need to switch to another scale
"The Perceived Role of Ethics and Social Responsibility (PRESOR)" by

Singhapakdi, V i t e l l , R a l l a p a l l i , and Kraft,1996. I n t h i s regard, Iam
s e e k i n g y o u r p e r m i s s i o n t o use t h e aforementioned PRESOR s c a l e and t o
adapt s l i g h t l y t h e s c a l e f o r t h e r e s e a r c h o b j e c t i v e .
Please n o t e t h a t t h e requested p e r m i s s i o n extends t o any f u t u r e r e v i s i o n s
and e d i t i o n s o f my d i s s e r t a t i o n , i n c l u d i n g n o n - e x c l u s i v e w o r l d r i g h t s i n
a l l languages, and t o t h e p r o s p e c t i v e p u b l i c a t i o n o f my d i s s e r t a t i o n by
UMI. These r i g h t s w i l l i n no way r e s t r i c t r e p u b l i c a t i o n o f t h e m a t e r i a l i n
any o t h e r f o r m b y you o r by o t h e r s a u t h o r i z e d by you. For y o u r
convenience, I have p r o v i d e d a s i g n a t u r e space and c o n s i d e r i n g a l s o t h a t
y o u r s i g n i n g o f t h i s l e t t e r o r an e - m a i l a u t h o r i z a t i o n w i l l a l s o c o n f i r m
t h a t you own t h e c o p y r i g h t t o t h e above-described m a t e r i a l / o r can g i v e
f u l l a u t h o r i z a t i o n on b e h a l f o f a l l c o p y r i g h t owners.
Your c o n t i n u e d s u p p o r t t o t h i s r e s e a r c h i s i n v a l u a b l e and w i l l be g r e a t l y
a p p r e c i a t e d . Il o o k f o r w a r d t o y o u r r e p l y as soon as p o s s i b l e , and should
you have any a d d i t i o n a l q u e s t i o n s r e g a r d i n g t h i s request, p l e a s e f e e l f r e e
t o reach me a t anytime u s i n g t h e c o n t a c t i n f o r m a t i o n p r o v i d e d above. Thank
you v e r y much.
Sincerely,
Ghensy A n t o i n e

PERMISSION GRANTED FOR THE USE REQUESTED ABOVE:

Anusorn Singhapakdi

Date:

